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call them “communication channels”? These three words are im
portant psychic terms for the type of experience conveyed through
that particular means, o r channel. They describe methods of
transmission and communication — and no more to be feared than
the labels given to other means of transmission and communica
tion, such as “radio” and “television.” In future days, “telepathy,”
“clairvoyance,” and “precognition” will probably be as common
place. But it is the present we are concerned with, and the needs
of children tuned into these channels who may be confused and
anxious about their experiences because their parents and teachers
don’t understand the “channels.” The primary purpose of this
book is to serve as a guide for creative parents and teachers by
helping them to understand children who are curious about their
experiences and who want questions answered. The only way
parents and teachers can offer answers is to know what the ques
tions are. Some of both are offered in this primer, but work in this
area is still in its infancy. It may be generations before we fully
understand such children’s experiences as these:
don’t go upstairs. The telephone is going to ring.
“Mommy,
Grandma wants to talk to you.” When seconds later the phone
rings and Grandma is indeed on the phone, Mommy jokes about
the child having ESP but nothing further is thought of the inci
dent, even though it happens time and time again, with varying
callers.
“Daddy, 1 had a bad dream in the night that Mr. Wilson was
having an accident and his car hit a tree.” Daddy tells the child it
was just a bad dream and to go back to sleep. Days later when
Mr. Wilson is in a car accident after his auto crashed into a tree,
the parent is puzzled and concerned. How did the child know
this—before it happened? And what should he as a parent do if
the child has more “bad” dreams?
“Mommy, Aunt Mary is coming to see us today.” Because her
sister Mary lives in the next town, many miles away, and always
calls before coming to visit, the mother calls this wishful thinking
on the part of the child. Later in the afternoon when Aunt Mary
does arrive for an unexpected visit, Mommy is a little discon
certed, but dismisses it as coincidence, even though it is not the
first time something like this has happened. The child is “always
saying crazy things.”
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may be embarrassed to speak of it for fear of being called “pecu
liar,” or he may simply dismiss the experience.
ESP is not supernatural, and it is not a religion. It is a frontier
of the mind. There is great confusion about the difference between
parapsychological work and popular occultism. The authors, both
as writers and as psychics, do not believe ESP is demonic. We
believe that children suffer their own private hells, and that through
the knowledge and guidance of parents and teachers, children can
develop healthy minds and healthy bodies. We wish to provide
help in eliminating some of the problems and fears parents may
be faced with, help in understanding what is happening in a
child’s psychic experiences. The child may be tuned into a channel
you cannot see or hear. But if he is rebuked or scoffed at, irrep
arable damage may result. Many children withdraw into them
selves, some to such an extent they are thought to be retarded. In
this area also a great deal of work has been done. The results
should be a heartwarming guide for those working with retarded
children, for many children thought to be retarded but having no
brain damage have shown a high degree of ESP (see Chapter 6 ) .
Other tests have shown that children who do have brain damage
also have indicated a high degree of telepathy, a fact that offers
hope and encouragement to both parents and child. In many in
stances, emotionally disturbed children or those thought to be re
tarded are children who have had hurtful experiences arising from
psychic happenings from which they have retreated due to trauma.
In this book, a number of revolutionary ideas are evolved,
based on ongoing research conducted by one of the authors, Dr.
Tanous. It may challenge the public and the medical and related
professions to demand more research to substantiate the theory
that many childhood problems are due to psychic experiences that
have gone unrecognized or unheeded. Parents for the last several
years have been asking Dr. Tanous how they can know if their
child is psychic and what they can do to help develop or nurture
this ability. This primer provides some answers.
In his lectures, Harold Sherman, author of How to Make ESP
Work for You, asks an intriguing question: “How many of you
know enough about the mechanisms of your car motor to be able
to fix it, if some little thing goes wrong on the road, so you can
get on to a service station for repairs?”1 Usually about 60 percent
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°f the people in the audience raise their hands. The question then
posed is; “Now let me ask you another question. You are each
walking around with the most wonderful, sensitized instrument in
e
world inside your head— your own mind— upon which you
ave relied for everything that you have accomplished to date. Not
only that, but your whole future happiness and success is likewise
ependent upon the functioning of your mind. This being true,
Ow m
any of you can tell me how your mind operates?” 2 From
eoast to coast, Sherman attests, not one hand has ever been
important message he conveys following the no-show
° hands is that perhaps it is time we all devote a few minutes of
ach day to the idea of learning about our own minds in order to
operate them efficiently and effectively. Sherman, one of the
pioneers in the field of ESP, strongly feels that how you think
ot only determines what you are, but also how. It also deter>nes how you respond to others and how they respond to you.
st r?6
ap*.
1 les
m

-? f

ma n
a n 'c s

P u r poses of this book is to help you under
’
a child’s mind and how the child’s psychic
may be utilized for his future happiness. Many intelligent
Women
have been greatly misguided by the quantity of
mec

and* ° rtn ? t *On ’ n fbis field, and it is our wish that the methods
posts eXPenenCeS
’ n c ' uded *n these pages can serve as safe guides adu
Psv
A
lts, you can also utilize your own innate
Walk , n t o an
’ n y° u r everyday life. For example, a salesman
.
office or encounters a group of people and realizes
D
ye ically, by telepathy or other means, that the proposal he
•s es to present would not be accepted at this meeting. He then
n
ges his course of action to work it into a more appropriate
e w
ben his presentation will be successful. Through psychom. J y by shaking and touching hands— he may be able to sense
me same thing.
Psychic experiences are useless unless applied to the total dee opment and success of the individual. By helping the child
evelop his psychic awareness his future is given a helping hand.
e
s look at an amazing example cited by Harold Sherman— one
at
may well have saved his life:
I was in my room on the second floor of our family home . . . .
This room faced west, the sun was setting, it was growing
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dark. I was at my typewriter, and I got up as I had done
hundreds of times before, to turn on the electric light. As I
reached for the switch, a voice in my inner ear, not a voice
that I heard externally, said: “Don't turn on the light.”
This was such an unexpected and such an eerie
command that I hesitated, wondering why I should get
such an impression. Unable to go against this impulse, I
returned to my desk and typed for perhaps ten minutes longer,
till it grew so dark that I just had to turn on the light.
But once more, as I fixed my attention on the electric
light bulb, with my hand on the switch, the voice within
repeated its warning: “Don't turn on the light!”
At almost the same instant, someone ran up to the porch
downstairs and began banging the door and ringing the bell.
I went downstairs without turning on the light and was
confronted by a lineman, who said: “Don’t turn on the
light! There's a high voltage wire down across your line
outside!”3
In the ten minutes previous, the lineman had been running from
home to home to warn people not to turn their lights on. The
strength of the lineman's thoughts had reached Harold Sherman’s
mind before his arrival.
What does this story have to do with psychic abilities and a
child's future? Let’s look at another example from Mr. Sherman:
Guests who had been visiting with the Shermans left around mid
night and discovered that their car had been broken into and a
newly purchased suit had been stolen. Sherman had begun to put
to use some of the information he had garnered about utilizing
one’s psychic abilities and decided to make a psychic suggestion
to his subconscious: “ N o one will attempt to steal anything of
mine but that I will be made aware of the theft in time to pre
vent it!” He repeated this again and again and then gave it no
further conscious thought.
More than a year later, when Sherman was working in New
York as editor of the Savings Bank Journal, he was asked by the
publisher to remain for dinner to discuss a business matter. Just
as he was about to leave, he had an impulse to put a copy of the
current issue of the Journal into the inside pocket of his overcoat.
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e d dn
i ’t need the copy, but obeyed his instinct. His overcoat
vvas gray and nondescript, resembling many others that hung on
e
coatrack in the restaurant where he and his boss were
,ni
ng. As the two men engaged in conversation during the
mea
l, Sherman was suddenly hit with the thought: “Quick. That
man

h as your overcoat.” Although he consciously realized that
n embarrassing situation would result if he accused any person
° taking his coat and was wrong, Sherman’s feeling was too
slr
ong to be dismissed. He looked toward the clothing rack just
s
a man removed a coat from it and started toward the cashier’s
counter. Sherman jumped up and weaved through the tables.
eaching the cashier’s desk just as the man was buttoning the
c°at’ Gherman said, “I beg your pardon, sir. I believe you have my
coa
The man denied it, whereupon Sherman turned open
t lie ‘
Th e C n° ata n ’ a Pe ls ’ e x Pos >ng the Savings Bank Journal in the pocket.
'
apologized profusely, saying that the coat resembled his
Ow
cloth" 6 ®ave *' *° Gherman, then took a few steps toward the
FaC
was a out
deni
’ aS
'° 8 e ' his own coat. Then sud6 ma< e a
as
The
d h for the door and ran out of the restaurant.
mana
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Sherman that six
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° n an *ntu *five level stimulated by an earlier psychic
100
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VentTh e
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of
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His unconscious mind, sensing he was
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im 7 C h i n g a t' m e w h en his coat would be stolen, sent out the
PU Se tO
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im Portant,
P
Py °f 'he that
Journal
in hishad
coat hung
pocket.
too, to remember
Sherman
his It
coatis
. , y ' l m e s on many clothing racks in many other restaurants
, O .u t an y cause for alarm that it might be stolen. Sherman
explains:
I had not the slightest concern regarding my overcoat on this
occasion, but the instant that this man, intent on stealing it,
touched my coat, even though I was in the midst of con
versation with Mr. Harrison, my Extra Sensory faculties got
through to me with a definite warning! . . . Thomas Edison
,s
credited with having said: “Man is only using one-tenth
°f one percent of his mental capabilities.” It is undeniable
that man has not, as yet, begun to sound the depths and
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potentialities of his own consciousness. Most certainly, few
of us have developed sufficient control over our Extra Sensory
faculties to be able to depend upon their added guidance and
protection in our everyday lives. 4
Today we cannot imagine anything that mankind will not ultimately
discover. If we set our minds to a certain task, it can be accomplished. If
in our mind’s eye we search long enough for a solution, we will find it.
Then, if we will it strongly enough it will take place —when the timing is
right. Just to “think” something is an act of creation! We hope that the
parents and teachers who read this book will wish to help develop their
children’s CPE —Creative Perceptive Energy. Through acceptance and
understanding, the children’s native psychic abilities can be used in a
creative manner to round out their lives.
Regardless of the number of psychic experiences a child has, the
same principle applies: All psychic experiences should be utilized to
integrate the child with his environment. A child’s psychic ability should
be used to make him a “holistic” individual —to bring out his creative
ness, so that he can use all of his talents to succeed. Parents and teachers
alike can help the child accept his Creative Perceptive Energy by accept
ing it as a natural gift that can be enhanced through the ESP testing pro
grams outlined in this book.
We are not urging parents to turn their children into fortune-tellers or
to encourage them to make psychic predictions. Our aim is to help par
ents recognize that psychic experiences do take place, and to help them
accept the channels by which the experiences occur as a natural aptitude.
One important point to keep in mind is that children with psychic abili
ties are creative individuals. When they are able to visualize what they
want to achieve, they can achieve it. Helping a child to recognize his
psychic experiences is like opening a door to a creative imagination.
This book brings you the experimental and test work of the late Dr.
Alex Tanous and the comprehensive research of Katherine Fair
Donnelly, both well versed in psychic matters. Dr. Tanous taught para
psychology at the University of Southern Maine. For many years, he
worked with groups and families regarding psychic experiences. In the
group process, adults talked about their heretofore unexplained experi
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ences. In the family process, children were encouraged to talk about
dreams, imaginary playmates, or any other psychic experiences they
bad. The purpose was to share those experiences so that individuals
would realize that others, too, had experienced similar “happenings.
This led both parent and child to the awareness that they were neither
“crazy,” abnormal, nor psychologically disturbed and contributed to
their peace of mind.
In addition to teaching, Dr. Tanous displayed extraordinary psychic
abilities and was an integral part of important scientific experiments
conducted at the American Society for Psychical Research in New York
with Dr. Karlis Osis. He also participated in psychic experimental tests
with Dr. Wilbur Franklin of Kent State University, Dr. A.R.G. Owen of
New Horizon Institute, Dr. Robert Miller in Atlanta, and doctors at
Columbia Presbyterian Hospital in New York. In Toronto, he was the
subject of research on brain waves and psychic phenomena conducted
by Dr. Joel Whitton, M.D.
As a child, Dr. Tanous was for some time considered retarded. Yet,
he went on to earn numerous degrees, including an MA in Philosophy,
an
MA in Sacred Sciences, an MSEd. In Counseling, and Doctor of
Divinity. Dr. Tanous was a certified school psychology for the state of
Massachusetts, a resident counselor at Fordham University and taught at
St. John’s University, Manhattan College, St Anselm’s, and Anna Marie
College. He also taught ESP at Thornton Academy in Saco, Maine, one
of
the first high schools to give such a course for credit.
The co-author of this book, Katherine Fair Donnelly, is an alumna of
Southern Methodist University and was a journalist in Texas, thus estab
lishing the background for her future work as a columnist, book
viewer, and author of many books including The Guidebook To ESP
an
d Psychic Wonders.
Catherine Donnelly’s interest in psychic matters began after many
Psychic experiences of her own, one of which was a prophetic dream
t she believes may have saved her life. Her quest to understand more
c

these psychic experiences led her to international experts in the psyh»c field, both in America and abroad. Among these were Professor

Tenhaeff, former Director of the Parapsychology Institute at die
State University of Utrecht in Holland; the president and principal of the
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College of Psychic Studies in London,. Paul Beard and Ruby Yeatman;
the highly respected sensitive Eileen J. Garrett (then also president of
the Parapsychology Foundation in New York); the famed psychic healer
Olga Worrall of the New Life Clinic in Maryland; and many other inter
nationally known psychic investigators.
Because of her exposure to the “greats” in this field, Ms. Donnelly
has been able to integrate her analytical ability and research together
with the experiments, tests, and findings of Dr. Tanous in an effort to
help children in need of understanding.

GUIDANCE
TO PARENTS
AND
TEACHERS

Knowing What
Is Psychic

Almost everyone has heard of America’s Smithsonian Institu
tion. When that organization lends its name to a project, we know
that a stamp of approval has been received from an authoritative
source.
In 1976, the Smithsonian sponsored the first traveling exhibit
°n psychic phenomena. It was presented to the public as an
educational program. The exhibit offered examples of psychic
Phenomena with introductory comments written by Dr. Margaret
hflead, the noted anthropologist,
lecturer, and author, in hopes of
elarifying psychic research. Dr. Mead wrote: “The whole history
of
scientific advancement is full of scientists investigating phenom
ena that ‘the establishment’ did not believe were there.
II the Smithsonian Institution feels the time is right to present
to adults explanations of what psychic matters are alt about,
w
°uldn’t it seem fair for adults to explain them to children?
The principal psychic terms that will be used in this book are
telepathy, clairvoyance,
and precognition. Psychic experiences
(sometimes referred to as psi) can involve one or more of these
three.
Telepathy is the sending of mental messages or thoughts of any
ind from one person to another without the apparent use of the
Physical senses. This has also been called thought transference. The
3
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important thing to remember here is that Person A is aware of
Person B’s thoughts at the moment Person B is thinking them.
Suppose we look at some factual examples of how telepathy
works:
A girl of eight who lived in Maine had written to her friend in
New York of an upcoming trip. She and her family were leaving
the following week for a visit to Disney World in Orlando, Florida.
The girl in New York had written a similar letter to her friend
to say that she was going to Disney World. However, neither of the
letters was delivered prior to departure. While in Disney World,
the girl from New York had been thinking about the girl from
Maine when to their mutual amazement, they met on the monorail!
When they returned home, each found a letter waiting, telling of
the vacation plans.
What purpose was gained in this telepathic communication? We
see here that a message through normal channels— the postal
service — did not succeed. Instead, from some other source of
the mind, the girls were able to communicate their vacation plans
and they met on the monorail in Disney World! Can you imagine
what the odds are on such a meeting?
A ten-year-old Massachusetts boy was despondent because his
best friend, Reuben, had recently moved to California. The child
asked his mother if he could telephone Reuben. His mother
agreed. As they went to pick up the receiver, the telephone rang.
It was Reuben at the other end saying he had been thinking of his
friend and had decided to call.
Here we see that the young ten-year-old missed his friend, and
his friend equally missed him. They needed to contact each other
in some way. Telepathy was the impetus for the telephone call.
A young mother was driving in a car one morning with her
six-year-old daughter. A traffic jam frustrated her, for she was
in a hurry to get her daughter to school. Traffic was so snarled,
it looked as if they would be there for some time. Waiting in the
car, the mother thought, “How I would love to ram into that car
and get traffic moving!” Her young daughter turned to her and
said, “Mommy, if you do that, we will have an accident.”
In this instance, the telepathic communication between the
mother and daughter brought to full force the realization that,
in the mood she was in, the mother might very well have had an
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accident. Her daughter’s response to the telepathic communica
tion alerted the mother to the possibility of accident if her im
patience persisted.
Clairvoyance is the perception of distant events or people with
out the use of the five physical senses. This phenomenon consists
of “seeing” the distant event simultaneously with its occurrence.
Some investigators in this field state that clairvoyance can also in
clude “seeing” the past and the future as well. To avoid confusion
iu terms, we will classify past events under retrocognition
and
future events under precognition. This is not to say, however, that
clairvoyance does not take place in both those phenomena.
Let’s look at some examples of clairvoyance:
While napping, a four-year-old boy dreamed that he saw his
grandparents landing at the local airport. Upon awaking, he ran
tell his parents, but they had not been given any inkling of a
Possible visit from their relatives. Ignoring him, the parents
started to dress the child to go out. Again he insisted that he had
See
n his grandparents and that his parents must wait for their
Phone call. The parents, thinking this utterly ridiculous, began to
get ready to leave, against the child’s protests. Just as they were
ready to walk out, the phone rang. It was indeed the grandparents,
calling from the airport: “We just got into town. We’re only going
to
be here for a day, and wanted to surprise you.”
But for the clairvoyant impression received by the young boy,
the
parents might have missed the grandparents’ surprise call.
An eleven-year-old boy was reading in his apartment. Suddenly
the pages of the book he “saw” the image of the mother of
his best friend. She had spilled boiling water on her arms and
her
hands and was screaming for help. The boy rushed to the
w
°rnan’s apartment, three floors above, and after he had applied
his Boy Scout first aid, asked a neighbor to summon a doctor.
The above case is another example of how a psychic impression
Can
provide a real help in everyday life. Many times in psychic
experiences, stress and emotion seem to play a decisive role.
A doctor relates this story about his son. When he was five
years old, the boy would always “know” five minutes before his
father arrived home, whether late or on time. The child would
run
to his mother and announce, “I see Daddy. He is coming
*t°nie now.” And Daddy always showed up five minutes later.
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This experience could be defined as clairvoyance in that the
child “saw” Daddy coming home. However, it does not rule out
the telepathic factor, that the boy may have received this form
of communication from the father on his way home. In our re
search, we have found that many cases may be considered
borderline and interpreted as either telepathy or clairvoyance.
Some may combine both psychic forms. Whichever phenomena
are operating, the resulting experiences are psychic in nature.
Let’s look at another example of possible combined psychic
talents at work: A young boy arrived home from school to dis
cover that he had forgotten his keys. He began to think about his
mother, but since she had gone shopping, he didn’t know how to
reach her. Suddenly, the mother “saw” the child at the door wait
ing and realized that he had forgotten his keys. She rushed to a
telephone, called a neighbor who had an extra key, and told her
to let Roger into the house. Telepathically, the boy was thinking
of his mother. She “saw” him waiting at the door. Either way,
telepathically or clairvoyantly, a situation was resolved in a help
ful fashion.
Precognition is the foretelling or knowledge of an event that
has not yet happened. In precognition, the person experiencing
the event must have had no way of knowing of it in advance.
In the early evening of April 11, 1945, twelve-year-old Albert,
living on the East Coast, was sitting in the living room, gazing into
the fire. Suddenly he jumped to his feet and said, “Mother, the
headlines in the paper tomorrow are going to say that President
Franklin Delano Roosevelt is dead.” Roosevelt was not known
to be seriously ill at the time. The next afternoon a flash on the
radio announced that he had just died of a massive stroke, and
early evening newspapers throughout the United States issued
extras telling of his death.
An interesting footnote to the above story is that Roosevelt had
his fatal stroke while sitting before a burning fire in Warm
Springs, Georgia.
This is a rather dramatic example of precognition— one in
which the imminent death of a great world leader was foretold.
We shall now turn to some that are less dramatic, but equally
interesting.
A father and his son had planned to go fishing the next day. At
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five in the morning, the father woke the son up to get ready to go.
The boy excitedly told his father of a dream he had: “I dreamed
We
were sitting in a boat fishing and that a twenty-five-pound
salmon at the end of my hook tried to pull me overboard.” The
father laughed and replied, “If you get a twenty-five-pound
salmon, it will be a prizewinner. No fisherman has ever caught
one that size in this water.” They arrived at the fishing place at
7-30 a.m. but caught nothing and were about to leave. As the
son picked up his fishing rod, he felt it being pulled with a great
force. Together, the father and son landed the fish a twenty
impound salmon, which made the front page of the local
newspaper the next day.
This psychic experience may have taught the boy and his
father to pay attention to such dreams in the future. By doing so,
the knowledge that information of a positive nature can be
gained may prove invaluable in future endeavors. Graham Greene
h
as attributed many of his successful novels to dreams that prov,
ded solutions to seemingly insurmountable obstacles.
Perhaps the young boy in the story above was apprehensive
ab
out the contemplated fishing trip with his father. In the sleep
state, a marvelous solution occurred to allay any such anxieties
the landing of a twenty-five-pound
salmon! Did the desire to
fulfill his dream lead the boy to divine where to find the twenty
impound
salmon? Or did he truly see a future event? In any
c
ase, the experience demonstrates the usefulness of calling on the
unconscious to take over during sleep while the conscious mind is
relaxing.
A
significant number of children’s psychic experiences
are
related to family members and friends, whose well-being is often
th
e subject matter of the child’s experience. The case below
Provides a good example:
Pourteen-year-old Helen dreamed that her favorite teacher was
jy a car collision while en route to school and was rushed to the
hospital by ambulance. The day after this dream, Helen, along
wit
h the other students in class, waited for the arrival of their
teacher. A substitute teacher appeared and announced to the
cl
ass that the teacher had been in a car accident that morning
and
had been taken to the hospital.
This psychic experience may have served a useful purpose by
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preparing Helen in advance for the shock of hearing that her
favorite teacher had been in a car accident, thus perhaps buffering
the initial impact of the reality. In such a way precognition may
serve as a guide to future events in a child’s life and as an aid in
coping with life in general.
The psychic phenomenon known as precognition is highly in
teresting: You predict future events — and they come out as pre
dicted. Unfortunately, little can be done to change the course of
these events. However, there have been cases when a forewarn
ing has averted injury or possible death, as in the dramatic story
told by Phyllis Morris in Two Worlds. During World War II, when
Mrs. Morris and her small daughter were about to flee from
Singapore to India by plane, the child tugged at her mother’s
skirt and cried out, “No, no, Mummy, don't go up in alleoplane.
Alleoplane go bomb, bomb and fall in the water.’' The child re
peatedly cried the same phrases over and over again, unnerving
the mother. When another woman, seriously ill, approached Mrs.
Morris, pleading for her place on the plane, she reluctantly
agreed to give it to her. The plane bound for India crashed, and
all on board were lost.
Parents should understand the necessity of learning to recognize
the precognitive ability of their children, and must not worry
about its importance on the course of their lives. We cannot deter
mine exactly how valid or important an experience is until events
enlighten us. It is our belief that precognition is just one more
link to the psychic reservoir and to the tapping of the child’s
creative abilities.
Premonition is an experience akin to precognition and can best
be defined as a vague, uneasy feeling that “something” is going
to happen, but the “something” provides no specific information.
The impact, as a rule, is a sense of foreboding about events to
come, whether minor or major. One might ask, then, what is the
difference between precognition and premonition? In precogni
tion, one has a definite knowledge of a course of events that will
take place in the future. In premonition, one has a feeling of
something impending, a forewarning, but it is not distinct. Both of
these psychic experiences can occur in a waking or sleeping state.
Let’s take a look at some examples of what might be considered
premonitions:

/
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A young mother felt uneasy about letting her child go to school
that morning. However, she dressed the boy and put him on the
b
us, but could not shake off her strange feeling. Shortly after, she
received a telephone message that the bus had been in an accident,
but that her son was not seriously harmed.
while some experiences warn of impending
In precognition,
danger, others serve to offer guidance or reassurance for the future.
Premonitions do not appear to be as helpful as precognitions in
averting oncoming events, usually because not enough informa
tion is available. However, the forceful impact of the “feeling”
that “something” is not just right may cause one to take action.
Premonitions often deal with world events and celebrities. One
such incident involved a four-year-old girl who was watching
Revision with her family when Mahatma Gandhi appeared on
tbe screen. “Mommy, the man is crying.” The mother turned to
Sad
tbe child and assured her he was not. The child persisted,
tnan
> sad man, crying.” Gandhi died three days later.
Because of the vast number of premonitions that deal with
natural or man-made disasters, a Premonitions Bureau was estab
lished in London in the 1950s; in 1968 it was followed by one
in New York. ( A detailed description of the purpose and activities
°f the Premonitions Bureau can be found in Chapter 4 . )
‘ seeing the
The opposite of precognition is retrocognition,
and
Past without having any knowledge of it. Parapsychologist
Psychoanalyst Dr. Nandor Fodor believed that Robert Graves, the
novelist and historian, was able to go back into the past and
see” events that had taken place, and that his uncanny ability to
*e rret out information from the past might well be attributed to
retr

°cognition. Taylor Caldwell, the American novelist, may have
similar talent.
The
ery little research has been conducted on retrocognition.
.
,n
‘erested reader is referred to E. Douglas Dean’s article “Pre
A Chalin Psychic Exploration:
cognition and Retrocognition”
le
ge for Science, edited by J . White and E. Mitchell.
triggered by another
A possible example of retrocognition,
Psychic talent, psychometry, is given below:
A young man of twenty-two was found dead in his apartment.
No clues were found by the police, although homicide was sus
pected. A year later, a girl of fourteen moved into the apartment
a
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with her parents. Without realizing that she was standing where
the body had been found, she told her parents about the murder
of the young man and the details of the crime. In learning later
from neighbors that the crime had actually occurred more than
a year before, the parents contacted the police, who found the
information new and very helpful.
Psychometry is a channel for picking up information about a
person or events, whether past, present, or future, from the
touching of an inanimate object or from sensing its presence
through energies emanated. Certain individuals are able to tell
the history of objects by feeling. Others can find missing objects
and, more important, missing people.
The following experience of a seven-year-old girl shows signs
of psychometry:
Tina was going through some objects which her mother had put
away in a box. Intrigued by various pieces of jewelry and religious
articles, the girl began to pull out a few of them. She was par
ticularly attracted by red rosary beads, and turning to her older
sister, she said, “This is Grandma's rosary. She had it with her
because she loved it.” The child proceeded to recount details
about where, how, and when the grandmother had died. The sister
ran to tell their mother, who returned with her to where Tina was
still holding the red beads. Upon examination of the rosary, the
mother confirmed that it had indeed been the grandmother’s
favorite. She was astounded that the child, who knew nothing of
the events, could relate such minute details about the grand
mother’s death.
Again we must remember that, as in all of the psychic
processes, psychometry may involve more than one psychic form.
Thus, in feeling or touching the object, the child may have been
experiencing clairvoyance of the past— retrocognition — probably
set off by the psychometric touching of the rosary beads.
Dowsing, a psychic talent used throughout the world, is con
sidered by many to be similar to psychometry. Here, the inanimate
object— such as a forked stick, pendulum, tree twig, or elongated
V-shaped prong— is used to detect the presence of minerals,
underground water, lost objects, etc. The operator holds the forked
end of the twig o r dowsing tool close to his body, with the stem
pointing forward and down. When he walks over a place where
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the sought-after water or mineral lies, the stem of the divining
rod is pulled down. This may be attributed to the heightened
Psychic sensitivity of the diviner—or to pure chance. Dowsing
nay be performed indoors, using similar instruments, placing,
say, a pendulum over a map. The pendulum swings in a circle
°ver the map and slowly stops over an area where whatever being
sought may be found.
Groups of dowsers meet all over the United States. At one such
Meeting a father asked his son to use a pendulum in an effort to
locate a lost dog. When placing the pendulum over the map of the
c,
ty, the boy saw it swing to a point and stop. The spot was then
barked by the father, and a call was made to the police of the
area
who had been searching for the animal. The dog was found
near the place on the map that the child had located through
dowsing.
A former president of the American Society for Dowsing, John
Shelley, was doing a radio show in Boston. To test the host, Steve
Fredericks, who had never done any dowsing, a number of coins
Were
hidden in the studio while he took a break. The listeners
'vere told that the coins had been hidden. After the host returned,
Shelley gave him a dowsing fork and asked him to start walking
a
round the room. “When the fork dips,” said Shelley, “you will
kn
°w you are close to the coins.” The skeptical host began to
Niove about in the studio. Suddenly, on the air, he screamed out
his
startled response. He had found the coins where the fork had
led
him, hidden behind a picture on the wall.
A fourteen-year-old boy heard his father telling a neighbor
th
*t their well was polluted and that a new one had to be found.
h e boy, whose father had practiced dowsing from time to time,
took a divining fork and started to dowse for water behind their
house. To his astonishment, 100 yards in back of the house, the
w
°oden fork bent so that it broke. The boy marked the spot and
ca
>led his father. After digging for less than two hours, they
tound a fresh source of water.
Many large professional firms use dowsers to find oil, water,
etc
- During the Korean War, the army had some of their soldiers
study dowsing in an effort to detect mines. The efforts proved
successful. Obviously if dowsing can be used to find lost objects,
hidden water, and minerals, it can be a boon to mankind. Dowsing
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may serve to act as an exciting children’s game to stimulate their
imagination and enhance creativity.
We now arrive at what may be considered a paradox in psychic
phenomena— psychokinesis, or PK. Psychokinesis is the influence
or energy a person exerts upon an object without the use of phys
ical energy— the moving of an object through mental power
alone. Dramatic accounts of so-called PK have been given in radio,
newspaper, and television reports of keys and silverware being
bent, clocks and watches stopping or spinning, glassware flying
about the home, etc. While many parapsychologists scoff at the
idea of the mind controlling matter, others in the field take it
seriously and are testing it in the laboratory, almost to the exclu
sion of other psychic phenomena.
Below is a simplified and condensed list of the various psychic
terms and their relationship to that all-encompassing phrase:
Extrasensory Perception.
ESP of someone’s thoughts is TELEPATHY
ESP of seeing visually events or things is CLAIRVOYANCE
ESP of knowing the future is called PRECOGNITION
ESP of feeling objects is known as PSYCHOMETRY
ESP of moving objects is PSYCHOKINESIS
But they are all forms of ESP.1

Colors and Their
Importance

°Lors fascinate children, for they live in a world of hues and

,n

ls. Although moving things— pull toys, balls, and cars and
ns are favorites of the youngest, the crayon box and finger
Pa >nts have innumerable fans in the preschool and kindergarten
ra,

?e t S - We never outgrow the love of color, and our possessions and
re ec
H * is attraction. It is not unremarkable, therefore,
at
color plays an important part in psychic life.
Since man first appeared on earth, colors have been significant
° him. In the Stone Age, red, ochre, and black were thought to
, ave magical powers, and were used in cave paintings of men
Unt
ing beasts. It was believed that painting an animal in those
c
°lors guaranteed the hunter success.
. J* historical times, the Egyptians painted sarcophagi in bright,
’d colors that were repeated inside the tombs where the bodies
* eere
laid to rest. It was believed that bright colors ensured the
a
d person’s enjoyment of a happy afterlife. In ancient Greece
v,v

Rome, specific colors were given important designations.
were used in the raiment of royalty. Green was
he
color of victory, white was for the pure and virginal young.
n
Greece, white was also believed to enhance healing. Doctors
°uld prescribe white garb for their patients, which was supposed
0
help in (he healing process.
13
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In the medieval paintings of the Western world certain colors
were used to depict various Christian themes: A red rose or
pomegranate was the symbol of the Virgin Mary. The celestial
heavens were generally painted in gold. Jesus was usually de
picted in ,either a purple (royal) or a white (pure) robe. Other
white symbols of Jesus were the lamb, the lily, and the wafer used
at the Last Supper. The Holy Spirit was generally shown as a
white dove.
Coming closer to modern times, the founding fathers of the
United States chose the colors red, white, and blue for the Ameri
can flag because of emotional impact. Red represented strength
and fortitude, white signified purity, and blue heralded truth and
virtue. The stars were used to represent the United States as a new
constellation in the galaxy of nations. The stripes represented the
original thirteen colonies.
In the twentieth century, many hospital rooms are yellow and
pale green because of the healing and soothing effects of these
colors. No one would dream of putting an ill and feverish patient
in a bright red room, because bright red represents fervor and
feverish activity. This is an example of the psychological impact
of color, and psychology, being a science of the mind, includes
psychic phenomena.
By their very nature, colors are psychic as well as psychological
in impact. Stress and emotion can induce psychic experiences. It
is our belief that colors evoke psychic experiences in much the
same way.
The following interpretations of colors are the results of re
search conducted over the past fifteen years with more than two
thousand people, both children and adults.
Colors can generally be divided into two categories: those that
are lively and uplifting and those that are depressing and life
less. Among the lively colors, pink and red represent love and
human affection, but also vigorous activity. Orange falls close to
those two colors, with a similar emotional impact; it is indicative
of a forceful ego. Yellow represents helpfulness and sensitivity
and is also conducive to artistic activities such as writing, painting,
playing musical instruments, etc. Blue represents balance and
evenness, while green signifies deep emotional feeling and carries
weighty thoughts. Gold and silver are symbolic of the spiritual

n
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ature of man. Light brown and beige are indicative of idealism
* d l°fty goals, such as helping people in various ways. Purple
as
healing power; when wearing that color one generally has a
se
nse of well-being.
As pointed out above, the darker colors are considered de
pressing. Dark brown tends to lower the spirits and may produce
a
more conservative attitude than usual. Gray, for the most part,
su
ggests lethargy, nonproductivity, or some unhappiness. Black
an
d midnight blue denote sadness, depression, and despondency.
White, the blending of all colors, has an awesome mystical
a
Ppeal to many people.
An interesting aspect of our research indicated that individuals
showing a preference for the colors blue, white, yellow, and red
See
med to have more psychic experiences than those who preferred
oth
er colors.
While there are other interpretations as to the meaning of
v
arious colors, the above are reflections of our studies and ob
servations and are offered simply as indicators. We are not recom
mending that parents and teachers become color experts overnight
y reading a few pages. We are only suggesting that the parent or
eacher be aware of the relation of color to a child’s mood and to
e
moods of adults, too. You may benefit psychologically and
Psychically by observing the colors you choose.
during a parapsychology course in which these basic color
o
ncept s were defined, the people in the class were asked to
ln
dicate their reaction. We cite two of the many interesting
res
Ponses:
I am much more keenly aware of color now. It is very interestin
g to note the colors that my friends wear and how well they
See
m to reflect their moods. I noticed a heaviness in one friend’s
att
itude for several weeks. She consistently wore a gray overbl
°use. Upon talking with her for a length of time, she revealed
*h a t her husband is leaving her for another woman.” In perceiving
ner
friend’s mood, the woman was able to gain her confidence
help her in a time of distress.
j f find pastel colors make me feel happier. I have noticed if
find I am choosing a dark color, I can change my mind about
e
color and, in that way, change my mood and therefore conn
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trol my life and what happens around me better and better.” This
student wants to be aware of her moods, to maintain a happy
frame of mind, and will try to gear her moods in that direction
through the use of color.
We believe the color guidelines given here will also supply
some background to help put you in tune with the child and pro
vide you with a handle on his behavior. It is not our intent to make
you overly concerned or neurotic if your child chooses to wear
a dark color. It is our hope that you will simply become aware of
the child’s mood when he wears dark shades. A child who con
tinues to wear dark colors for a long period of time may have
an unresolved problem, and steps should be taken to help him.
Usually the predomina nt color the child chooses is symbolic of
his mood.
Let’s look at the observation s of a young mother:
“My four-year-o ld daughter loves green and pink. These colors
have been her favorites since she could verbalize— at around
eleven months. My son (age two) has always systematically re
moved all the purple crayons he could find and put them with
his ‘special’ toys.” Since the young son chose to put the purple
crayons with his favorite toys, his mother perceived that he was
happy with the color and wanted it near him. Had the boy dis
carded the purple crayons, it would have had another meaning,
which the mother would deduce from the other colors he selected.
In general, the mother noticed that her children were happy and
healthy.
Children, too, are able to perceive moods through psychic
awareness, activated by colors. Here is a story told by the mother
of a seven-year -old girl:
“When my daughter Anne-Mari e was getting ready for school
one morning, I had put out some clothes for her to wear, among
which was a blue sweater. Blue was one of her favorite colors and
I thought she might enjoy what I had selected. However, she put
the blue sweater away and instead pulled out a gray sweater
which had been a gift to her from an aunt. Usually in the morn
ings, her friend Christine came by to meet her and they would go
to school together. This morning, however, I saw that Anne-Mari e
was getting ready to leave for school without Christine and I
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er
not
* S . ed h why this was so. My daughter said Christine was no;
to sc
ln
she
because
home
hool that day and had to stay
g
U
Mo
night.’
last
arm
her
‘hurt
and
m ° ght Christine had fallen
unts later, the telephone rang. It was Christine’s mother to say
at Christine had fallen and broken her arm and would not be
801n
n

g

to

school that day.”
the above case, since Anne-Mari e had no verbal com

* the choice of gray indicated a form of desponden cy
stemming from the psychic impression she received
friend Christine was ill. By the daughter choosing a
Or
different from her favorite, the mother had been made
are that the color had meaning for the child.
reveals countless instances where color seems to
4 nr research
1Cat on

in I? e
th a
J

’

er
psych
*c ex P ience. Telepathy is the impression that somethin861 1S Wron
something is wrong, but I don't know
g—
hat * is* In clairvoyanc e, the impression is received — I know that
jo h
e
ac
a toot
the
child sees
Thereceives
it. he
“see”and
becauseis Imade
the imh™
col or. Through
it a connection
ession that something is wrong.
Paranormal Perception of Color, Dr. Yvonne Duplessis
Il a ss n
this to say regarding feeling and color:

To go one step further: even a passing feeling arising in us
can cause the appearance of a color. Thus a headache or a
toothache evokes for certain persons the color blue or red, the
different shades of which make it possible to describe them
to others with greater facility than with words. The
astonishing fact is, as we shall see later, that such persons
can sometimes express in colors not only the impression s of
their own deeply felt sensitivity but also the impression s
°f others. Once again, colors serve as symbols of the deep
zones of people’s psychism.
’I
She also holds that "certain persons can
of
beginning
the
signal
and
premonitory
be
to
seem
hich
disease.” Dr. Duplessis goes on to state that color investigations
are
“difficult to conduct because adults, fearing ridicule (let us
re
Peat), when questioned on this subject, often refuse to answer,

w
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and even more so in regard to persons capable of receiving
telepathic or premonitory impressions.”
In recent years school blackboards have been changed to green,
again creating a better mood for children through color. In school
and other areas of social contact, the child may not be able to
express his color preference. Therefore, it is important that at
home the child be allowed to choose the color he likes. Let him
either wear it or play with it, for the color he chooses will affect
not only his day, but the people around him. In being permitted
to utilize his color sensing, the child is unconsciously influencing
his own psychic vibrations. He is creating an atmosphere in which
he can do better work in the classroom, at play, or wherever he
is. Such a psychic awareness on the part of parents and teachers
can help open up the child’s mind to channels of creativity. Colors
indicate the child's negative and positive moods, reflecting how
he feels at the time. With understanding, the child's attitude toward
creativity can be changed from nonproductive to truly productive.
A boy of twelve had been doing poorly in his studies. He ap
peared to have few friends, and he seemed somewhat withdrawn.
The boy’s family had a small income. As a result, he inherited
many of his older brothers’ clothes— garments that had survived
years of wear and tear and were mostly of dark colors. One day
his parents bought him a yellow sweater. When they gave it to
him, he blurted out a dream he had had of getting just such a
sweater. The child was elated and his entire personality seemed to
change. Something had clicked. His teachers were aware of this,
and he became more at home in the classrooms. His schoolwork
improved. He began to develop better. H e made more friends.
Something within this child said, “If I get this color, my life is
going to change for the better.” In the dream he was receiving a
yellow sweater, which classifies the experience as precognitive.
And in this instance, the parents may have telepathically received
the boy's nonverbalized plea for a change in his life by way of a
yellow sweater.
It should be noted that precognition doesn’t necessarily mean
you must dream of a disaster such as a plane crash. It can also mean
that you know something is wrong with you and if “X” happens,
your life will be corrected in the future. This awareness comes
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from your basic or elementary self. While the aftereffect may be
Psychological, it was the “psychic self” in the above story that
brought about the solution. Whether we label this experience
Psychic or psychological, certainly something developed in a
Positive manner as a result of the boy’s receiving the yellow
sweater. Here again we have an example of how the psychic and
'he psychological may work hand in hand, for, like psychology,
Psychic phenomena are related to the science of the mind.
The following excuses may be made to explain one s lack of
Ce
rtain colors:
J have a limited wardrobe.”
Light colors show the dirt too quickly.”
' went shopping and couldn’t find a thing in the color I
'Wanted and had to settle for another color."
Where I work I would stand out like a sore thumb if I wore
br
*ght colors."
Nothing else was clean, so I wore my brown dress to the
Party.”
‘With prices the way they are today, you don’t shop for color,
shop for value.”
. There may not be an abundance of the color the child is seekln
8> but most likely he can find some accessory of it, as can the
It. If the child can find nothing in the color he wants to wear,
he
ntay take the color needed to express his mood from a box of
Rayons. If he can’t find anything that will permit him to express
b' self satisfactorily through color, he may very well dream
about a yellow sweater!
Steams that are in color are indicative that the dream is
hic in nature. (Psychic dreams will be dealt with at greater
en
gth in Chapter 4 . ) Parents should listen carefully to their
c
hildren when they describe their dreams as being in color. A
CoI
°r dream that is remembered as being very vivid is almost
Cer
tainly a psychic dream, related to experiences that have hap
pened or are yet to occur.
The use of various colors helps to develop the right side of the
brain the child’s intuition, sensitivity, and creative vision. Bright
Co|
°rs, in particular red, orange, and yellow, appear to be
th
°se most conducive to creativity. They spur the right side of
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the brain to action, thus contributing to the child’s holistic de
velopment. On the other hand, dark colors seem to act as a de
pressant, and tend to block the child’s creativity.
Holistic simply means that the right side (the intuition) and
the left side (the logic) of the brain are balanced, and a total
mental balance is being created. The child’s vision and intuition
can be put to practical use. His creative ability will help in what
ever he is doing. Children go through many moods and will want
to wear different colors to suit those moods. The important thing
is to allow the child’s creative ability to operate in a balanced
manner— and not to stifle that ability.
During the early life of the child, the intuition of the parent
will be utilized to give the child the right colors. When the child
is around two years old, the parents should give him some say in
the choice of colors he wants to wear. By that time, the child is
able to distinguish between the colors he likes and those he dis
likes. It you have a closetful of clothing that doesn’t appeal to
the child, an inexpensive accessory of his preferred color can help
create the sense of balance he needs. If disliked colors are forced
on a child, they can jar his sense of balance and disrupt his
ability to achieve. Given the choice of colors, his expression is
limitless.
Teachers, along with parents, can participate in helping the
child express himself through color either with crayons or finger
paints. Children can be told, “We are going to do a painting today,
pick your own colors.” Let the child select his own crayons, and
don’t make it obvious that you are testing him. It is also important
to remember that in this type of test not only is the color important,
but so is the form and shape that is drawn. The age level of
children being tested with color crayons should begin in the home
at around two or three and can be continued into later years
either in the classroom or at home. The experiment should be
conducted in the morning to see what colors the child selects; his
choice can act as a mood barometer. If, for example, a child uses
a crayon of the same color for several days, especially black, the
teacher or parent can try to determine the child’s underlying prob
lem. The more sensitive a child becomes to color, the more
sensitive he will become to sound and sight— and eventually
more sensitive to psychic abilities.
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. r ‘ Gerald Jampolsky, noted psychiatrist and author, tells of
w 1
3
* ° had great ability to distinguish between
y° u n 8
when she was blindfolded, but it disappeared when her

col Ors

do
t*1 *5 because “It is bad.” The girl became
h e r not '°
'vithd
a er
rawn
refused to learn, and temporarily went into a
’ * '
so ,
<re
too f w U e n t 'arded” condition. This type of situation occurs all
ly> primarily because parents are fearful of social
. l
0<! t
or
aC1Sni
'be effect on their religious beliefs. However, Dr.
Ja
0 8
believes that all children, whether sighted or blind,
can’h ’
tau
ght to tell one color from another by developing their
Ds k*
I*1 testing blind children, it has been observed
'hat *C e r
to perceive color helps them to “see” their
ability
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conducted in California by Dr. Jampolsky
psychic children can distinguish red from blue
white. In the same tests conducted among sighted

c ddren
red

> 'he youngsters, when blindfolded, were able to
from blue and black from white.

n
e
xam
a
tests for color perception, red
nd°h ace
r ’ * Dr. Jampolsky’s
c aP'
ds were used. The children were told red would
«<f i.J
e
. hot and black would “feel” cool. Some of the children did
ex
nence
'hose particular sensations. Others experienced sensatio
n
l n
the $l t n a e' ®'’ 8’ roughness, smoothness, etc. Still others indicated
g that came to their mind upon touch. A high degree of
ac
rac
y Was found in distinguishing the black from the red
C a '?
.•n S (Additional details concerning this type of testing are found
Part I V . )
Evonne Duplessis relates the story of a blind woman, Mrs.
1
a Heyn, who was trained to “see” with her hands. Sensations
« So £iated with color seemed to be predominant. She was able to
See
’ flowers in a vase. In experiments with Rend Maublanc,
°fessor of philosophy and author of Une education paroptique
aroptic Education), Mrs. Heyn was able to “see” the color on
her
c i uils. After four-and-a-half months of further exercises,
° or “vision” was such that she was able to select dresses from

I er c loset! What a marvelous thing if blind children could be
. u ght psychically to “see” colors and thus enhance their lives
so very many ways.
, When a child states that he sees colorations around a person’s
ead
or body, he is perceiving what is known as the “aura.” The
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human aura consists of many colors and shades, depending upon
the emotion and health of the individual it surrounds. It is seen
as many vibrant bands of color, somewhat misty, encircling the
person’s head and body. The first band projects about one-half
inch from the body. A second auric band extends approximately
three to four inches, and a third band about eight to ten inches
from the body. In the last band, the pulsating shape or colors
appear that many claim to see and call the “aura.” It is the second
band, or inner aura, that seems to contain the most brilliant colors
or, conversely, in the case of illness or depression, the darkest
and most muted colors. Many individuals capable of seeing the
aura have compared it to heat waves such as those that rise from
boiling water or from the heat of a hot pavement.
In The Paranormal Perception of Color, Dr. Yvonne Duplessis
states that one of the purposes of those gifted in seeing the human
aura is to serve as an aid to physicians and criminologists. The
ability to “read” the aura has been helpful to physicians who have
utilized individuals gifted in this fashion to determine illness by
the colorations “seen” in the auras of patients. Similarly, police
have sought assistance from aura-reading psychics who work in
the capacity of investigative aides helping to solve crimes.
If your child says he sees lights emanating from a person’s
head, he probably does see them, and you should not scoff or
make fun of him or threaten him with punishment if he tells “lies”
about seeing lights or colors. Our purpose here— it cannot be
stressed enough— is that all psychic experiences should be treated
in a natural way as being just that— natural!
Don’t worry about interpretations. Just be aware that when a
child says he is seeing colors in this fashion, he very likely is, and
he will expect you to explain to him what is happening. By being
knowledgeable, you can provide the child with an answer that
will enable him to go forward with his everyday activities rather
than to revert into a shell, thinking he is different.
If we try to recall the first time we ever saw a rainbow, we may
well remember the awesome sight of so many beautiful colors
and asking what caused a rainbow to occur. We may ask now
about the bewildering mystery of detecting colors through psychic
means. Let us look to the wisdom of William Wordsworth:

Colors and Their Importance

My heart leaps up when I behold
A Rainbow in the sky:
So was it when my life began;
So is it now I am a man;
So be it when I shall grow old . • •
The child is father of the man.
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peers. Worse,thoughts
aginary playmates generally fall into several categories. They
may p e :

Imaginary Playmates

Would you h i t your child with a baseball bat? Would you hurl
your child against a brick wall? Would you hold your child’s hands
over an open fire? Nothing is deplored more than battered children.
Yet many parents and teachers batter children emotionally and
seem completely unaware of the tragic effect resulting from their
lack of understanding.
There are many ways to hurt a child. When a child announces
that he has a “playmate” whom he can see but you cannot, is he
slapped and told to stop lying? Is he laughed at by his parents and
rebuked by his teachers?
A child who has suffered a broken wrist can be taken to a
hospital. The wrist can be X-rayed. It can be put into a cast to
help it mend, and it can be attended to by a physician. A child who
has suffered a break emotionally has a scar that is not visible, one
that can continue to fester unrecognized until many years later.
This type of child abuse can be even more severe than physical
battering. The child with the broken wrist can see the cast that
has been applied to permit the fracture to mend. Soon, he becomes
aware that the wrist is healing, and ultimately he will see the cast
being removed — and the problem being solved. No such relief
is in store for the child who has suffered the heartbreak and emo
tional scars of disbelief and rebuke.
The imaginary playmate gives rise to impatience and disbelief
among parents and teachers. Episodes involving imaginary play24

c

The child actually sees the playmate, talks to him,
an d
2 scribe him, and is convinced of his existence.

and

ex is t

Ce

Iniaginar
es
nia

y-” The child wants to believe he has this playmate
him up, even though he knows the playmate does not

4 p-°
ptiv

UCe
3

by telepathic communication.
or a s
P’rit that hnds children unusually re-

spr,te

duplication of the child, a condition sometimes referred to
*** consciousness.
• Due to an out-of-body or bilocation experience.
jn Urt her clarification of the imaginary playmate was given to us
b
y D r * Ber thold Eric Schwarz, prominent psych ,COrreSpOndence
a
atrist
nd consultant at the Brain Wave Laboratory of Essex
C
Unt
y Hospital Center in New Jersey.
In Parent-Child Telepathy, I did go into “imaginary
Playmates, which, as you know, is a normal, everyday,
healthy experience for many children in growing up. At that
time of life the ability to separate reality from fantasy is not
fully developed— if that is the correct way of looking at it—
a
nd the imaginary playmate serves a definite need for the
child’s maturation and emotional development. Naturally,
if it goes on for any great period of time it indicates other
things.
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Dr. Schwarz goes on:
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children. The parents asked if I would have lunch with them
and I suggested we could all go someplace to eat. They
said, “That won’t be necessary, we have our trailer . . . and
we’ll have sandwiches. . . . ”
So we all piled into the rear end of this little trailer truck—■
it was a cute thing— and four children joined us. I asked,
“Where is the fifth one?” They said, “What do you mean the
fifth one?” I said, “Why, the fifth child you had in church
with you today.” So I described the little girl. I said that
she was playing right out there. One of the couple’s daughters,
seven years old, spoke up and said, “Oh yes, that was
Margaret.” They looked at her with unbelief, then she
added, “Margaret comes with us all the time. She’s my best
friend.” She knew this little girl and was in full agreement
that I saw Margaret.
Her mother asked, “Where did Margaret go?” The child
answered, “When Margaret has to go away, she disappears.”
Then they began to question the child, “How long have you
known Margaret?” And the child said, “Oh, I’ve known
her a long time. She always comes to me when I go to sleep
at night.” I’ll tell you I was shaken because to me,
Margaret was just as real as that little girl who sees
Margaret and knows her as her best friend.*
The above testimony is not that of a hysterical individual. It
was told by a woman who has received worldwide recognition for
her healing ability. The Johns Hopkins Medical School, after
receiving a grant from the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare in 1977, invited her to lecture on the spiritual healing
process.
Mrs. Laura F. Knipe, Executive Secretary of the American
Society for Psychical Research, relates the following experience
from her childhood: “When I was about three or four years old, I
remember that a little girl friend and I had two imaginary play
mates whom we both could see. We used to set the table for four
because they were coming to tea, and when they came, we would
talk for hours. We were both able to talk to our two playmates and
used to play together in the backyard. Members of our family used
to smile and say, ‘Oh, have your friends come for tea?’ ”
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tbe b t t , e
°d n C
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help the child by accepting the imaginary
teS as
art
at °n r ubelittlingP the child’s
her everyday
existence, and by not scoffing
belief.

Dj . r ‘ ranous recalls two of his childhood experiences with playsani gS I” °.n e » he played with a group of children who shared the
used ' m a g i n a r y Playmate in Maine, an American Indian: “We
dan
f ea< hers from the chickens. Then we whooped and
an
d climbed trees and did all sorts of things with our
the

. hief.’ ” The friends not only saw the playmate, but knew
adian’s name as well.”

dot h 5 secon d experience shows that imaginary playmates
•cyj children, but can be animals, too:

need

dops t.en Was very young, we were poor. Our neighbors all had
thOu ’ . Ut m y family couldn’t afford to support an animal, ala
app e 3
ways
wanted
one. One day, Fido — my imaginary dog —
was
a
I wq ]
beautiful basset hound. We played together,
ip U d f ee d him imaginary food. He followed me to school, slept
y room at night. We were the best of pals.”
for 6 60 Stefanik, head operating nurse at New York Hospital
c
tbe man
am° Ver thirty years ’ te " S
y imaginary playmates who
l[le . to visit her as a child, seeking assistance and instruction in
r sc
t e'
hooling: “When I was around seven or eight years old,
aftft 6 ' Vere Quite a few playmates who came to see me in the early
giri rn ° O n > and they remained well after dinner. They were all
In ]S ’ and 1 w °uld help them with their lessons and teach them.”
life
as
tea c Rter
HelenHerwasability
responsible
for
i n g an >
j t ra head
jn jn g operating
to do this
t h e y Oun gnurse,
er nurses.
pi y have stemmed from her early experiences with the imaginary
b e yttlates - On the other hand, her imaginary playmates might have
to v* a f° rm of precognition of what her later duties in life were
dis a 6 earehen asked how long the playmates lasted, and when they
ar o PP
d> Helen replied thoughtfully: “They left when I was
y ud ten or eleven. I guess I just outgrew them.”
]a

, e n do imaginary playmates appear and how long do they
,n
the life of a child? The answer to this question varies.
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Generally, parents become aware of their child’s imaginary play
mate when the child is about two or three ( a t the age when
children are able to tell about it) and the playmate’s existence con
tinues up until the child’s ninth or tenth year. Some playmates
disappear after the child goes to school. In other instances, the
playmate appears when the child first goes to school and may
continue until the child is ten or eleven. The need of the child
plays the most important role in the length of the imaginary play
mate’s existence. Children may have a particular playmate for a
certain length of time; by the time they are eight or so, their sense
of logic takes over. Children then realize that the playmates are
indeed imaginary and are no longer needed.
In the following story we not only see that a playmate can
appear for just a brief period of time, but we also are made aware
of the role telepathy can play in evoking an imaginary playmate.
Dr. Berthold Schwarz told us of an intriguing experience he had.
When visiting his mother in her Montclair, New Jersey, home he
was casually introduced to her new pet crow. His mother fed it
bread and the crow would sit on her hand or shoulder. When his
mother stepped outside, the crow cawed and flew to her. Dr.
Schwarz thought his children would have great fun speaking to
the crow. The next day he returned to the seashore, where his
wife and children were staying, and was told by his wife that his
daughter Lisa had been talking to an imaginary crow on a neigh
bor's fence at the very time he had been at his mother’s home
the day before. There was no way the family could have known
about the bird.
Schwarz says, “Yes, Lisa spoke only on that one occasion to
the crow, and that’s what made it unique, and it was such an odd
event at Mantoloking, where she was at the time, that my wife
took note of the whole thing and was quite surprised as I recall,
when I told her about the strange crow experience at Mother’s.
Unless the need existed and dovetailed with the telepathic event, I
doubt very much if the imaginary playmate would have persisted.
For example, if the parents, by verbal, or better yet, by non
verbal stimulation give feedback to the child in such a situation,
it would naturally encourage it, and such a fostered imaginary
playmate would be the case.”
Not all “visitations” by imaginary playmates herald pleasant
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S c hwarz states: “I have cases in my files of children
seen — for lack of a better term— a ghost sitting in an
» and then told the parent or other interested person

d Oe Ut , K a n d t h a t checked in with experiences of their own. It
b ut S-nn 1 .m e a n h was a real ghost, it all could have been telepathic,
did tie in with a pre-existent reality of some order.”
>iha , I S next to *m P° ss *hlc to give clear-cut evidence that an
hyD ®, n a r y playmate is indeed a spirit or sprite. Many other
tel ° tbeses and alternatives have been offered, such as that of
Wh’ h’0 c °mmunication, indicated above by Dr. Schwarz, in
s

pir‘
’S felt tbat thou ghts can appear as what seems to be a
vO |iv Let’s look at some examples that show the fine lines ined here:
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A boy of five informed his parents that “Grandpa” told him
he was going to have a baby sister soon. For several years the
parents had been trying without success to have a child. Grandpa
was dead, and the parents were upset at the child’s story. However,
within the year, a baby daughter was born and their young son’s
prediction came true. What then do we have here: spirits, sprites,
or telepathic thought? Was it possible that the grandfather at some
time prior to his death could have conveyed the desire for a
granddaughter? In their hope to have another child, did the parents
yearn for a girl because their parent had wished it? Through
telepathy, the young son may have received this thought and
evoked the image of a baby sister. As to knowing in advance that
a child would be born and that it would indeed be a girl, this is an
example of precognition on the part of the child or the spirit of
the grandfather. In any event, it was a psychic experience, and
one that had a happy ending.
Athena Drewes, research parapsychologist affiliated with the
Division of Parapsychology and Psychophysics at Maimonides
Medical Center, New York City, tells of one child whose great
grandmother had died before she was born and who used the name
of the great-grandmother as the name of her imaginary playmate,
and also for one of her dolls, though the family had never men
tioned the great-grandmother’s name to the child. When her parents
asked why she selected that name for her playmate, the child re
plied, “Because she told me that was her name.”
Most children with imaginary playmates obtain their names
from the playmates themselves. In the above case, the child may
have had an experience of retrocognition. It is also conceivable
that the child may have received a telepathic communication from
one of the parents as to the name of the grandparent. For example,
a parent might have had a thought such as, “I wish her great
grandmother Anne had lived to see my child.” In picking up the
thought, the child then could have produced a playmate bearing
the great-grandmother’s name, as if to say, “Don’t be concerned;
she is here and can see me.” Another possibility is that the child
or the playmate may have been in contact with the spirit of the
great-grandmother. Or it could have been sheer coincidence.
Vera R. Webster, science editor for a major publishing firm,
tells of a younger sister who was adopted at a very early age after
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her mother had died. When the little sister was two years old, she
*as sitting on the front porch one day and was overheard talking
’° someone. Queried about whom she was speaking to, the child
re
plied, “To my mother.” When told that her mother was inside
he
’
house in the kitchen, the girl replied, “No, I mean to my
’’’other up in heaven.” She did not know she had been adopted,
y®t insisted she was speaking to her mother in heaven.
Here again we have the possibility that some form of com’’’unication with discamate spirits may have taken place, or that a
telepathic thought may have been transmitted either through the
01d
er sister or from one of the parents. The young child could
then have brought forth the imaginary playmate of her real mother,
ho had passed away. In this instance, the latter would appear to
oe the more likely explanation, although it does not rule out other
Possibilities.
Ja
o,sk
er a i ly
|F have
’’’Pimaginary
y states,
“Children
ability playgenplaymates
thatwith
they high
treat psychic
as real. These

tQ a

es can

of f

S

be a duplicate of themselves.” This is sometimes referred

consciousness
- F° r example, a girl aged six, the eldest
° U r children, tells of an imaginary twin sister, even though

tW
° fea ' s ’sters and a brother. Apparently a need existed
g forth a twin sister, who may well have been a duplicate
’he girl. Further inquiry revealed that the girl recalled her

t o h r,n•

Sb’®6 also
” 15 anremembered
d g rand P are ants
had wished
the in
first
childa grandmother
to be a boy.
traumatic
incident
which
ta
ken her to a barber shop to have her hair cut off so that she
e|
nbled a boy. While no verbal statements may have been
e to
’he child about the strong desire for her to have been a
si
a

n

,

ese
w

thoughts may have moved the child to create a “twin
ho was the girl she wanted to be, and who could exist
Ou
t the heartache of knowing that her grandparents craved
ra
& ndson.
Schwarz emphasizes the importance of telepathy in the
e s
of children and adults:
*r

How many things go on in life that are totally ignored or
relatively meaningless until the telepathic hypothesis is
considered and used? And then, Eureka! The pieces of the
puzzle fall into place and a pattern and meaning is clearly
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discerned. Many telepathic events are answers to silent
questions, or complement urgent needs, or negatively
considered, supply sensible but highly adaptable (even if
they are disagreeable) reactions. They serve to maintain one’s
2
emotional and physiological equilibrium.
Another hypothesis to explain the reality of the playmate is that
time and space are transcended. Either the playmate or the child
is present in another place. This is known as bilocation — being in
two spots at the same time. Parents cannot always check on the
reality of the imaginary playmate. If the child says he is playing
with “Sousoi,” and Sousoi is in China, the name may be very un
familiar to the parent, but Sousoi can be very real indeed. In this
instance the child may have broken time and space. If the child
needs a playmate other than those offered in daily life— a grand
parent, a sister, a new identity— it comes forth as an imaginary
playmate because there is a real need for it in the child’s life.
Imaginary playmates serve a purpose or they wouldn’t be there!
In determining the real need of a child for his imaginary play
mate, let’s look at the following recollection of a young student:
“At the age of eight, 1 had a high fever and hallucinations, dreams,
fantasies, or whatever. When able to walk, I went to the doctor
and the illness was diagnosed as rheumatic fever. The fantasies
were of Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch characters. Mrs. Wiggs
was forever talking to me. The conversations were pleasant, and
her figure was always present in my mind. She was as big as I was.
She never left me. After the fever subsided, my mother told me I
really had a vivid imagination. Although she laughed and said I
was getting better, she did not belittle or make a judgment. I am
sure she was happy and relieved that the illness was over and that
now she could care for her other three children and my father. I
had rheumatic fever three more times, each time in the spring of
the year, and each time the same Mrs. Wiggs and the garden
dominated my mind. The spring of my twelfth year, I had my
tonsils removed and no more rheumatic fever.”
It didn’t make any difference apparently if the playmate was
real, imaginary, a spirit, or a sprite. Mrs. Wiggs came through at
a vital time in this child’s life and continued to do so in times of
stress, perhaps even helping to save her life. Certainly there is no
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greater need, and with the recognition of the importance of the
, 1 “ s need, the imaginary playmate should be fostered rather
an
hindered, accepted rather than rejected, welcomed rather
a
n denied. As the child in the above story indicates, “Mrs. Wiggs
nev
er left me,” and in another instance states, “Now she [the
JJjnther] could care for her other three children and my father.”
ae
underlying fear of the child that her mother might not be
re
P sent at all times during her recurring illness, but might instead
ave to
tend to the needs of her other children and husband,
c
°uld well have evoked the helpful and caring Mrs. Wiggs who
nev
er left her.
It is difficult to distinguish between a “real” imaginary playmate
an
d a made-up one, as indicated by Dr. Schwarz. However, it is
Primary importance which it is so long as the needs of the
child are met. Our purpose is simply to make parents aware of
hat imaginaryy fjio.jiiiai.vo
what
understand
them
help
to
playmates are
wnu.
unvivi o i a n u
iiivni
vip
iu n
auu
a i t and
<i ,
t
important
is seeing and experiencing. It is extremely
th *r
or
playmate
to squelch the imaginary
try
not
tf
not
arents
e parents
y to squelch the imaginary playmate or
sh t *l P
e
The key is to listen to the child, to be sympathetic
to h
not
an
make a big issue out of it— to accept it as a natural
tljj ,in ’ d
Parents can try to determine the identity of their child’s imginary playmate by asking the child the name of the playmate,
at
he looks like, what he is wearing, what he says. These
e
stions should be asked casually just as you might ask the child
at
he has watched on television in the afternoon. If the name of
e
Playmate is familiar to you, like the name of the great-grandf
ent in the story above, then you can assume it is a “real”
nar
be related
it cannot
simply
However, mean
playmate.
to ar £'
as in
is not real,
playmate
thebecause
necessarily
ealityy doesn’t
® case of Sousoi above. Sousoi came from China and actually
x,
sted to the child even though the name was strange to the
a e
* nts, and they could not relate it to anything.
can
arents
try to determine the psychic ability of
*s wa *’ P
th e -n
’r child. If the imaginary playmate is “real,” this is a psychic
a
nifestation from the child through telepathy or other means,
inar
ma
y ptaymate is “made up,” it is a manifestation of the
ch'i s i 8
: * d’ storytelling abilities and should not be stifled. Many
fttalists had such active imaginations as children. Of course, if
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it can be determined that the imaginary playmate is either a sprite
or a spirit, it is a manifestation of the child’s psychic awareness,
and is not to be feared. What it is is not important to the child, as
long as the playmate serves his need in a healthy fashion.
If the imaginary playmate gives the child instructions to do
something evil o r destructive, this could indicate the child’s need
of psychiatric assistance. Steps should then be taken to seek help
in this area. It is of extreme importance that parents and teachers
do not tell the child that the imaginary playmate is nonexistent.
This would shock the child and jar his reason, altering his life and
causing him to withdraw.
The imaginary playmate— it cannot be emphasized enough — is
a real need of the child and his belief in it should not be challenged
or destroyed. It's like Santa Claus— let the child find out for him
self through logic!
In closing this chapter, we would like to relate a touching ex
perience which occurred during a lecture to an audience of two
thousand at the Civic Center in Augusta, Maine, when a question
was directed to Dr. Tanous: “A boy of about ten was sitting in the
front row with his father. During the question-and-answer period,
he asked me, ‘Can you tell me when I am going to die?’ I re
sponded, ‘Young man, that is the wrong question to ask. What
you should ask is, Will I live long enough to accomplish what I
want to do? and the answer is Yes. But you don’t believe me, do
you? Well, let me ask you a question that your father knows noth
ing about. You still have your imaginary playmate, don’t you?’
And the kid looked up and softly said, ‘Yes.’ I asked, ‘Could
you tell us his name?’ and he did. The father then exclaimed,
‘But you never told me that,’ to which the child replied, ‘But, Dad,
you wouldn’t understand.’ ”
You wouldn’t understand. This would appear to be the unspoken
plea of many children who have had such psychic experiences as
imaginary playmates. We must try to understand.

Psychic Dreams
I have heard say of thee, that thou const
understand a dream to interpret it.
Genesis 4 1 : 8

°Llowing the Pharaoh’s
dream about the fat and lean kine,
* nd the good and the thin ears of com, Joseph was summoned
Or
help. Joseph’s interpretation of the pharaoh’s dreams and his
s
ge advice saved Egypt from a great famine. It is probable that
* e Precognitive dreams were recorded because of the importance
the figures involved — the ruler of Egypt and the hero of the
e
Ws. We can only be grateful that the record was kept.
The subject of dreaming has been studied since ancient times,
but
why we dream is still a mystery. More easily explained is
we have particular types of dreams.
Let’s take a look at the role dreams and their interpretation
played in human history. Man’s interest in dreams began
hh primitive cultures and the early civilizations. Dream inter
pretation played an important role in everyday life. Dreams were
gen
erally considered to be either visitations of the gods or
Prophetic pronouncements. Indeed, some cultures believed dreams
he the wanderings of the human spirit released in the sleeping
state.
Probably the earliest practitioners of dream interpretation were
druids of Celtic Britain and Gaul. The druids believed that
37
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certain dreams of their priests were prophetic declarations. Most
important decisions awaited the interpretation of such dreams.
The old Irish bards who may have witnessed some of the druidic
predictions have sung songs in praise of such dream interpretations.
In the Middle East, the Jews as well as the Egyptians have held
dreams in great regard. The Old Testament is a wealthy store
house of psychic phenomena, as well as dreams and their inter
pretations.
When Abimelech was visited by God in a dream, the purpose
was to solve the problems he was having with his wife. The
dreams of Jacob and his ladder envisaged the gateway to heaven.
Joseph’s interpretations of the pharaoh’s dreams are considered
biblical classics.
In the New Testament, many dreams are recorded that deal
directly with the birth and infancy of Jesus. In particular there are
those of Joseph, Mary’s husband, who was told on one occasion
that her child was the Son of God, and on a second that he should
take them to Egypt for safety. The dreams of the Wise Men about
avoiding Herod are most interesting because of their precognitive
nature— the murder of the innocents.
Plato and Aristotle believed a man’s soul left his body while he
slept. They believed that in the sleeping state the soul wandered
around, gathering knowledge of the past, present, or future. In
terestingly, both of these philosophers warned of overindulgence
in drink and food before sleeping. They claimed such intem
perance created “unlawful dreams,” i.e., nightmares.
In the Roman era, we can consider three dreams as classics:
Calpurnia’a portentous dream about the murder of her husband,
Julius Caesar; the Emperor Augustus’s dream of the birth of
Jesus as the Prince of Peace; and the warning dream of Pontius
Pilate’s wife “to have nothing to do with that just man, for I have
suffered many things this day in a dream because of him.”
With the development of science and rationalism in the eight
eenth and nineteenth centuries, dreams were ignored as un
worthy of interest or speculation. However, some literary and
artistic men stand out as exceptions: Edgar Allen Poe, William
Blake, Robert Louis Stevenson, Voltaire, Shelley, Tolstoy, Cole
ridge. These men claimed to rely on dreams and visions to aid
their artistic and literary endeavors.
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With the coming of the twentieth century, interest in dreams
a
of

t. Once

a

8 a *n aroused. Dr. Sigmund Freud, in his Interpretation
( 1 9 0 0 ) , was one of the first scientists to list dreams
a
n important mental activity. Freud considered dreams to hold
Vs in the discovery of the makeup of the individual. A Freudian
l0rn
became, “You can know a man by his dreams.” He
jrted that dreams were essential to an understanding of man,
Were certainly worthy of careful and exhaustive scientific
rearns

as

th •l r • Mother twentieth-century scientist who studied dreams and
interpretations was Dr. Carl Jung, who postulated that the
I standing feature of psychic dreams was that they were generally
c
°i°r and left a vivid impression on the dreamer. He divided
ychic dreams from “ordinary, trivial dreams,” claiming that
Ju n C ” ' C reatns came from “the deeper self — the real person.” Dr.
8 felt that ordinary dreams came from “the trivial self — the
01
mon task.” His definition of the psychic dream was that
It is a little hidden door in the psyche, opening into that
cosmic night which was psyche long before there was any ego
consciousness, and which will remain psyche no matter how
far our ego consciousness may extend. . . . All consciousness
separates, but in dreams we put on the likeness of that
’’tore universal, truer, more eternal man dwelling in the
darkness of primordial night. There it is still the whole, and
the whole is in him, indistinguishable from nature and bare
of all egohood. Out of these all-uniting depths arises the
dream, be it never so infantile, never so grotesque, never
so immoral.1
To parents who prefer a more simplified definition

we offer

q Sr,n5°’ lowing: Dreams are a mental activity that always take place
g sleep. They are made up of many images, scenes, or
t,
he°a rU n ts that are always expressed in terms of sight rather than
;
* 8 or smelling. Dreams are rarely brought about by sensual
"Sessions.
It is our contention that external stimuli rarely determine the
Ontent or form of the psychic dream. Further, we believe that
eatr,s
can be divided primarily into three categories: psychic,
lv .
5fl
fulfillment, and nightmares.
fourth category is put forth by many psychoanalysts
who
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state that certain dreams— those including tunnels, suffocation,
narrow passageways, and the like— are due to the trauma of birth,
and that such dreams serve as release mechanisms.
What is the purpose of dreams? Dreams are many things. They
enlighten you about the nature of men and events. They tell you
what problems the psyche is encountering. They also tell you what
the collective unconscious has been thinking since the dawn of man.
Dreams can be telepathic, clairvoyant, precognitive, retrocognitive,
or astral in nature. In other words, they can tell the dreamer what
other people are thinking either through thought or sight, through
going into the past; and particularly they can tell of future events.
Precognitive dreams are those most likely to occur in the realm
of psychic dreams.
Dreams fall into several categories:
One of the outstanding features of a psychic dream is the
striking impact on the dreamer upon awakening— far more so
than an ordinary dream. The dreamer can remember the most
minute details. The dream was vivid. Most psychic dreams are in
color, and appear to deal with telepathy, clairvoyance, or pre
cognitive events. In some rare cases, they indicate retrocognition,
in which the dreamer had knowledge of events in the past that he
would have no conscious way of knowing about. (Astral dreams
will be discussed at length in the next chapter.)
The wish-fulfillment dream is usually of a fleeting nature, and
is generally in black and white. An outstanding feature is that the
dreamer achieves a goal he desires and has not been able to attain.
The wish-fulfillment dream can include sexual desires, career
achievement, gourmet satisfactions, sports attainments, etc.
The world of nightmares encompasses frightening dreams, gen
erally in black and white, with shadows or shades of gray. They
are horrendous experiences expressed in symbolic terms; night
mares are rarely, if ever, expressed in realistic terms. Many chil
dren between the ages of two and four experience nightmares,
sometimes over long periods.
Let us enlarge upon the definitions of the various types of
psychic dreams and give examples illustrating them:
A psychic dream may give exact details of what is going to
happen, or it may be symbolic, as in the following case of pre
cognition. A twelve-year-old girl had a Christmas dream in Septem-
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®r concerning three candidates for the gubernatorial race in
a,ne
- She was instructed to climb a ladder and put a football on
(
°P of the Christmas tree. If the football remained at the top of
e
ee, candidate Longley would win. If it fell to the left, another
a
ndidate would win. If it dropped to the right, the third candidate
t r °uld be the winner. The girl took the football to the top of the
ee
> and it stayed there. When the election was held, Longley bea le
” the governor of Maine.
Using the above as an example of what a symbolic psychic
earn might be, let’s look at a psychic dream that is realistic and
sain precognitive. A ten-year-old dreams that she looks out of a
s

ndow
s

and sees her brother being pulled out of the water. She
a man trying to revive him with mouth-to-mouth resuscita-

not ces
is
manthe
how the
recallsLater,
the water,
'he blue color
dre11Sse d, and* remembers
when
vividly.
otherofdetails
*s actually pulled out of water and revived by a neighbor
es the child mouth-to-mouth resuscitation, the events in
th e °
young girl’s dream are repeated in reality.
s
ymbolic dream, it is important to note that if the child is
ret n
ent Ve
av, ' enough, the dream will emphasize something he could be
r
un
case
oot
suc
'he y° g g< l above,
b a ii *n 'he
h as t *ie f
Sh are °f’
at the top of
the h ad '° be aware that if the football stayed —
a cause-and_ ft Christmas tree, something specific would occur
ect relationship.
Obviously all psychic dreams are not clear-cut. In many in®yces they appear either illogical or too garbled to interpret,
hen one also is aware of the fact that the conscious mind may

jj S t ° rt

Or

push aside what is welling up from the unconscious, the
tr
y*n £ '° make sense out of dream messages seems overWh 3
elming. Nonetheless, interpretation is possible. In many cases
e s
ymbolism indicated in a dream is the most effective way to
c
nv
ey a message that can be quickly grasped by adults who
a
' '° help the child, and possibly by the child himself.
o Central Premonitions Registry was established, first in Lonp° n and 'hen in New York, in the hope that early warnings might
(jj V*de information to aid authorities in dealing with possible
r
th asters - F° example, many people foresaw the 1966 landslide
dein
olished and buried a school in the Welsh coal mining
Vii a
* ge of Aberfan. Among them was a young Aberfan schoolgirl
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who pleaded with her mother the day before the disaster to “let
me tell you about my dream last night.” The mother replied that
she had no time to listen. The girl was insistent. “Mummy, you
must listen. I dreamt I went to school and there was no school
there. Something black had come down all over it.” The next day
the school was buried beneath the landslide.
Parents or teachers who wish to submit dreams or premonitions
of disaster may write directly to the Central Premonitions Registry,
P.O. Box 482, Times Square Station, New York, N.Y. 10031.
Robert Nelson, director of the Registry, explains in Parapsy
chology Review:
Each first-time writer receives a standard-response letter
explaining the procedures for filing premonitions and
instructions as to monitoring dreams for possibly psi-induced
material. Upon request photo-copies of predictions datestamped “Registered C.P.R.” are sent to the participants.
Anyone who shows psi-talent by achieving a “hit,” a close
correspondence between a registered event and subsequent
actual occurrence, or who relates highly detailed and
significant past precognitive experiences, is sent a Psi
Profile Questionnaire.
Since its beginning, contributors from twenty countries as well
as thousands of people from every state have written to the
Registry, all happy in the knowledge that their predictions o r
premonitions are going to be taken seriously.
To further illustrate telepathic dreams, we have this: A boy of
nine dreamed that his school chum was helping his family pack
to move things into a new home. The next day he told his friend’s
parents about the dream and they were astonished — they had just
decided the previous day to move to a new house. In his dream
the young boy received the information telepathically.
A dramatic telepathic dream occurred to a psychology student
at Boston College whose husband was a pilot in the Korean War.
She had to prepare a term paper, and could not decide what to
write about. That night she dreamed that her husband was sitting
at a table and writing a letter to her: “Dear Mary: I am writing
you this letter just before I am off on my flight. I believe this is
the last flight I am going to be on. Mary, I love you very much. . . .”
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Was quite a long letter. She also saw the airplane flying in her
eam, then saw it crash. She woke up with the dream’s vividness
J 1 clarity still with her. She could remember the dream in
nute detail. Mary decided that her dream would be the subject
d

st

her term paper, which she told her somewhat skeptical inctor. Three days later, she received a telegram from the govemnt
announcing that her husband was missing in action. Seven
ys later, on the day she was scheduled to turn in her term paper,

e Same
a rr .

letter from her husband that she had “seen” in her dream
ived in the mail. She photostated it, put it with the term paper,
and
turned it in.
While this dream certainly was telepathic in nature, it also can in
le t
w

b e classified as clairvoyant in that the student “saw” the
*n the dream, probably at the time it was being written. She
y also have picked up either the telepathic fear her husband
er

dreS e x Per *enc ’ n g about the flight, or the airplane crash in the
ma
th
y h ave been > n part precognitive either on her part or on
® Part of the husband.
here are some in the parapsychological
field who hold that
adC i

reams

children are substantially different from those of
Is. However, if dreams are basically either telepathic, clairb a a n t ’ Precognitive, or nightmares, and if they are presumably
. $ed °n man’s unconscious experiences from the very beginning
his lif e , why should there be any great differences? Adult dreams

v

a

y be a little more sophisticated, but if they are based on experibefore they are born from the unconscious collective mind,
as
S dun
g propounds, then they must be essentially the same. The
Un
°
gcr
child may not be able to express himself well enough to
r
ate
the dreams in great detail. However, by the time children
a re
seven or eight, they should be able to do so.
child should not be forced to tell his dream. If he wants to
. Sc uss its contents, careful attention should be given to those of
S nee
ds that may be revealed in the dream. However, parents
S?
°uld not set themselves up as final authorities on dream interCes

th

1 011.

*
Children may be anxious to tell their dreams— dreams
’’’ay often be psychic in nature. The parent should not scoff
j a bream’s contents, but might simply remark, “Oh, isn’t that
d o erest *n g’- Well, let’s see if it happens.” If the dreamed-of event
es
°ccur, the parent might say in a casual tone, “You dreamed

at

at
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that and it happened, didn’t it?” If the dream doesn’t come true,
the same matter-of-fact tone should be employed. Whichever the
case, nothing should be made of the incident. At no time should
the parents let the children think that a precognitive dream is a
special event; rather, it should be treated as an ordinary occurrence.
What the child really wants is for his parents to listen and provide
love, care, and concern.
In most instances, the reader will not be qualified to make dream
interpretations. However, psychic dreams do seem to offer helpful
clues, in that they are mainly identifiable as being precognitive,
telepathic, or clairvoyant. The ability to classify the dream is one
step toward interpreting it. In many cases messages that may not
be easily accepted in the waking state are received during dreams.
A dream that had a strong impact upon a young girl and the
choice of her life’s work is told by Athena Drewes, the managing
editor of Psi News, who has written extensively and conducted
research on ESP in relation to young children:
It was a Saturday night and beyond my bedtime. I was
busy hurrying to finish reading the book Ben- Hur which had
been made into a movie, which we would soon see. With
only four pages left, my mother turned out my light against
my protests, frustrating my efforts to finish the book. I was
extremely angry before falling asleep. That night I dreamt
of a car crash involving my family. I was the observer
watching it all occur. I watched as the crash took place; then
the scene shifted to my observing myself and my brother
sitting in wheelchairs, unhurt, at the hospital, and watching
my mother being wheeled in on a flat high stretcher. A type
of stretcher I had never before seen o r knew existed. I
knew my mother was injured, but my brother and I were not.
One week later, these same scenes occurred in real life,
exactly as dreamt, down to the last detail.
Athena tells of the indelible imprint the dream made: “As you
can imagine, this had a strong impact on me and my life. As a
result, I have pursued both the field of parapsychology and psy
chology with great interest and have since made both my profes
sions.”
Many times we are warned in dreams about impending danger.
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hile problems may occasionally be averted by knowing the future,
other times the foretold event does take place, despite our
e
am-warnings.
’ lustration of the latter is pointed up in a teenage student’s
a
m of being in a car accident during a rainstorm. The next

i

’ n class at the University of Southern Maine, the student re-

d ream to h er parapsychology instructor, who urged her
a car for one week. For the next week, the girl fol’de
a v ce
d i scrupulously. One day later, she was walking
s u < cJen
ly began to pour. A car stopped at the curb, and a
go
fr e n
so v-, n * d °f hers called, “Hurry and get in— you’re going to get
g wet.” The response to jump into the car was so spone
°us and the relief of being out of the downpour such a comfort

not
]

to

r

®ave n o bought to the dream. But just as her friend
Puh
t ie
rom
6 c a r out
Janice
Neither
them.
hit in
truck
* curb,
hor herthfriend was hurt,
an accident,
was in
rode
the cara she
but
Ur,n
g a rainstorm.
n ol e r
. h dream in which a warning was given even more specifii
Ca
y is told by a writer who dreamed in the month of October that
.e w ould be in an accident on February 8. During the fall and
ter months the writer was extremely careful, and when
ary 8 arrived, she stayed home the entire day. At the end
, the day, she was tremendously relieved, believing that her dream
u been unfounded. However, the next day, on February 9 , she
as
crossing a street. The sun was shining brightly on what she
u
° ght was a stream of water, but as she stepped on the shiny
s e
dipped and fractured an ankle. The water turned out
♦
0
he ice
ta•' Vhat do we have here? Could it be that despite warnings, certhings seem to be preordained? Or, simply that the uncon10Us
mind had not relayed to the conscious mind symbols that
a
y have been lost in the dream? Perhaps some symbol had been
fese
nt that could have provided a clue that the accident would
Q

s

cjCCr? r a f ter February 8 . Perhaps some other symbol may have
ified the ice situation. In many instances dreams are of a fleeting
tore. The first reaction of the dreamer is to grasp the main
jjJ hols quickly, much as one would remember the outstanding
m
Pressions of a movie recently viewed. However, not all the
et
ails of a movie are remembered or thought to be significant!
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Most children between the ages of two and four experience a
series of nightmares. They may dream a monster is lurking in the
bedroom, perhaps sitting on the bedpost or hovering above them
ready to pounce. These creatures may take the form of lions, tigers,
various kinds of birds, even dinosaurs or alligators.
Various theories have been put forth to explain the occurrence
of nightmares. One theory holds that they are brought on by some
startling or frightening event during the child’s day. The “frighten
ing event” could be an everyday occurrence, such as the barking
of a dog or the sudden scream of a police siren. The breaking of
a favorite toy can evoke harsh nightmares. Another theory holds
that these nightmares may be induced by the child’s feelings of
guilt for some “bad” action that he was involved in during the dayStill another view holds that nightmares are brought on by the
so-called “children’s illnesses,” which are particularly prevalent
during the ages of two to four. There is some evidence that night
mares tend to increase during periods of physical illness. This may
be especially true if the parents show overconcern for the child’s
well-being at such a time. Some doctors in the field caution that
children may use nightmares to establish bedtime rituals, such as
leaving the light on all night, or sleeping in the parents’ bed.
Parents should not comfort a child in a manner they are not
prepared to continue night after night, for many complications
may arise as a result.
How, then, can parents handle their child’s nightmare? When
your child tells you that a tremendous alligator is on the floor and
that he is afraid the animal is going to hop into bed with him,
listen attentively. Express your concern and amazement that the
alligator had the audacity to enter Johnny’s room without being
given Johnny’s permission or yours. Direct your voice to the area
the child has described, and in a firm tone address the “monster”
in words such as, “Just you get out of here, you alligator. You
have no business being here and Johnny wants you to leave. So
I am telling you to get out and don’t you come back here again.”
When you leave the room, if the child wishes to have a favorite
toy remain with him, by all means allow him to have it. Assure
the child that you will look in later to make sure the alligator got
your message and will not come back to bother him.
Why is it a monster that appears in the child’s nightmare in
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,rSt
P' ace ? Why doesn’t the nightmare repeat the actual
Pe r *ence ? It is possible that telepathy plays a part in this. If the

*s . momentarily startled by the sound of a barking dog, or a
P°l*ce siren, that instant of concern may be conveyed teleIca
"y to the child. Because of the anxiety experienced, the end
re
u t
may be a nightmare, for very young children cannot relate
, r everyday experiences on an adult level — cannot divide reality
°m fantasy. We must remember that young children spend a good
e
al of time
----- listening to or watching on TV plays and stories in
.

]0
_

. a n i m a l s a n giants are involved. Because of this, everyday
st
occurrences may be translated into dreams of hobgoblins
anj
nd
monsters.
ma
events
y tr *gger other types of anxieties. The child
so
aware
ecomes
that parents can go away for periods of time
and
«a r,er ° nOt come back the instant they are wanted, whereas in
childhood crying often evoked a quick response. The ages
o j
a
painful growing-up period. The
f° Ur arc g enera y
SuridV°
za o n
en rea
that a parent is not always present to tend to
'i t*
his
e t ie
rovo
ee< S m a
n
* appearance of the monster in the child’s
yP
’gh
Let’s take the example of a child who has watched a TV
r
°gram about a mother and father bear who leave their cub
Moments later, the cub is threatened by the
°*ie jn t |j e cave
PPearance of a cougar. The problem presented in the program
very likely be resolved by the return of the mother or
j
CU
t0 save
n t le n c
er
not rehave
b' ®u t 'heythe
’time *to savet ’ me
*in
tu med
of
anxiety
the young program-watcher
°ndering if his parents would come to the rescue if monsters

him. Nightmare monsters may simply be the
c h - , tO threaten
s plea to the parents to “please be here to save me from
fin.” The process of growing up and becoming aware that
are
nts are not immediately on call can give rise to a child’s
Pprehension that his mommy or daddy might be away during a
lle
real need. This anxiety takes hold during the sleeping state
a ’
manifests itself in the form of the threatening monsters in
n,
8htmares.
Lt dealing with the child’s nightmare, the parent should express
n
> uine concern and indicate that he is on the child’s side, that
e ,s
on hand to make sure the monsters will not bother the child,
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and that his presence and action will rid the child’s room of these
bothersome interlopers.
We are reminded of a friend who is an avid dreamer, but who
often dislikes the way his dreams end. He has a marvelous way of
handling the problem: he goes back to sleep and redreams the
ending! Perhaps our friend has a real solution hidden in his unusual
aptitude: If parents hold the child, comfort him, and appreciate
his fear, perhaps the monsters can indeed be sent packing— and
new dreams will have new endings!

Out-of-Body
Experiences
What if you slept?
And what if, in your sleep, you dreamed?
And what if, in your dream, you went to heaven
and there plucked a strange and beautiful flower?
And what if, when you awoke, you had the
flower in your hand?
A h , what then?
. ..
Samuel Coleridge

°
of

Ne

SUCH EXTRAORDINARY EXPERIENCE happened

to

.

Quartz Hill, California, which was recorded in Fa e:
g
Jn September 1963. Carol saw a vision within the br
ar
ge tree in her yard. The face of her fnend, Jaime
» P
Pea
red, appealing for aid and expressing an urgent nee .
Carol rushed to telephone Jaime, but received no answ n A bad
s
‘orm had come up and her friend’s house was ten mite away.
Carol searched her mind desperately for some way o
ranches
£ the friend whose image had appeared in the tree br
.
T
he n , i yi n g on her bed, Carol experienced a sense of calm and
Jel »ef. She felt as if she were rising and drifting easi y an
m
f
°rtably from her body, from her room, from her home. She
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seemed to be drifting in a calm, “aware of the wild shriek and the
tremendous blow of the wind, yet untouched by it.” While in this
“drifting” state, Carol found herself at the balcony leading to
Jaime’s bedroom. Upon entering, she saw her friend lying almost
unconscious on the bed, obviously very ill. Carol drifted slowly
down to the garden below. The storm had quieted. “I recall touch
ing an orange tree and tightening my fingers about a piece of
green foliage,” she reports.
When the dream ended, Carol awoke— and in her hand was the
piece of green foliage! There were no orange trees anywhere near
her home. Convinced this was not a dream, and spurred by this
realization and her waking desire to assure the well-being of her
friend Jaime, Carol telephoned another friend and physician, Dr.
Marion J. Dakin, who, with her nurse, went immediately to Jaime’s
home. Receiving no response to their knock, they called out.
There was still no response. Then they checked all the doors.
Fortunately, a side door had been left open. Entering, they found
Jaime on the bed desperately in need of help. She was rushed to
the hospital in Santa Monica, where emergency surgery was per
formed and a large gallstone removed. Later Jaime Palmer was
told that if the operation had been delayed, the gallstone would
have ruptured the intestinal wall, endangering her life. When the
attack began, she remembered, she thought of contacting Carol
for help, but didn’t want to worry her needlessly.
Carol Hales had an experience she could not accept as merely
a dream: “Where did I get the foliage from an orange tree? And
how did I know of Jaime’s desperate need?”
If it wasn’t a dream, what was it?
The idea that one can float away from or outside of the body
is a frightening thought to those unaware of the potential benefits
of the experience. The fear of “something spooky,” “something
different,” “something scary” is the reaction of many. “You don’t
really believe that kind of stuff,” is a response heard many times
from intelligent people who feel because they can’t see a thing
they have reason enough to believe it can’t be there. I n Man,
Visible and Invisible, the theosophist C.W. Leadbeater says: “It
is one of the commonest of our mistakes to consider that the limit
of our power of perception is also the limit of all that there is to
perceive.”
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can be alarming
experience”
The very term “out-of-body
less one comprehends that there is also a “return-to-body”
experience. Our purpose is to help alleviate fears and to explain
that children, as well as adults, have out-of-body experiences,
lasted below are some of the purposes served by this type of
experience.
The out-of-body experience (OBE) has been a means of locating
Ost
objects, and more important, lost people!
The OBE can provide a definite help, as in the above-mentioned
case of Carol. The OBE also helps in study, for example, in find,n
8 important information in a book.
F
°r children with inquiring minds, the OBE provides a means
trav
el during sleep.
F
°r others, the OBE provides relaxation, and those who have
experienced it state they feel renewed energy upon awakening.
Poring an illness, the spirit in an OBE energizes the body and
as
sists in the healing process.
h simply may be that the mind wants to hook into the colcctive unconscious.”
These may sound like extremely unusual reasons for out-of°°dy experiences, but who is to say they are not germane? They
7*a y be the workings of an imaginative and adventuresome mind,
,®r the mind can produce extraordinary effects, both real and
‘ aginary. Originally, man went out to roam, hunting for days,
W
eeks, sometimes months at a time for sustenance. Perhaps the
•fiind now seeks sustenance in a similar way.
The out-of-body experience is the traveling of the spirit through
s
Pace, leaving the physical body behind at rest or asleep. Astral
Projection, or astral flight, is the same as OBE. The psyche is able
Wander freely at will, returning later to the sleeping or resting
b
°dy. Another term frequently mentioned in connection with outOf
'body experiences is bilocation, the state of being physically
Projected into two places at one time.
and researchers offer many hypotheses con
Parapsychologists
Although the argument
phenomenon.
cerning the out-of-body
continues about what name to give this experience, the OBE is
Psychic in nature no matter what we choose to call it.
. While in the OBE state, telepathy, clairvoyance, and precogni’on may occur The OBE may take place during sleep, while in
Un
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the “twilight zone,” or in the waking state. In most cases it is
spontaneous and comes on without the individual realizing it, and
also without his having any say in the ultimate destination in
volved in the experience. In rare instances it can be self-induced.
Dr. Karlis Osis states: “From my experience and research, I have
found that most OBEs occur in the waking state. They also occur
in the twilight state and in the sleeping state.”
Our concern is to convey that some part of the consciousness
leaves the body and travels to another place before returning. That
place can be anywhere— a site never visited before as well as one
that the subject already knows.
In the following dramatic experience, we can see the practical
use of the O B E :
“I remember an out-of-body experience I had when I was
four years old. I was playing on a swing in our backyard. It was
the kind of swing that had lots of hanging ropes and bars. Sud
denly, I got caught in one of the ropes. It was twisted around my
neck. I couldn’t breathe or talk. Suddenly, I felt myself leave my
body and float over to the back porch window. There I called
to my mother who was in the kitchen. She heard my cry for help,
but could not see me. She rushed out into the backyard and saw
what was happening to me. She unloosened me from the rope and
held me in her arms. I watched from the porch. After I had been
freed, I returned to my body.”
We have given valid reasons for teaching children how to cope
with out-of-body experiences and have stated their value in re
laxation, the finding of lost objects, the regaining of strength, and
help in studies. How much more important can any experience be
than saving the life of a child?
In another case, a girl of six told her parents she had floated
out of her body to Paris, visiting many of the city’s out-of-the-way
streets, which she described in great detail. Her parents laughed at
the child’s vivid imagination. Nonetheless, the child persisted in
her claim that she had been to Paris. A year later, the parents
decided to take their daughter on a trip overseas, and included
Paris in their itinerary. While in Paris, they became lost in an
area unknown to them. No matter which way the parents turned,
they could not find their way out of the maze of little streets. At
this point the child spoke up, stating that she knew the way. The
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S'rt repeated what she had told the parents earlier — that she had
°ated out of her body and had seen these streets before. She
Proceeded to lead her lost parents out of the maze and on to their
destination.
Case
ie out
th e1°
’ t *being
‘°f‘hody experience was an aid in solving
dilemma of
lost
in a strange city. Let’s take a look at
w
° an OBE served to locate a missing object.
During a discussion period in a parapsychology classroom, a
pother told about her father, who had recently passed away. Not
nowing where he kept his will, the daughter went to her father’s
°me to search for the document, but to no avail. She returned
.° her own home and despairingly told her husband about her
ability to find the will. Her young son, who overheard the con
versation, made no comment. However, the next morning he ran
0
his mother to tell her that in the night he “left his body” and
'''ent to visit “Grandpa’s house.” He told her that he floated out
e
window of his own bedroom, over to his grandfather’s house,
at,
d into the kitchen. There the boy floated up toward the ceiling
landed on a top shelf of a cupboard, where he saw a metal
Inside the box he saw two envelopes, one inside the other.
ne inner envelope contained the will for which his mother had
“een searching.
The mother, although sophisticated in psychic matters, was
slu
nned. She immediately took the child to her father’s home and
asked him to point to the place where he had seen the box. The
b
°y pointed to the top shelf, which the mother couldn’t see from
"'here she was standing. Climbing a ladder, she found the metal
b
°x her son had described. Inside were the two envelopes con
taining the will.
A study conducted at the University of Southern Maine among
students revealed that many of them, as children, had experienced
a feeling that they were “drifting away” from the body, or out of
the body, floating or looking down at happenings below. Many
"’ho had experienced such “driftings” remembered being reluctant
to speak about their experiences to family members or friends.
hey did not wish to be considered strange or different; they were
afraid of being ridiculed.
One unusual story concerned a student who, as a young girl, had
een
waiting for friends on the comer of her town’s main street
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in late afternoon when suddenly every person evaporated. She
could see no one. The streets were empty, but all the buildings
were standing. She looked around and realized that she was
floating in the air and could see the tops of the buildings. The girl
told her friends about it and “they really had a good laugh.” Later
she told adult members of her family, who “just looked at me
strangely.”
Years after her unusual experience the girl, now a married
woman, was taken to the hospital. Two days later a nurse said to
her, “Were you lucky last night!” Then, the girl remembered: “I
had ‘gone away’ and I was above myself looking down at myself.
I was high up in the sky and it looked the same as it had when I
had floated up in the sky as a young girl. All the people had dis
appeared and I could see the tops of all the buildings. Only this
time someone beckoned to me to come through a door. It was so
peaceful that I almost went. Then I said I would come back later
if it was all right, as my children were so young.” The patient
learned from the nurse that her heart had stopped. She had been
gasping for breath, but no one had noticed. Fortunately, the
patient in the next room had a private nurse who passed by the
woman’s door and observed that she was in need of help.
Out-of-body experiences often appear to have no reason or
purpose. There are numerous reports of floating through a door
or down a hallway, of drifting over a forest or field, and of other
similar journeys that seem to have no real value or use. The above
story, wherein the young girl floated up high and could see no
people around, seemed at the time a rather aimless excursion.
However, in later life, the meaning of her earlier childhood experi
ence crystallized when she became aware that at the time she was
gasping for breath in the hospital room there were indeed no
people around.
We are asked such questions as “Why did I go on an out-ofbody trip to a hotel in Japan? I didn’t know anyone there and
couldn’t understand anything being said. So what was I doing
there?” The explanation will most likely come to you in the future,
and no amount of impatience can produce the answer until the
mind is ready to reveal it. The O B E many times is a preface to
events you will experience during your entire life span. It also
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helps develop a creative imagination and the energy nee e to
achieve a goal you may wish to pursue.
In a series of interviews with professional peop e, it was e e
mined that OBEs during early childhood ha
e p , e su J
decide the profession he would later choose for is i e s wor .
example, one man as a young boy had a toothache but was unable
to see a dentist because it was Sunday Since the pain was not
severe, his mother accepted a late Monday' appoinUnen fo . her
son. On Monday morning, the boy claimed , e a
experience and “floated over to the dentist s o ce
the dentist pulling a tooth.” He was
SSate
the techniques for extracting a tooth. This O
P
the child’s fear of having a tooth pulled. Because the . y
impressed by his “visit” during that early OBE, he
into the field of dentistry. Today he is a top-rate dentist.
A commercial airline pilot tells us that as a young child he
bad a sensation of flying and seeing many p ace
h
world. In many OBEs as a child he did not
was visiting these strange places or whatt rel
. P through .
y
had to anything. However, seeing a y
, triggered an
out the world stimulated the child’s imagin
. Qgg s t he
inures, i„ flying . As an aduh, be
fact that he went into aviation and becam
These are only two of many exa P
vocation-careers
in
of the OBE in determining the choice or
0BE
a
which the persons involved are happy an
doorway to creativity. Once it
°P an ’times he is motivated to
m a peaceful and fearless manner. M y
*
fake a new path in his life. The OBE
his vision and intuition into creativ,ty ; tudents wer e asked to relate
In a parapsychology classroom the
. One
in nature
various experiences they felt mighi
experience he
ldhood
member of the class, Joachim, spoke
h
P
could not classify. His > dog, Bo, w
g
returned home
mght strolls around the co untrys d , 1b
y
However, after one such
and
began
to think
Joachim, extremely unhappy, sal 1
>
i
inntpH
me
about his dog. “As I did, I felt something leaving me. I looked
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back and saw myself on the chair. But I could hear Bo calling me.
Then the part leaving me went and saw Bo, and I could see
exactly where he was. He had fallen into a deep hole and couldn’t
get out. Suddenly, I woke up and told my father. We went to look
in the place I had seen and there we found Bo.” Joachim recalled
that while he was exceedingly happy about finding the dog and
about having had the experience that enabled him to do so, he was
somewhat apprehensive on one count. Upon “returning” to the
chair, he felt his body stiff and rigid, particularly his legs, and was
temporarily alarmed that something had happened to him phys
ically because of “another part” of him being away from himself.
It was explained to Joachim in class that many sensations may
occur in the OBE, such as tingling, jerking, or the rigidity he
experienced, but that none of them are cause for alarm. They are
only temporary sensations and appear to be part of the out-ofbody experience for some people. Others hear the sound of wind;
still others have no sensation other than that of floating or
drifting.
How can we explain to very young children what is happening
in an out-of-body experience?
Perhaps if we teach them how to experience it, they can treat
it as naturally as any other educational instruction received. For
example, a very simple lesson which we call the “Fly-in Experi
ment” consists simply of teaching children how to “travel” under
the pages of a book that is turned upside down; they then tell
what they “see” there. It is a very simple and uncomplicated pro
cedure. The main thing to remember is that young children have
a short attention span. Until their enthusiasm is gained, a great deal
will depend upon the approach and tone of the parent or teacher
who is instructing them. An encouraging word is the clue to
furthering a child’s achievement. The O B E is something like
electricity. It’s always been there. It just had to be discovered.
Here is a “Fly-in” lesson for children:
1. Open a book or magazine without looking at it, and turn it
over, face down.
2. The secret now is breathing and relaxation. Tell the children
to take three or four deep breaths.
3. Ask them to think of something that made them very happy.
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4. Ask them to breathe and think of themselves floating. Say,
“Think of yourself as being light as a bird, flying through the sky
to
a nice white cloud.”
5
- Again, breathe three or four times. “You feel so light, just
like a cloud— you have lost your body now and you are so light
you can go anywhere you want to go.”
6. “Now, in the middle of your forehead, pretend that you have
an eye, a third eye. In that eye is a little ball of light. That light
*s the energy from your mind that is you. That is energy— the
smallest ball of light you can think of, like a little pinpoint.
7. The children should be told again to relax, for the next step
is
extremely important: “I don’t want you to worry about what
you see, but only to tell me what you see. Don’t try to make any
associations. If you see red, just tell me you see red. If you see
something round, just let me know it’s round. If you see something
square that is blue, just say a blue square. Unless you can clearly
s
ee what it is, don’t try to guess.”
Continue explaining to the child what he may anticipate
seeing; “In the beginning you are going to start out seeing only
forms and shapes and colors. Eventually, the objects themselves
c
°me into view after you practice enough, over and over again.
9. Return to the relaxing instruction. “Now let s go back and
breathe softly three or four more times. Let s put that little, ball
light right back into focus again like a third eye in the middle
the forehead.” Breathe once or twice more and then say,
Mind, go under that book — and onto those two pages and tell
0,6
what is there.”
10. The person giving the test should say, Don t take too long,
just a few seconds, because you may start using your imagination.
Just tell me the first thing the third eye sees. Then again say,
Mind, go back under that book and tell me a little, more. What
do you see? Breathe three or four more times and think of some
thing extremely happy. Then you open your eyes and come back.
fo a synopsis form of the above, the main points to remember
are:
• Open a magazine face down without looking at it.
• Ask the child to take a few deep breaths, and then think of
something happy and relaxing.
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• Tell the child to breathe deeply again, imagine himself float
ing. In the middle of the forehead, he is to create a little ball of
light.
• Tell the child, “Breathe again and once you have this energy
in the light, tell the mind to go under the book and see what is
there.”
Children enter into the test with great enthusiasm, and we have
seen some startling results.
The following examples illustrate how the OBE by children can
be helpful:
A young mother had lost her set of keys for the house, for the
car, for everything. When her young daughter learned of the loss,
she said to her mother, “Let me ‘fly’ to find them.” The child had
claimed to have out-of-body experiences, and the mother agreed
to see if the keys could be found in this manner. The little girl
sat in her rocking chair, and started rocking. After a few minutes,
she stopped and said to her mother, “I flew to where your keys
are. Go to the garage and look into the bag of garbage you just
threw out. That’s where they are.” The mother filtered through
the garbage bag in the garage, and the keys were found. Here we
see that the OBE may also contain other psychic happenings, such
as clairvoyance, for the child “saw” the keys while “flying.” The
OBE may account for many psychic experiences.
In another instance, a nine-year-old boy was home sick. He was
upset because he didn’t want to miss a mathematics class that day.
He was poor in the subject and felt that in order to do his home
work he needed the instructions that would be given in the class.
The boy, by following the instructions of how to go under the
magazine, tried to see if he could go to the classroom and get the
material he needed. He then wrote down what he saw when he
“flew” to the classroom, what examples were on the blackboard,
etc. He called his mother in, gave her the paper, and asked her to
deliver it to the teacher. The teacher was astounded at the accuracy
of the boy’s paper.
Each step of the “Fly-in” test instructions builds the altered
state of consciousness without the children having to go through
long periods of meditation. Being able to achieve the OBE enables
them to enhance their vision and intuition into creativity. When
children are anxious or concerned, the OBE can also keep them
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from becoming ill by enabling them to solve their prob ems in a
constructive, creative manner.
Any psychic experience should be treated as a natura occur
fence. No child should be placed on a pedestal or encouraged I to
Perform before an audience. We encourage t e ou o
p
ence, not to have children think of themselves as
«
m
agic or unusual feats, or breaking any mora ru
show that the OBE is a part of their cycle of growth and
p
ing of doors to their creative ability. All psychic
whether they be color experiences, dreams, “y agl "
or OBEs, help to develop the holistic person, thereby a t u n ng the
child to the universe. Thus, his creative ability <enables him to a on*
tribute in meaningful ways to the creation of a
diverse
free from ills. If we examine some of _thc gre* ideas
envisioned by man, we come upon such peop e as
’ .
j is
a
nd Pasteur, whose psychic sense helped in t eir i
. c h
Bohr, the famous atomic scientist, relates an °dd expenence he
had as a student in college. Bohr dreamed e was
U
P of burning gas; planets appeared, moving a ~und the sun, c
nected by minute threads. Upon waking, he
atomic model.
dream? Let’s turn to a
How does one distinguish an OBE tr
childhood:
historian who has had many OBE expene
-phe y
n jne
“These strange occurrences began aroun
sudden I
always oe Jed
at night while I was a
p. AU o r .
Would feel a shaking of my body and
w
the wind. I would feel myself rising out of
down
a
place just below the ceding and
Id
yself fast asleep in the e .
a ’ place which could only
the ceiling. Sometimes I would arrive•
Other
times>
be described as the North Po e, all
« n iceberg
and
began
to
Was on the deck of a ship
a
to
above
tbe
sink and I would struggle from de
? order to be
bod
Water. I knew I had to get back to my
f i m __ » would arrive
saved I would go back in an instaint. O her
m a Mcpanincui
department siy
store. It might
e w. “ .
were
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I sensed they were a ‘different kind’ of dream than the usual ones
I had. In a regular dream, it was as though I were watching myself
on television. In other words, I could see myself and all other
members of the dream acting out what the dream was about. How
ever, in these ‘different’ dreams, as I called them, I could never
see myself floating. I could only see the part of me asleep in the
bed. All I knew was that a part of me was having an experience.
Many years later, after discussions with those knowledgeable of
psychic matters, I learned that the nature of these experiences was
out-of-body. For years I lived in anxiety about these so-called
nightmares. However, now that I have learned more about them, I
no longer fear them but actually look forward to the travel
excursions.”
In discussions with out-of-body travelers, the one thread running
through all of their descriptions is that the person is convinced
he views things from a position in space outside of his body, just
as clearly as if he had physically been at that spot seeing it with
his eyes. Another recurring theme is, ‘‘You don’t have the same
out-of-body experience twice.” They may be similar, but never
exactly alike. The feeling of floating and drifting— of traveling
outside the body— may be a dreamlike experience. However, it
generally occurs with such vivid and lifelike realism that the person
experiencing it finds it difficult to accept it is just a dream.
The out-of-body “phenomenon” is not a rarity, but almost a
commonplace occurrence. Each of us may know of someone who
has had at least one out-of-body experience. The very fact that
these experiences are shown to be found within one’s own circle
of friends or family makes it easier to accept that they do happen
— and to real people, not to magicians or fakes. Being aware of
this freedom of thought, we can now give freedom to the mind—
to ourselves and to our children — in our bodies or out of them!
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encephalitis, or traumatic accidents, whose IQs ranged from 30 to
63, with a mean of 45; Down’s syndrome or Mongoloid children—
a condition associated with an extra chromosome— whose IQs
ranged from 21 to 71, with a mean of 40; and undifferentiated
children, whose retardation had not been medically diagnosed as
being caused by brain damage or Down’s syndrome. Their IQs
ranged from 32 to 73, with a mean of 46.
Mrs. Shields tells of some startling findings:
It appears that severely retarded children can display an
amazing degree of telepathy, and somewhat above-average
clairvoyance. This seems consistent with our observations of
the children. They are often primitive in personality and
actions, and extremely dependent upon adults for their very
survival. They lack inhibition in speech and behavior and
are often at an early language developmental stage. This
makes them similar to very young normal children, whom
other researchers have found to be rich in telepathy. These
children often possess traits typical of [Dr. Gertrude]
Schmeidler’s high-scoring subjects: impulsive, emotional,
carefree, relaxed, and good-natured. The superiority of the
telepathy scores may also reflect the high degree of rapport
between the children and the speech therapist, from whom the
children may “borrow” knowledge symbiotically in lieu of
having knowledge themselves.1
The study, Shields explains, was designed around two major
hypotheses:
The first was that trainable mentally retarded children would
have a greater amount of telepathy than children with higher
intelligence. . . . This prediction was based on our theoretical
belief that these children would compensate for lack of
mental ability by obtaining what they could from the
intelligence of others; that their pre-language or simplified
language development would make them lean on primitive
data-obtaining processes; that their extreme dependence on
adults for their survival would make them scan any verbal,
nonverbal, and psychic cues; that their lack of censorship of
input and output would help them verbalize psi. 2
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The second hypothesis, Shields continues,
was that trainable mentally retarded children would obtain
above-chance scores in a clairvoyance test. We felt that the
children lived a simplified existence, much like pre-school
children, where objects, things, and people dominate their
world rather than ideas. We felt that they might pick up cues
from the objects around them, be aware of their physical
environment as vital to their interests, and obtain psychic
information about it to a greater degree than children who
have, also, the world of ideas to explore.3
Three people from the school staff comprised the research team.
speech therapist, the nurse, and the psychologist. The speech
t
hcrapist administered the tests. The school nurse prepared the
target deck cards and later scored the test. Mrs. Shields organized
the project, provided consultation and support, and analyzed the
results. The tests were of the ESP-card type (see Chapters 11 and
t 2 ) . Because it was felt the children would not relate to abstract
symbols, open decks of twenty-five cardboard cards were made
U
P> bearing pictures of horses, dogs, cats, sheep, and roosters.
Each child was shown each of the five kinds, and then was
a
sked to tell what animal was on each card. Thereafter, the speech
therapist used those names, regardless of whether or not they were
correct. Mrs. Shields explains why: “We did this because retarded
children often have perseveration problems; if a child started with
a name he believed was correct and then had to change it, he
t ight become confused and do poorly. During the ensuing tests
the five sample cards remained in front of the child.
the

During the clairvoyance test, the speech therapist would tell the
child, “I have some more cards just like these, behind my paper.
S
he then put up a cardboard blind between her and the child and
w
°uld ask the child to guess which card it was: “Now let s see if
you can guess what picture is on the card I am holding. I don t
know what it is either, but you guess. What do you think this one
In the interim, she would take the top card off the stack and
hold it closer to the cardboard blind, but still face down. After the
child had guessed, the therapist recorded his answer, laid the card
asid
e, proceeded to the next card, and continued down the stack
u
ntil the child had guessed all twenty-five cards. During the test,
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the speech therapist expressed her interest and accepted the com
ments made by the children, thus continually motivating them.
The stack of cards, not seen by either the therapist or the child,
was then put with the record of the child’s responses and scored
later by the school nurse.
In the telepathy test the approach was somewhat different. The
speech therapist would say, “ I have some more cards like this
behind my paper. I’m going to look at one of them and I want you
to read my mind and tell me which picture I’m looking at.” Then
she took off the top card, turned it over, looked at it, and said,
“Which picture do you think I am looking at now?” The same
procedure of going through the deck as in the clairvoyance test was
followed, with the school nurse later scoring the responses. An
interesting note here was that the speech therapist asked the
children to “read my mind.” The children accepted this as per
fectly natural. Often at the end of the tests, she would say, “You
sure can read my mind.” To this the children in many instances
responded with “Of course,” or “ I know.”
The results of the test for telepathy were highly significant. The
retarded children scored far more accurately than the normal child,
according to Mrs. Shields, who also stated: “The children scored at
a phenomenally high level in the telepathy test. . . . The scores
5
were somewhat above average in the clairvoyance test.” We must
remember here that we are talking about children who were con
sidered to be severely retarded. So what is “somewhat above
average” for these children is a phenomenon in itself when one
takes into account that their scores on these tests were superior to
children with normal IQs.
Spontaneous occurrences of telepathy, clairvoyance, and pre
cognition appeared to be much more frequent in the school for
severely mentally retarded children than in schools for nonre
tardates where Mrs. Shields also worked. It was for this reason that
she decided to conduct the formal study above.
Dr. Gerald Jampolsky, MD, is a psychiatrist who also believes
that the child with a severe learning problem has a high psychic
ability: “Children who have perceptual problems and difficulty in
taking in visual and auditory clues and attributing them seem to
demonstrate more ESP phenomena. I am talking about the child
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w

ho has been labeled childhood schizophrenic or is autistic and
the child who has a learning problem.”
We now shall direct our attention to children who are classified
as
retarded but who have suffered no known brain damage. The
trouble with defining “retarded” children is that there are so many
definitions of the condition, which includes many areas. In other
w
°rds, there are many reasons why a child may be called retarded,
a
nd they are not all due to brain damage. Let’s take a look at some
°f them:
• Very poor emotional relationships with parents, teachers, or
other children. Generally the child displays a desire for being
alone, reacts against change, and prefers that everything
remain the same.
• Little or exaggerated response to everyday occurrences,
coupled with a refusal to see or listen, feel, or touch, along
with excessive fears of ordinary objects.
• Failure in learning to speak, having speech that appears to
have no meaning, or great delay in talking. At times strange
Postures or mannerisms, displaying a type of bizarre behavior.
• Unusually long period of attention given to objects without
any regard to the way they are used.
• A display, in some instances, of normal attitudes and at other
times of actions that are those of a mentally retarded child.
• In problem situations, a tendency to look to the behavior of
other children for solutions rather than trusting his own
judgment, a reaction that may be due not to retardation, but
to a continuous experience of failure. The lack of the retarded
child’s ability to learn seems to be self-induced from the
failure cycle. He literally feels he can’t succeed and therefore
makes sure he doesn’t.
The information which follows is based on personal experiences
d research data collected by Dr. Tanous over a period of fifteen
yea
rs. Included are many of his observations and opinions, which
a
re all the more unusual since he was himself considered to be a
an
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retarded child. Yet today he holds four advanced college degrees.
Through a research grant from individuals interested in furthering
the education of retarded children through psychic means, Dr.
Tanous was able to set u p a pilot study to test his ideas with ten
retarded children, ranging in age from seven to sixteen. The study
was conducted over a period of three years. Dr. Tanous directed
a team of nurses and medical doctors who utilized his method of
working with retarded children. Any idea of giving schooling to
the children tested had been abandoned; yet, after this pilot study
had been completed, all ten children went back to school with
“normal” children! This result was achieved by using their natural
psychic ability to train them to walk, talk, read, and write. In
fact the results were so successful that concerned individuals from
various parts of the United States have asked Dr. Tanous to con
duct similar tests.
In some instances a child is automatically put into a slot called
“retarded” when in fact he may be quite out of place there. If this
sounds like a revolutionary new idea, it is! You will learn more of
this idea and of the astonishing results achieved when approaching
the problem of retarded children through their natural psychic
ability in the rest of this chapter, which is taken from a lecture
given in 1978 at the University of Southern Maine, in which Dr.
Tanous set forth some of his views on so-called retarded children.
You will also read some of the audience responses. Because this
portion of the chapter is being written with respect for the con
fidentiality of the people involved in the pilot studies and for the
sensitivities of the children, specific names and places are omitted.
And now, to Dr. Tanous:
We were able to work with retarded children over a period of
three years. It is not easy to work with these children. First of all
they were not retarded in the conventional sense, for we could find
no actual brain damage. However, the children were very slow.
They had difficulty in moving. There were certain things about
them that were very awkward. One of them could not speak. They
had severe learning disabilities and many other handicaps.
There is a difference between perception and perceptivity, I
discovered in the pilot test. Perceptivity is the transformation of
the mind into what we call creativity. In children this can happen
at any time. You do not need any learning. It is your natural
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intelligence at work. It is here where the psychic dwells. That’s
w
hy many people who are psychic or who have strong psychic
experiences have little formal education. How does this fit in with
children growing up? Let’s just say that perceptivity means the
°neness of things. The child then learns perception from there.
Often a parent will say to me, “There is something wrong; my
child cannot distinguish between anything.” I tell the parent, The
re
ason he cannot distinguish is because he sees the oneness of the
like one,
thing, and we must teach him how to perceive objects
tw

°, three— but one thing at a time.”
If this perceptivity does not function properly, you are going to
ave
problems with a child’s growth. Most of the problems with
the children we tested who had severe learning disabilities and
°ther emotional problems rested with the fact that they could not
Ransfer from perceptivity to perception. Many times this would
have certain physical effects. The child would not crawl at the
a
ge he should be crawling. The child would not cry. There wou
no movement of hands or of the body. In other words most
Physical movement was absent. It is in this group of so ca e
Warded children that the breakdown of perceptivity occurs.
Unfortunately in perceptivity there is no cause and e ect, as
theie is in perception. You can see that here is a chair, here is a
tab
>e, and here is a lamp—you can distinguish between the three
,te
«ns. In perceptivity the child does not distinguish. He sees them
as a
whole, and they overlap. If children cannot be taught to distln
guish or perceive the separateness from the wholeness, that
ability presents a great crisis.
, We try to teach the children how to perceive— and they have a
har
d time. Little by little, we have to teach them to have a judgent
— that this is an apple, this is a dog, this is the way we live.
Unfortunately children with severe learning disabilities find this
Ver
» .
ZT
y hard to comprehend.
Many children who are considered retarded ( I prefer to caU
the
m children with inoperative energy) have many psychic expen
and psychic dreams. They wake up from the dream and tell
ses
th
*ir parents about it. The parents don’t know how to handle this
an
d many times scoff at the children or tell them to forget it. The
children become very emotional and try to suppress their thoughts
and feelings about what they are experiencing, and many times
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brilliant answers to his questions. But when it came time to read
passages from the Torah, Paul couldn’t do it, and the bar mitzvah
never took place. For whatever reason he had that incredible dis
ability. He was not retarded— some geniuses appear to encounter
problems similar to those of retarded children.
In the pilot study with ten children, the first step was to obtain
a case history. It was very important to work with the parents as
well as the children. We tried to convey an idea that the parents
found difficult to accept— that they have an effect upon the child
while he is in the mother’s womb! If the mother is very emotional
at that time, she will pass these emotions on to the child. If either
parent is resentful of the arrival of a child, these same feelings
can be received by the child — while still in the womb. It may not
always show in the early life of the child, but there is a high likeli
hood that such instability will create disabilities in the child’s
learning process. Most children who have gone through this in
security in the womb have later overcome it and turned out to be
good, well-balanced children and students. On the other hand,
many such children do not have happy lives. There seems to be a
kind of feeling that they are “out of it.” And that statement —
“ I am out of it” — is where the harm begins.
The second part of the interview with the parents was to try
and find out if there was any psychological trauma involved with
the children after birth. How did the mother and father feel about
their child? Had there been any previous history of retardatio n or
slow learning in the family? We discovered a number of things that
led to a feeling of insecurity in the child. Several of the fathers had
been in the armed services for from two to four years. One father
had never even seen his child. These mothers were raising the
children alone. Some of the mothers had to work and the children
were left either alone or with substitute mothers. There were two
cases of divorced parents. Here the children again had in effect
only one parent, the mother. The fathers were allowed limited
visitation rights. In about half of the cases, the parents admitted
that when they came home from work, they wanted to be “left
alone.” They didn’t want to have to fuss over a child.
So, early in the test, we establishe d that the children had
suffered from vast emotional and insecurity problems. These
problems had blocked their learning processes; they had severe
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during the early morning while we were sleeping, throw his arms
around us and say ‘I love you, I love you,’ and we would shoo
him away and say to go back to bed and let us sleep. I remember
one time he tried to tell us of a crazy dream he had. It was early in
the morning and we didn’t want to be bothered. Beside, we didn’t
believe him. I now see it was psychic, but then we thought he was
inventing a bad experience to get our attention. We told him it
wasn’t so and that he shouldn’t lie.”
Rejection again! The child eventually ceased to talk and would
sit in a corner and rock back and forth, doing nothing else. His
parents came to me and said, “What can we do?” That is the big
question we are always asked by the parents— What can we do?
Parents have a most important role to play, but they must change
their ways. They have to love the child, be very attentive to him and
begin to work with him to recover all the lost ground. Parents
have to rebuild their parental function in the child’s life. If the
child seems to be lost once in a while, the parent should take the
child and hold him, and make him feel secure.
The most important thing in a retarded child’s life is his “feel
ing.” They “feel” as we think. The parent has got to make the
child feel secure. If the child wakes up in the night crying, hold
him. You don’t have to give him a lecture. Just hold him and say,
“Everything is all right.” If you can talk to him, ask him what is
happening. Even if it sounds crazy, it may be the only way he
can express himself. If children are in the stage of perceptivity,
there just aren’t any words to express what they want to say. Too
many psychologists test exceptional children and because they
cannot put everything together, call them retarded.
If a child cannot do math in the sixth grade, he should not be
punished with a failure. He should be allowed to advance until
he is ready for sixth-year math. After all, he may be far advanced
in other areas. Why hold him back simply because of math? One
of my earliest cases dealt with a sixth-grader who was considered
retarded. He had an IQ of 80. The boy came from a family of
well-known musicians. His teacher told the parents that the child
would never make it, and recommended a school for retarded
children. The parents then sent him to a private school, where
the staff had little success trying to teach him, although he was
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able to learn to a certain degree. After years of frustration the
parents brought him to me. I found out that he was very interested
in music. He always listened to music; he would play records and
go to concerts. I also discovered that he had had many psychic
experiences, but had been afraid to tell them to anyone. After
Working with him and putting his psychic abilities to use, his
flair for music flourished and he was able to return to school,
later majoring in music. Today he is attending a major music
school. His marks are superior. Soon he will graduate and embark
on a series of concerts throughout the country. He didn t need
math to achieve his goal. The important thing about so-called
retarded children is that we should direct them toward what they
do best, at what they are developing in naturally, and this can
then lead them into other fields. And it can also lead them to
excel in what they really want to do.
Let’s look at the case of a professional student of mine who
almost didn’t become the fine physicist he is because of parental
attitude: “When I was seven, I had a book on the solar system. I
told my family I wanted to be an ‘astwonomer. I was teased un
mercifully at the mispronunciation. This really pushed me down
Into myself. I was afraid to even talk about anything scientific
after that. I became what was known as a slow talker. When I was
thirteen, I began to pursue chemistry and physics, but in secret.
I Wasn’t going to get hurt that way again.”
The final results in the pilot study were that all ten children are
now back in school. Each one is at a level of education that he
had not attained before. They are progressing. With the coopera
tion of the parents, we are doing some follow-up work. The
Mildren are thinking things out for themselves. Before they re
turned to school, we spoke to their prospective teachers about
What we had done with the children. One teacher in particular was
Ve
ry understanding. She told the other students nothing about the
Problem. She just said the two children had been ill and would
the other children in the class please help them to catch up with
the rest of the class. You would be amazed at how the kids went
out of their way to help these two latecomers.
I have also worked with so-called retarded children in a school
in New England. It was in this school that I discovered how good
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the final results could really be. Some of the children were born
artists. Others liked to work as draftsmen . That was an extremely
good vocational school. If only we had more like it! Although the
children were called slow learners and were considere d retarded,
some of them could draw as well as architects . Once I began my
work with these children, we had amazing results. But first we had
to teach the children to work together in a group. Before this they
were loners. They could not relate to each other as children. The
first thing we did was have the children perform exercises together
each morning. After the exercises we had them select crayons and
color together. Occasiona lly we let the children do things by
themselves but after a short time we put them together in a group.
We had to teach them to be balanced in their relationsh ips: not to
be always alone and not to be always together. It takes a long time
to get results. You have to plan from day to day. I always ask my
self: What is the next step? When are we going to get the break
through? The work can be heartbrea king because there are gen
erally many regression s along the way. It takes a lot of patience
and a lot of courage, but even a lot more love.
At this point, in his lecture, Dr. Tanous asked his students to
relate their own personal experienc es in psychic phenomen a and
retarded children. Some of their experienc es are related below:
One counselor was working with a young autistic child with
whom he had a high degree of success. The boy would roll a ball
to him and receive it back in return; the counselor taught the boy
to jump rope, exercise, and even laugh and clap his hands. But
when at home, the child reverted to his autistic condition . If the
child was to be helped, it was necessary for the counselor to make
the parents aware of their role. They had emotiona l problems that
were doing great harm to their boy. The parents had to realize
that they could not impose their own frustratio ns on the child. The
mother in particular was causing the child’s refusal to participat e.
It was difficult to convey to the parents that some progress was
being made with the child, until one startling incident occurred.
The counselor had his arm in a cast from the wrist to the elbow
as a result of a car accident. While visiting with the parents, the
young boy saw the cast on the counselor for the first time. He
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placed his hand over the wrist portion of the cast, then spoke:
“Broken.” Again he spoke: “Car.” The parents were astonishe d,
but this one demonstr ation was enough to shock them into coopera
tion. The child is continuin g to respond to the counselor.
One of the profession al students in the class told how she
applied this method of teaching children with learning disabilitie s
to her own daughter. The child, who was in the stage of per
ceptivity, could grasp concepts and ideas from a page, but she was
not able to read word by word or line for line. She could not spell
and had a very difficult time in pronounc ing a single word. What
the mother did was to read a line to the girl and have her write it
°ut. The process was slow and tedious. The child had to listen and
write at the same time, and gradually she gained perceptio n. She
started to read in the manner her mother was teaching her, line
by line. Eventuall y, the child was able to read the line back to her
mother aloud. In this way, the child not only learned to read, but
learned to pronounc e the words. The mother, while following this
teaching method, initiated this step of her own because she had a
Psychic impressio n, she said, that this was the way to o it an
the child received it telepathically and responded. After a while,
the mother would think the line, and the child would write it.
Another of the professional students was a teacher who had a
class of eight children. They could not read or spell or do mathe
matics. Rather than continue with the type of formal programm ing
with which her predecessors had not been successful the teacher
decided to follow her intuition in working with the children. She
seemed to know instinctively what each child would be good at
and sensed their natural aptitudes. For example one boy who was
having great difficulty liked to play with wooden pencils rather
‘han crayons. This triggered an idea that the boy would intuitively
know what to do if brought to a wood workshop . She took him
to the workshop and, without any training, the boy began to cut
wood. He then began to build games that were operative and use
ful. From the time the boy began to do woodwork, he began to
Participat e in a creative manner.
Of course, certain children may not be able to function perfectly
m all areas. It is our task to try to find out the areas in which they
can become productive. Once these children excel in the first area,
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there is generally an overlap into other areas of education. Once
a child’s confidence is built up, he can go on to meet challenges
in other areas. In other words, he no longer fears failure!
The boy who excelled in the woodwork shop eventually did
well in mathematics and biology. Through his intuition and
psychic insight, the games he modeled in the woodwork shop
were literally new inventions. There were none out on the market
like them, and there was no model for him to copy from; given the
tools, he could put the parts together and innovate.
It is not always overt stimuli like the ESP cards that are needed
to bring out a child’s psychic intuition. Others have used different
methods, such as loving the child and directing him into channels
that will help him become more creative. But there is always the
underlying factor in developing the child’s creativity: the use of his
psychic ability!
These children learned many words— “dog,” “apple,” “car”—
but the one word that turned the tide was “love.”

STAGES OF
DEVELOPMENT

The Child from
Conception to the
Sixth Year

Hile it is general ly accepte d that parents will have an effect
upon the child’s personality and future life after it is born, we hold
to
the new theory that parents start influencing their child from
the time of conception.
Upon its conception,
the child begins to have life and con
sciousness. While still in the mother’s womb, the child is able to
r
eceive vibratio ns from the emotions of the mother and the father
that will affect his totality. These vibratio ns continu e until birth.
There are many argume nts as to when the fetus first is affected
hy outside vibratio ns. It is not the intent of the authors to contest
any of them The subject we are dealing with here is not so much
*>hen the child starts to receive these vibrations but where the
child begins to receive them — in the womb!
A mother of two says that she knew intuitiv ely that her first
child would be a girl. She began to read to the child while it was
still in the womb. She sent it thought s of comfort and concern and
hept telling it to excel in reading abilities. Later, a girl was bom.
When the child became mature enough to read, she had an avid
83
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interest in books. She now works as an editor for a magazine . The
mother again had a psychic impressio n while carrying her second
child. This time she felt it would be a boy, and sent vibration s and
thoughts that she wanted him to be a strong man, able to excel in
sports, and to live a healthy life. The boy was born shortly after,
and as he grew he began to excel in sports and eventuall y became
captain of his baseball team.
The gender of the child has no bearing on the vibration s re
ceived. What is importan t here is that the child in the womb can
receive the parent’s telepathi c thoughts and encourag ing vibration s,
and that these thoughts of helping concern can play a vital role
in his future.
The parents of both authors sent such caring and encourag ing
thoughts to the child while in the womb. Katherine’s mother tells
of singing to her, hoping her child would be happy and able to
sing. She also tells how she would write poems of happines s in her
mind and think of her child as being able to write well. At an early
age Katherin e displayed musical ability and as a child sang on the
stage, winning many contests, and later sang on radio programs .
In high school and college, she became news editor and later, by
becomin g an editor and author, she fulfilled her mother’s hopes
that her daughter would write.
Alex’s mother began to send thoughts of love and encourag e
ment from the time she was carrying him, talking to him of lofty
ideals, urging him to overcom e obstacles and to become successful
in his endeavor s. Alex and his seven brothers were all successful
in their chosen fields before they were twenty-five. Receivin g their
mother’s telepathi c encourag ement helped provide the insight
required later in life to succeed.
Parents may display negative emotions while the mother is
carrying the child, which can have a detrimen tal effect. The child
may be unwanted , or the parents may not be ready for the re
sponsibility of a child. Such negative emotiona l vibration s can have
serious repercuss ions. We are not telling parents to be saints, but
we are saying that they carry a tremendo us responsibility— the life
of another human being. Just as parents must care for the mother’s
physical condition during pregnanc y to assure the well-being of the
child, so should they care for her psychological and emotiona l
condition . Parents should try to feel as cheerful and as positive as
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possible while the mother is carrying the unborn child. The child s
feeling of security or insecurity may well be established at that time.
Up to the age of two or so, the child gathers more and more
Understanding from the vibration s of the parents. When parents
s
peak to a child, he receives what is being said both verbally and
telepathi cally. The child may not be able to understa nd the
language , but he can understa nd the intonatio n. Further, the child
c
an sense whether the mother has positive or negative thoughts
toward him, even though she may attempt to disguise them.
Experts assert that the most importan t relations hip a child has
before the age of two is with the mother. Dr. Jan Ehrenwa ld
describes the telepathi c relations hip between the very young baby
an
d his mother thus:
The mother-c hild relations hip has always been considered
a source of profound emotiona l closeness and commun icative
intimacy between the two. Whether or not a telepathi c
element is involved in this state of affairs is still a matter of
controve rsy. The problem is thrown into sharper perspective,
however , when we turn our attention to the early symbiotic
relations hip between mother and child where it all
started” in the first place. . . .
The baby is a direct extension of his mother’s body image.
She “does the doing” for him. She feeds him when he is
hungry. She gives him warmth when he is cold. She lifts his
covers when he is warm. She diapers him when he is wet.
She monitors his physical and social environm ent on his
behalf. She is the omnipote nt, omniscie nt, bountifu l mother
figure. 1
Dr. Ehrenwa ld explains that these are merely “descriptive
that have little relation to the reality, and that

terms

it is at this point that the telepathy hypothesis comes to our
rescue
Telepath y, to the extent that it is taken for granted by the
general public, is usually considered as a mere psychological
curiosity ; as a freakish and ambiguo us means of
commun ication, without an apparent goal or discernib le
purpose. Conversely, we have seen that the early
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symbiotic phase confronts us with a relative communication
gap in the mother-child dual [sic] without a tangible means
to bridge it. The fact is that in the preverbal or nonverbal
phase signals are exchanged and mutual cueing occurs
in a way which runs far ahead of the infant’s capacity to
make himself understood. At the same time mother seems to
“understand” in a way which is difficult to account for in
terms of the “ordinary” means of communication.
Thus, introducing the telepathy hypothesis into the . . .
parent-child relationship helps to fill the gap in our
understanding of its functioning. But it does more than
that: it assigns an important physiological function to an
otherwise seemingly superfluous vehicle of communication, to
telepathy. It accounts for the modus operandi of the
exchange of an infinite variety of primitive or proto-messages,
preverbal instructions and injunctions between mother and
child. At the same time, it suggests that telepathy is in
effect the embryological matrix of communication which is
later destined to be superseded by speech. . . .
To be more precise . . . telepathy follows the pattern of
intra-psychic communication within one single,
psychologically as yet undifferentiated personality structure.2
That telepathy is indeed an important means of communication
is also borne out by the following telepathic communication be
tween father and child.
A two-year-old boy was sitting with his parents on a couch. The
child was looking at a cartoon on television when suddenly he
jumped up and turned the TV station to a sports game. There was
no verbal communication, but— at the very moment the child
changed the station— the father was thinking how he would prefer
seeing the baseball game. The child picked up his father’s thought
and switched the channel. Telepathy seems to be a strong psychic
link between parent and child at this age level.
Between the ages of two and five, children begin to use language
in sentence form. During this period they can talk about psychic
experiences they have been having. They may speak of strange
dreams, imaginary playmates, or “floating” out of their bodies. The
child begins to have telepathic and precognitive experiences that
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he can convey verbally. The parents should be attentive and under
standing, because it is now that the development of the child’s
Psychic abilities begins.
We just saw how a two-year-old boy acted upon nonverbal
communication of a psychic impression. Now let’s look at the case
of a boy of six who was able to communicate verbally a psychic
impression he received of impending danger. He rushed up to his
teacher, crying out, “I want to go home; I want to go home!” The
teacher asked why. “The furnace is bad. It’s going to blow up. My
sister is home and she can bum up.” The teacher didn’t know
w
hat to do. She thought the boy had gone crazy or was having
attack of some kind. She called his parents at work and dis
covered that the boy’s sister was indeed home that day with a
bad cold. His father came to pick the boy up and the mother went
directly home, where she found the furnace so high that it was
ready to explode. She was just in time. When the father came to
‘he school to get the little boy, the child suddenly quieted down
and said, “We don’t have to go home now. Mama is home and
everything’s okay.” The boy’s words were spoken after the mother
had turned off the furnace.
.
.
Because the parents heeded the psychic impression of their
young son, they saved their daughter’s life. While parents cannot
allow their lives to be ruled by a child’s prognostications, it is
important for them to pay attention to the content. Even if a
so-called prediction does not come true, the parents should not
scoff, but should sympathize with what the child is experiencing.
The period from two to six is the critical time in the develop
ment of a child’s personality. Four basic problem types surface
more than others: choleric, sanguine, melancholic, and phlegmatic.
The choleric child is rapidly and vehemently abated
by out
side impressions. He or she reacts spontaneously
and the im
pressions and agitation last a long time. In fact they generally
induce further excitement in the child-a
self-propelling
type of
thing. The choleric child feels deeply hurt if humiliated or shamed
by parents or peers. His anger is immediate and long-lasting. He
reacts violently to contradictions, resistance, and what he con
siders personal offenses. This personality
generally considers
mproaches to be both false and highly exaggerated.
When the
choleric indulges himself in furious outbursts of anger, his anger
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very quickly generat es into hatred. He dislikes others and is often
deceitful.
On the brighter side, a choleri c child aspires to the noble and
heroic, looking down on vulgarity. He or she usually display s a
keen intellect and a strong will. There is an avid passion to rule, or
to be in a position of comma nd. The choleric child has a natural
bent for organizing other childre n in play and games.
In workin g with choleri cs the parent or teacher should never
allow himself to display extrem e anger. Furthe r, he should never
give expression to a determ ination to “break ” the choleri c child.
It is very importa nt that the parent or teacher remain calm and
allow the child to “cool off.” This can sometim es be accomp lished
by a period of meditat ion, after which the child should be per
suaded to accept help in correct ing his faults and bringin g out the
good in him. It is particu larly importa nt for the choleri c child
that his parents place high ideals before him and appeal to his
goodwill and sense of honor. When the need arises to punish the
choleri c child, try to show him the necessity and the justice of
the punishm ent withou t inflicting humiliation. For exampl e, if a
choleri c child throws a temper tantrum at the table, a parent should
take the child to his room and tell him he will have to stay there
until he calms down. It should be explain ed that it is not fair to the
rest of the family to try and eat during a tantrum . The child should
be told that if he has a compla int, he can voice it before or after
dinner, but not in a disrupt ive fashion . Under no circum stances
should the choleri c child be beaten. He will not respond to
physical punishm ent— on the contrar y, his anger will build to
unscala ble peaks. When the ideals of the choleri c child are ap
pealed to, he may respond in a more positive manner . If he is
permitt ed to maintai n his pride, giant strides can be taken.
The sanguine child’s anger is also aroused quickly , but it is very
short-li ved. The sanguin e child can change his mood quickly . He
is generally erratic in his opinion s. Before he has absorb ed one
subject , his interest flits to anothe r area, especially if it does not
require deep though t or great effort. Two of the main traits of the
sanguin e child are his superficial evaluat ion of matters and his
instability. Other points recogni zable in the sanguin e child may be
extrem e vanity, jealousy, or envy. In their amusem ents, such
childre n are often very frivolo us. The sanguin e child wants to
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enjoy life but just can’t decide what it will take to provide that
enjoym ent.
Positiv e points of the sanguin e child include the ability to make
friends easily with other childre n. He is very pleasant and gen
erally willing to oblige. The sanguin e child is compassionate if one
of his friends is hurt. Although this temper ament leads the child
to be quickly excited by the slightest offense , he gives vent to his
Wrath very fast, gets over it, and is pleasant again in short order.
He carries no grudge . On the whole, the sanguine child is both
Pliable and docile. While most childre n find it hard to be obedient,
the sanguin e child does not.
It is import ant for the parent and teacher to realize that this
child’s words should not be taken too seriously. His resolutions
and promis es are general ly very short-lived. He must be con
stantly checked on as to whethe r he has done his home tasks and
studies . It is importa nt to teach him perseverance and observation
°f order. The sanguin e child must be kept under constan t super
vision and guidance. This is particu larly true in order to guard
him against the actions of bad companions, because he can be
easily swayed and taken in by others with questionable
motives,
becaus e he is natural ly cheerfu l and fun-lov ing, the parents have
t° watch that the child does not “overdo” in his pleasures.
Anothe r import ant point is that the sanguin e child is a “tattle
tale.” His parents must train him to be circumspect in his speech,
since he will have a strong tendency to tell tales out of school.
He must be taught why it is importa nt to keep certain informa tion
ln
confidence.
The melancholic child shows little reaction to any outside dis
turbanc es. Either the reaction never sets in or it does so only after
a
long period of time. However, when those impressions are re
peated and do indeed set into the melancholic child’s mind, they
remain deeply rooted. If subseq uent outside disturb ances continu e
°ver a period of time, they fill the child’s mind to such a degree
that only with difficulty can they be eradicated. The fundam ental
disposition of the melancholic child is one of passiveness and
inner reflection. The melancholic is generally overly serious about
actions around him, even to the point of being morbid . Because he
is inclined to introspection, he withdraws from crowds and people
and has strong desires to be alone. He is slow in speech and often
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stutte rs or leaves his sente nces incom plete .
The mela ncho lic child
may move and walk in an awkw ard mann
er. A telling trait is
that a melancholic child rarely forgives offenses
again st him. Whil e
he may not react to the first, seco nd, or even
third offense, he will
eventually resent a conti nued patte rn of misb
ehav ior and will hold
a perm anen t grudge again st the offender.
Since the mela ncho lic child takes life so serio
usly, and is in
clined to inner reflection, he often deve lops
into a deep think er
and philo soph er. In later life, he may follo
w a religious callin g,
become a social work er, or take on a caree
r as an artis t, write r,
or poet. Gene rally , he is a good coun selor
in difficulties, beca use
he is prud ent and trust wort hy. On the whol
e, he has a desir e to
help huma nity.
Extr a care shou ld be taken to be kind
and frien dly in the
teaching of a mela ncho lic child . The child
must be taugh t to
pron ounc e word s prop erly and to use all of
his sense s to obse rve
the exter ior worl d. Beca use mela ncho lics take
every thing to hear t
and are extre mely sensitive, any nece ssary
puni shme nt must be
limited. The slightest appe aran ce of harsh ness
shou ld be avoid ed.
While not over burd ening the child with work
, paren ts and teach ers
shou ld try to keep him busy so he does not
slip back into an inner
world of withd rawa l. The most impo rtant
advic e we can give
paren ts is to have carin g patie nce with his
slow actio ns and try
to get him to exerc ise in as vigo rous a mann er
as he can. Swim ming
would be a very good way to start in this direc
tion, and woul d help
resolve the prob lem of his awkw ard move ment
.
The mind of the phlegmatic child is rarel y
touch ed by outsi de
impr essio ns. If there is a react ion, it is very
feebl e, and such im
press ions quick ly disap pear. Unfo rtuna tely
the phleg mati c child
has little inter est in what is going on arou
nd him. He has little
inclination to work , and an inord inate desir
e for leisu re.
On the positive side, the phleg mati c child may
work slowly but
he perseveres if the work does not requ ire
too much think ing. He
is rarely troub led by failu res or so-ca lled
offenses. Whil e many
child ren will back away from anyth ing smac
king of failu re, the
phlegmatic child is not inter ested in success
or failu re, but rathe r
with perse verin g in the work he is told to
do. Gene rally , such a
child is thoug htful and delib erate , havin g
a sobe r and pract ical
judgment.
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The educ ation of phlegmatic children is
very difficult, for
exter nal influences have little effect upon them
. It is necessary to
train them through constant repet ition so
that some impression
may be made to last.
In describing the four main personality group
s, there has been
an attem pt to advis e paren ts and teachers
on how to teach the
child ren in a norm al way at home and at schoo
l, along with their
siblin gs in the hom e and their playmates
in the classroom. The
autho rs believe that all child ren, inclu ding
those with personality
Problems, have psychic abilities.
The child’s psychic ability can lessen his nega
tive qualities and
increase his positive ones. The development
of the child s psychic
awareness can lead him along a creat ive
path to wher e he can
adjus t his personality to his envir onme nt.
Whe n a choleric child has one of his fierce
temp er tantr ums, he
also has spontaneous
psychic experiences. The wild emotion sets
off something in the mind that opens it to psych
ic phen omen a and
seems to speed up the triggering of the exper
ience. It is impo rtant
to reme mber that when this violence erupt s
and opens up the mind
to psychism, the experience is generally shortlived. The parents
Must pick it up imm ediat ely because the child
does not remember
what he said. In our experience, the most comm
on psychic expe ri
ence that comes through at such times
is precognition.
Man y
Pare nts of choleric child ren have said that when
the child is in this
s
»ate he seems “possessed.” This is not the
case. It is merely a
reaction of the choleric perso nalit y to the trigg
ering of the psychic
force , and has noth ing to do with the demonic.
In the Bible there
are many examples testifying that when an
epileptic is goin g into
a fit, he is able to foresee the future and to
prophesy. Gene rally ,
the choleric child has stron g psychic ability
. This abili ty must be
**ed to help chan ge him from a “tem per-t
antru m thrower” to a
calm , collected child.”
With the choleric child , meditation is one of
the most impo rtant
dieti ng steps. The meditation should be
approached
as a game
and can consist of discussing pleasant times
he has experienced
and stories aime d at getti ng him to relax . The
calm ing effect is a
Prep arato ry step to takin g ESP tests. In the
medi tativ e story, the
Paren t or teacher might incorporate the fact
that Jack the Rabbit
w
as doin g ESP tests, cutti ng cards, looking
at symbols, etc., and
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that we are going to do this very
sho rtly . In this way the chil d
can be calmed dow n and prep ared
for the tests sim ulta neo usly .
In our research we hav e obs erve
d that the leng th of the child s
anger is grad uall y sho rten ed. If
a chil d has a fit that last s twe nty
to twenty-five minutes, thro ugh
med itat ion and ESP test ing the
period can generally be redu ced
to fou r or five min utes . A mot her
who had been atte ndin g a para psy
cho logy clas s cam e to one of
us for advice, at her wits’ end with
her cho leri c son’s outb urst s. She
wanted to kno w how his psychic
abilities cou ld be dire cted to help
alleviate the tens ion he was cau sing
at hom e and in the clas sroo m.
She was told to hav e the child go
thro ugh a med itati ve peri od of
app rox ima tely twenty-five min utes
eac h day . Aft erw ard, she was to
con duc t ESP test s with the chil
d for abo ut ten min utes . She was
cau tion ed not to exp ect mir acu lous
resu lts ove rnig ht. Aft er thre e
years of pati enc e and pers eve ranc
e, the par ent repo rted very good
progress. Her son is no long er
con side red “th e men ace ” of his
clas sroo m.
The san guin e child is easi er to
wor k with , because his tem per
outb urst s are of a muc h sho rter
dur atio n. Fur ther , the san guin e
chil d does not har bor the hatr ed
of the cho leri c. If ano ther chil d
pun che s him, the cho leri c child
will bite , scre am, kick , and pro
b
ably hate that child the rest of
his life. The san guin e chil d will
forget it, especially if the exp erie
nce occ urs only onc e or twice. On
the oth er han d, the san guin e chil
d is dee ply affected by a repe titio
n
of the sam e exp erie nce .
A sho rter med itat ion peri od is
requ ired for the san guin e chil d
than for the cho leri c chil d. The
idea l peri od of med itat ion is
aro und fifteen min utes . On the
oth er han d, the san guin e chil d
sho uld be tested for his psychic
abilities for a som ewh at long er
peri od, for app rox ima tely thir
ty min utes afte r the med itat ion
peri od. Rem emb er that the san
guin e pers ona lity love s diversity
and that con stan t repe titio n is bor
ing tc him . The refo re, the ESP
tests sho uld be rota ted.
Am ong the neg ativ e atti tude s of
the phle gma tic chil d are his
con stan t intr osp ecti on and his
long peri ods of sile nce and with
draw al. Par ents and teac hers mus
t be awa re that with this type
of tem pera men t the med itat ion
peri od mus t be sho rt. Sin ce the
phlegmatic child pref ers the pur
suit of plea sure to any thin g else
,
both the med itati on peri od and the
ESP test s mus t be gea red alon g
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Pleasure lines. For exa mpl e, dur
ing a med itat ion period of fou r
or
five min utes the child should be
led to thin k about pleasant experi
ences in his life. If he finds this
difficult to do, the adu lt sho uld
relate a pleasurable experience
from his own childhood. Repeti
tion is imp orta nt in the teac hing
of the phlegmatic child. So it is
with the ESP tests. First, the
test mus t be sim ple and uncom
plicated. The sam e test should be
repeated over a period of tim e
u
ntil the child shows a psychic resp
onse above chance. The best
test for the phlegmatic child is
conducted with an ord inar y desk
of play ing cards. The tester pick
s a jack out of the deck and
shows it to the chil d, then replaces
it and shuffles the cards. He
then tells the child to think abou
t that card and pick it out of the
deck by cutt ing the deck of card
s. Testing the phlegmatic child
a
is
lon g process, but with patience
and und erst and ing, the negative
Par t of his natu re wea ken s while
his positive points slowly help him
develop a holistic personality.
.
The phlegmatic child has spurts
of creative activity. He may
express this by draw ing with colo
r crayons or buil ding with blocks.
Unf ortu nate ly these spurts gene
rally last only for brief periods,
Whereupon the child reverts to
the introspection
he prefers. In
1974, after a lecture dealing with
how to use a child’s psychic
abil ities to help him develop into
a holistic person, a father told
the speaker about the problem
he was hav ing with his son. The
fath er said he was relu ctan t to send
his son to a “special school”
because he was certain that the
child was not reta rded , but just
‘lazy and stubborn.” The speaker
told about his ideas of testing
chil dren for thei r psychic abilities
and asked the fath er if his son
liked to do thin gs with his hand
s. The father acknowledged
that
he did , but rarely. “He seems to
be able to put blocks together and
build littl e houses and bridges and
things like that .” The speaker
then told the father that he shou
ld start the child on an extensiv
e
Period of testing with a deck
of cards, repeating a simple test
over and over aga in. Fur ther ,
he suggested that the father buy
his son a set of Lincoln logs and
display it dur ing the ESP tests,
f’or fou r years, the father persever
ed in testing his son with the
toys and cards. In the spri ng
of 1978, dur ing another lecture
series in Georgia, the father cam
e up with his son, who said to
the speaker, “Yo u are the man
who got me to play with my toys
again.” The father told the speaker
that not only was his son play-
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ing with the Lincoln logs and square blocks, but the year before
he had asked for an Erector set and built four or five projects in
the basement. The child is in school, and although he still has
periods of “relaxation” from his creative abilities, they are be
coming less and less pronounced.
Methods of working with the melancholic child should be some
what similar to those of working with the phlegmatic, for both are
slow to respond to outside forces. They can both harbor a sense of
frustration and withdrawal for a long time. Therefore, the tests
given to the melancholic child should be similar to those given to
the phlegmatic, but with a different approach. The meditation
period should be no longer than four or five minutes. Since the
melancholic child is so overwhelmingly concerned with himself, he
should be told to think of a pleasant experience that one of his
friends has had, rather than he himself. Thus we try to bring him
out of his shell and to think about the environment and those
around him. The ESP tests should also begin in a simple manner,
but can rapidly progress to more sophisticated types. Tests given
to the melancholic should be rotated constantly. Since this child
is given to depression and introspection, and we want to bring
him out of himself, it is good to let him act as tester with another
child, allowing the ESP testing to help get the melancholic child to
think about people other than himself.
Let’s remember that our aim here is to make the child holistic
and to direct creativity into positive channels for his future de
velopment and achievement. A healthy body is a healthy mind. A
healthy mind is a healthy body. Perhaps advice to parents and
teachers can best be summarized as: “The fruit of the spirit is
love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentle
ness and self-control” (Gal. 5 : 2 2 - 2 3 ) .

Educating the Two
Sides of the Brain

A
a recent discovery •is revolutionizing
A<r/ intinnt7inc the
tn field of child education.

The idea is that the human brain is divided into two parts, one
for logic and analytical thought, and the other respon*iWe for intuitive and .spatial
that is constantly
oung students o ay
teachers and parents in under
chang nit and will need the help ot teacne.s
y
Ending
new concepts. The authors firmly believe there is an
important need for the education of both sides of the brain not
only for the children, but for parents and teachers Thts can best
be brought about through understanding and development of the
children's intuitive abilities— their psychic awareness.
More and more these days we hear about the left s de and the
“right side” of the brain. To understand more about these, let s
look to the innovators in this new and startling concept ot chddDr'ttobertV
Omstein, author of The Psychology of Con«fo U5ness , is associate professor of medical psychology a the
Langley Porter Neuropsychia tric Institute at the Umvers.ty o
California. He explains the functions of the right and left sides of
the normal brain as follows:
It’s well established that physiologically the human brain
has two hemispheres and that psychological ly they each
95
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have their own method of thought. They are joined by a
bundle of nerve fibers. . . . In normal, right-handed persons,
the left brain operates rationally and the right brain intuitively.
The right brain seems to control creative behavior. Both
hemispheres have control over motor behavior, but that of
the left brain exceeds that of the right. Each side learns
independently and has its own memory. One side can work
on one task while the other works on another. The two
spheres have communication with each other but we are not
sure how much and how it occurs. . . .
“Hold it!” you may be saying. ‘Tm a teacher, not a
psychologist. What does this have to do with me?” I find that
teachers, especially elementary teachers, are most interested
in the topic. . . . Let’s pursue this matter of the duality of the
mind. . . . Patients in accident cases may lose much of the
right side of the brain, yet the so-called “mind” of the person
retains certain abilities in unimpaired form. You hear of a
person after a brain operation functioning normally but
needing to relearn particular functions o r to reacquire types
of vocabulary.1
Dr. Ornstein urges that the two sides of the brain— the intuitive
and the intellectual — should be geared to helping each other:
Since the evidence we have points to two separate systems,
then the task for us as persons and as teachers is to seek to
promote integration of both approaches to knowledge—
intuitive modes developed by traditional cultures and
intellectual modes promoted by modern science need not be
opposites. They can function concurrently and in support
of each other. 2
Examples and functions of the two sides ( o r hemispheres, as Dr.
Ornstein refers to them) of the brain are explained:
We found that the left hemisphere controls the functions
of language, rational cognition, and a sense of time— all
functions which I call sequential. In the right hemisphere of
the same subjects, such simultaneous activities occur as
intuitive thinking, the establishing of spatial relationships,
and the direction of certain body actvities. Painting, sculpting,
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dancing are examples of right brain activities. We now know
that the right brain has some facility for language and can
assume some left brain functions.
And perhaps most of all we know that there are many
paths to learning that do not require words.3
Dr. Omstein’s astute observation is one the authors wish to
carry one step further. Psychic experiences are a learning process
achieved in many instances without words. They are also experi
ences of the mind— the intuitive right side of the brain.
Explaining how the logical left side of the brain and the intuitive
right side can assist each other, Dr. Ornstein describes our ordinary
consciousness as “selective and limited” but open for constant reV1
sions. He continues:
But I propose that there is a second mode of consciousness
available to us in our personal and interpersonal contacts.
As the left brain is acting in verbal, ordered, and sequential
modes, the right brain can be acting in spatial, simultaneous
and holistic modes. Our life-style can bring the two together
cooperatively or even competitively.
To cultivate creativity, each mode must be developed; then
the person must develop the ability to inhibit either mode
when it is appropriate to what he is doing or to use both
hemispheres in a complementary fashion. I invite you to
pursue such techniques in your own life-style.
Professional educators know the facts about the brain
have profound implications on everyday classroom practice.
If we agree that most present-day curriculums [sic] stimulate
primarily the left brain, then we recognize the need for
content, method and material that will utilize the right brain
in a n equally vigorous manner.4
School educational programs restricted to reading writing, and
arithmetic will serve to educate one side of the brain but will ignore
‘he potential of the intuitive side. Supporting this theory is neuro
surgeon Dr J E Bogen, who states such an educational program
“will educate mainly one hemisphere, leaving half of an mdividual’s
high-level potential unschooled. 8
Dr. Bogen indicates that persons whose only education consists
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of the three Rs may suffer underdeve lopment, and similarly that
capacities of the right hemisphere can suffer neglect.
There is a real need to promote both approache s to knowledge—through both the logical and the intuitive sides of the brain--in
public educationa l programs, in research, and in the everyday life
of the child at home.
Dr. Paul F. Brandwein , another innovator in the study of the
differences in the left and right sides of the brain, is the author of
The Teaching of Science and The Permanent Agenda of Man. Dr.
Brandwein is a member of the National Humanitie s Faculty, ad
junct professor at the University of Pittsburgh, and formerly senior
vice-president and a director of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich , where
he headed the school curriculum and instruction group. An early
experimen ter in nongraded instruction . Dr. Brandwein has devoted
much time to consulting with school systems on curriculum and
teaching. He has taught at all levels of instruction — elementary ,
secondary, undergradu ate, and graduate— and is now interested in
developing a total, coordinate d curriculum in the elementary
school. A part of this concept-se eking is the duality of the mind,
about which Dr. Brandwein has this to say:
Because time is short, both in a person’s lifetime and in the
period of his schooling, we may ask which concepts are
worth the time that is given over to schooling. Surely
language is essential. Are not science and mathemati cs
vitally important in our modern technology ? Yet do we then
need only scientists and engineers in our society? To ask the
question is to pose the answer: No. Even a casual glance
at a day in the life of Homo faber (technolog ical man and
woman) shows how much we depend on music, art, dance,
drama, and graphic experience — whether TV, theater,
museums, o r libraries. Hobby or avocation is important—
almost as important as the job. We recognize that hobbies
are a way in which we, consciousl y but not harmfully, gain
relief from our professiona l and perhaps even civic
responsibilities. Does this mean that science, mathemati cs,
and logic are the main users of the mind, and that,
conversely , esthetics are a lesser use? Is art a “relief’ taken
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from more serious pursuits? Recent researches on the function
of the brain may clarify our reflection on these matters.
It is becoming ever clearer that the right and left brains
have specialized functions. In the main, the left brain seems
specialized in the verbal-linear modes. In research on split
brain, right-hand ed individuals it seems to be the repository
for language and mathemati cs. The right brain is specialized
in the spatio-visual holistic modes, and it would seem to
function strongly in painting, sculpture, dance, and other
skills that depend on nonverbal cognition.6
Brandwein holds that music, art, and dance
employ associative , nonlinear patterns that have great
appeal. The right brain responds to rhythm, combinatio ns
of sounds, and assortment s of shapes and colors prompting
spontaneou s expression. The child proceeds naturally and
freely as he engages in these activities.
Intuition should be considered as a complemen tary
function of intelligence. Partially, the strength of the
individual comes from intelligence, but coupled with this is
intuition, which I call a leap in the dark, a little recognized
quality which needs mothering and fathering.
Intuition has no limitations imposed by structure. For
example you manage your classroom, evaluate student
progress, and diagnose problems — to a great extent
intuitively. You often know when a student is having a
problem before it surfaces.
Children are bombarded with “How did you get the
answer?” “How did you decide on that?” “How did you
figure the problem?” Sometimes they look vague or
embarrass ed because they are unable to respond or unwilling
to admit that the solution came partially from intuitive
thinking.7
While a good portion of the above material is directed to
Schers,
it can also aid parents in their efforts to help children
derstand the ways knowledge can be acquired and to apply
tIy
eir knowledge in useful and constructiv e ways. Some children
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verbal symbols than
“Review of the Split
discourageme nt, and
permitting the child

. . . When a child’s talents lie in visual-spatial relations and
(s)he is being forced into a curriculum that emphasizes the
verbal articulatory modes of solving a conceptual problem,
this child will encounter enormous frustration and difficulty
which may well result in hostility toward the teacher and
worse, toward the learning process itself. If the teacher were
to be made aware that the child is specialized in visual-spatial
skills and the same conceptual problem is introduced, both
the discourageme nt and the subsequent hostility might be
avoided if the child is allowed to use his special talents.
Conversely, the child with high verbal skills may quite
frequently be unable to visualize the spatial aspect of an
assigned task; in this case also, far better results could be
obtained if ( s ) h e is not forced into academic areas for
which ( s ) h e is not naturally equipped.8
Returning for a moment to Dr. Bogen, an enormously important
question then arises: “Is the ] Q a measure only of the left brain?
Does it measure but ‘one-half’ our potential?”
Bogen’s question might be further posed: Is a re-evaluation of
the effectiveness of present learning processes in the schools
needed? Are we penalizing children who could be progressing
through proper education of the intuitive process?
For the past fifty years there has been a growing tendency to
educate the young for the advancement of technology and science.
We have pushed our children into becoming engineers, doctors,
scientists, computer specialists, and business people. The educational system has been geared to the maximum use of the logical
side of man. However, we feel that the time has now arrived for
the child’s creative ability, the intuitive side of his brain, to be
given equal time.
Mankind’s advances in technology and science have so far out
stripped his humanistic tendencies that we are in danger of oblit
erating ourselves. What humanity needs in order to catch up
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with its own technology is to allow the right, intuitive side of the
brain to flower. We have been suffering from the so-called cultural
lag” wherein man has built weapons that can destroy himself, but
doesn’t know how to control them. Perhaps through the balancing
of intuition with logic our next generation can bring a balance
between man's tendency toward humanity and his tendency toward
inhumanity!

Psychic Devel opmen t of the Child

of the Child
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In children who are telepathic, I have found that adults
often react with fear or withdrawal, on the supposition
that “if he can read my mind in this one thing, he can read
my mind on every area of my unconscious,” which is rather
fearsome. Adults tend to become threat ened, not realiz
ing
that what the child telepathizes is only a mere bit of data,
not
“everything.” All people have stored bits in the unconscious
which are kept private and not known to anyone else, and
the adults (paren ts and teachers, at least) seem to be afraid
that the child will bring out some of this verboten mater
ial. It
is rare that this happens, but I have seen parents and
teachers who avoided or withdrew from telepathic childre
n
because of this.
With teachers who have had a child telepathize somet hing
in the classroom, they are put into a more “huma n” role
than just a teacher. They are also a person. This is a subtle
relationship chang e which some teachers like, but others
canno t cope with except [by] withdrawing from the child
emoti onally so as not to let this happen.
Other teachers are quite intrigued by this phenomenon,
or
with clairvoyance, precognition and other psi events. They
encourage children in their classrooms to report it. This
is
especially true, I’ve found , with teachers of retarded childre
n,
who are delighted to realize that the child has potential
that they hadn’t realized. They often will encourage more
of
this, which the child then verbalizes.

Psychic
Development

Telep athy, clairv oyanc e, preco gnitio n, and the
whole spec
trum of psychic exper iences have played an impor tant
role in the
lives of many creati ve indivi duals of note: autho r
and lectur er
Mark Twain , inven tor Thom as Ediso n, poet and drama
tist Johan n
Goeth e, comp oser and music ian Rober t Schum ann, noveli
st Ernes t
Hemin gway, mathe matic ian and scient ist Alber t Einste
in, autho r
Graha m Green e, and count less others . I n fact, so
many ESP
experi ences were report ed by highly creati ve person s that
an entire
volum e on them was publis hed entitle d Noted Witne
sses for
Psychic Occurrences}
How can these talent s be develo ped and utilized to furthe
r the
child’s creati venes s? Rathe r than lookin g to the child, we
must first
exami ne the attitud e of paren ts and teache rs. In recent
corres pon
dence with the autho rs, Mrs. Eloise Shield s, psychologist
with the
Califo rnia schoo l system , enligh tens us about some adult
reacti ons
to a child’s psychic exper iences :
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It a child
vnnu who
w.im has exhib ited psychich ability bise in
k e either
pt backa negafrom
e or fearfu l enviro nmen t, he or sne wu
e
,
nie creati. ve devel
tn,
nt, how shoul
i opme
Mivui
child s ESP be handl ed?
itai.iv j
r mant How
ianore dora ridicule
the experiences,
s
ome paren ts or teachers may ignore oi *
f
’
wk
i others
.
-<■to “show
while
may want
snow off the child to family
. J and
Wend s as a “psyc hic whiz kid.” Either extrem e can be
detnm entat
The most helpfu l thing paren ts and teache rs can do
>s to g.ve
Waxe d encou ragem ent, letting things happe n m a
natura l way.
The child shoul d not be coaxed or pressu red to give
demo nstra
tions on dema nd. Psychic experi ences are spont aneou
s, and being
Pushed to produ ce them may dimin ish the very things
parents and
t,v
l
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teachers wish to encourage. Some of the things parents may wish
to do to help in a positive manner are:
• Create an atmosphere of understanding and caring so that
the child will not be afraid to tell you of his experiences.
• Give older children books on ESP or read portions to the
younger ones. (Some suggestions appear in the section called
Suggested Reading.)
• Keep a record of psychic happenings in order to see if there
are any trends.
• Respond to whatever experience the child relates to you in a
natural way: “Isn’t that interesting” or “Oh, you picked up
my thought.” Encourage the child to talk about his dreams, or
any other experiences.
• Give ESP tests, treating them in a gamelike fashion, with
both parents and children participating, or encourage the
child to play guessing games of a similar nature with friends.
It is up to parents and teachers to foster an atmosphere that
will enable the child to use his psychic ability in his creative work,
be it studies, art, music, play, sports, or what have you, for, as
the noted Dr. Gardner Murphy states, “There actually is a relation
between creativeness and extrasensory perception.” 2
Everyone, child o r adult, has either had or heard of psychic
experiences at some time or another. If a child wishes to tell his
parents about a psychic experience, the parents should accept the
fact that something has happened — whether they call it coincidence
or otherwise— and that the child is looking to them for some ex
planation. If his o r her statements are received in a negative
manner, the parents may never be approached again. In suffering
rebuke or disappointment, two very important things may take
place: the child and parent may lose the initial faith and trust
that can be established by being able to talk about problem areas
such as an unusual dream; and as a consequence, the child may
suppress ideas. In the first instance, great hostility may result on
the part of the child toward the parent; in the second, the child’s
inventiveness and creativity may be greatly diminished— if not lost.
A pregnant mother gives an example of how a positive response,
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rather than a negative one, helped a child. Her nine-year-old
daughter came to her mother in the early part of June and said
the mother would have a baby boy whose weight would be a little
over six pounds. She said, too, that the boy would be bom on
J
une 14. The mother replied, “How interesting; how do you
know?” “ I just saw it, that’s all,” said the child. On June 14, a baby
hoy, weighing 6 lb. 4 oz., was bom to the mother.
Had there been a negative response from the mother, her
daughter might have become frightened or inhibited. The mother,
too, if suffering from the misconception that psychic experiences
are to be feared, could have had an adverse reaction during her
Pregnancy or the delivery of the child.
The very fact that the mother did not reject her young daughter’s
Precognitive statement led to the child’s feeling of acceptance
when the new baby arrived. Moreover, the young daughter felt a
‘part of things,” because she had made the prediction and was in
her own way “responsible” for the baby. The child won’t be afraid
°f her psychic ability in the future.
In another instance, a young girl was participating in a science
Project in school. Since her mother was taking a course in ESP
’nd the daughter found it interesting, she decided to illustrate a
test for telepathy with another classmate as her entry into the
science project. In the classroom, when called upon by her
teacher, she and her friend sat at opposite ends of the room. The
girl drew a picture on a piece of paper and the friend at the other
end of the room picked it up by telepathy and drew the same pic
ture. The other students accused the girls of setting it up before
class. The teacher, who was also skeptical, offered to participate
te the experiment with the girl. The girl drew a picture of water
a
nd a nearby tree, and the teacher picked it up telepathically— his
Picture also contained water and a tree.
The fact that the teacher was willing to help the girl conduct
her experiment, even though he was skeptical, showed that he
Maintained an open mind. This encouraged not only the child, but
toe entire class to seek more information. It opened communica
tions lines in an area where the teacher had once been a non
believer, as were the scoffing students. The end result was that
future tests were conducted in the classroom and the girl got an A
M the subject.
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We have received many letters from high-school students
throughout the country stating that they are doing special class
projects on ESP. More and more teachers and parents are accept
ing the idea of ESP in their children and allowing them to do re
search in the field. They appear to be following the advice of Dr.
Gardner Murphy, who wrote in 1969: “ I think that college age
is the wrong age for good ESP subjects. I think that one does better
in early adolescenc e than late. I don’t know why we don’t do more
with high school students. I don’t know why we don’t do more
with elementary school students.” 3
In developing the psychic abilities of the child, parents should
feel and also make felt to the child that this is a subject which
they can comfortabl y discuss with each other.
Many parents would like to try to make their children psychic
simply because they themselves have had one or two psychic
experience s. Others want to put the child on a stagelike pedestal.
On the other hand, there are parents who will hide these experi
ences from their children o r society because they do not wish to be
thought odd or different. Attitude is all-importa nt. Comprehen sion
is all-importa nt.
The child should be able to transfer psychic abilities into every
day living, at school, at play, or wherever, for it is important that
he be able to function successfully in his endeavors. A psychic
phenomen on is the vision and insight, and all the psychic experi
ences — telepathy, clairvoyan ce, precognitio n— will give the child
a total picture of how to succeed.
A boy of ten was doing poorly in school, particularl y with
mathemati cs, in which he was failing. One night he had a vivid
dream, in color, in which he was shown the solution to the
principles of mathemati cs. Upon awakening , he got up, went to his
mathemati cs book, and did all the problems. When he turned his
homework in, every problem was correct. The boy is now twentyone and is majoring in mathemati cs, with a view to becoming an
electrical engineer. This is certainly a case in which psychic ability
not only helped a child resolve his problem, but was also a deter
mining factor in the selection of his future career.
It is our belief that early developme nt of psychic abilities will
help a child find the area best suited to his or her abilities. In dis
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covering his goal early, the child can aim toward it without having
to search around, asking, “What am I going to do in life?
Parents can start determinin g their child s psychic ability by
testing him at the age of two, with cards. The testing, which should
be conducted like a game rather than a serious business, should be
a
n ongoing project for many years. The parents should tally the
results of tests and keep them. If such testing is done on a
Periodic basis, the results should show the gradual growth of a
child’s psychic and creative ability. Scores should get higher and
the child’s creativity should expand. In the following letter from
J°hn Sanbonma tsu, reprinted by permission of John and the
American Society for Psychical Research, to whom the letter was
directed, we see the results of an enterprisin g older child with his
Younger sister:
Enclosed are the results of an experimen t which I
conducted on October 31, 1976, dealing with convention al
ESP. I am a Fellow Member of the ASPR. I conducted
this test completely on my own. I am fourteen years of age
and I am continually experimen ting with psychic phenomen a
and their compariso n with psychology.
This test consisted of : ( 1 ) a young subject (my eleven
year-old sister); ( 2 ) five drawn targets and ( 3 ) a small
envelope with two small pieces of cardboard. The process
was a simple one. I, as the experimen ter, put the target inside
the envelope with the pieces of cardboard on either side of
it. I then sealed the envelope with a paper clip and led the
subject into my room, giving her the response sheet.
When she was finished, she left the room while I prepared
another target. While the subject worked on her response I
watched her carefully to assure no cheating.
The reason I have sent in this letter is for your research.
Although psychic phenomen a themselves are not unusual,
I was wondering if ESP was frequent among children ( a s
in my subject). I enclose my diagrams and the responses.
[Reprinted through the courtesy of the ASPR Newsletter, July
1977, Vol. Ill, Number 3] 4
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Young John is not alone in sharing such tests with a member of
the family. In the material below we see the continuing creativity
the novelist Upton Sinclair, who shows that adults too are
interested in participat ing in ESP tests. Author of more than one
hundred books, Sinclair became interested in psychic matters and
*rote a book about ESP experimen ts entitled Mental Radio* The
experimen ts consisted of Sinclair, or someone else, drawing a secret
Picture and asking his wife to draw another picture to match it.
Some of the targets and responses are on the following pages.
In the last example, the target is the American flag with a
response to it that could hardly be called a coinciden ce. It should
also be noted here that sometime s the pictures were made as far
apart as forty miles.
Many books on psychic matters have since referred to the
Cental Radio experimen ts. However, probably the best comment
summing up the work was by Professor R.A. McConne ll, who
states:
One important feature of Sinclair’s book is that you do not
have to be a scientist to understan d it. Even though you may
not have studied statistics and psychology, you can read the
book yourself and make up your mind as to its value on
the basis of common sense. When you do, I think you will
arrive at the conclusio n that many scientists have reached
by entirely different kinds of experimen ts. I think you will
decide that extrasenso ry perception is a reality regardless of
6
the skepticism of the psychological profession.
Before proceeding to the testing by parents of their children s
Psychic abilities, we should like to talk about an important factor
*u creating an atmosphe re conducive to testing: meditatio n. For
s
°me reason, the moment the word “meditatio n” is mentioned ,
any people react with fear or withdrawa l. Some worry that it
deals with hypnotism or mysticism, and others feel it involves
s
stem from is
°me sort of prayer. Where these misconceptions
here all misinform ation is conceived : in the minds of those
way than that recogfrightened of anything done in a “different
ni
whole.
a
as
society
by
zed
Meditatio n is exactly what it says: In meditation one meditates ,
f ow does meditatio n work with children and on what do they

TARGET

RESPONSE

TARGET

RESPONSE

Same idea

Target idea

Stars

Response drawn

Stars and moon
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“medit ate”? The parent or teacher may begin by reading a pleasan
t
story to them, or telling them of a pleasan t experie nce. Medita tion
simply is a turning inward to find a certain amoun t of peace and
tranquility so that the creativ eness of the child may come forwar d.
There are many books relating to the develo pment of medita tion
and some relating specifically to childre n. Forma l medita tion is not
necessary, becaus e the purpos e here is to lead to creativity— by
being given a rigid framew ork, the child will not be able to express
himself in the work we are trying to help him accomp lish. On the
other hand, we are not oppose d to certain techniq ues that are now
being utilized. If someth ing doesn’t work, don’t push it beyond
the child’s capabil ities. Try someth ing else; otherw ise it may hinder
the child’s develo pment. The period of medita tion should come as
naturally to the child as his afterno on nap.
The child should be free to choose whatev er position he finds
most comfor table. He is then told to relax, “for we are going to try
someth ing new, someth ing called medita tion.” Childre n generally
respon d to new and interes ting ideas. The child may ask, “Do
I
have to close my eyes?” It should be left up to him; he may do
whatev er puts him at ease. Whatev er questio n is asked of you, leave
the decision to the child — whethe r to sit in a certain positio n,
close the eyes, etc.
Young childre n have a great deal of energy that has to be
localized and discipl ined, and medita tion has proven to be an
excellent way to d o just that. What you wish to accomp lish here
is a quietin g period that enables the child to relax. It is through
this relaxat ion, rather than through concen tration , that some of
the best results in psychic phenom ena are achieve d. In concen tra
tion the child may be trying too hard and losing contac t with
reality by wonder ing if he is doing right, or by trying to focus, thus
losing the necessa ry sponta neity.
In a group, the parent or teacher should exercis e judgme nt as
to the length of the medita tion time for the childre n. In the
beginn ing, the medita tion period should be no longer than five
minute s.
We suggest three kinds of medita tion — musical, verbal, and the
persona l though t the child is called upon to evoke withou t the aid
of music or speech .
The musical medita tion consist s of playing very soft, calmin g
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music. Any of the classics, or other pleasan t music to medita te by,
may be played , althoug h songs whose words the child knows
should be avoide d. The child is then asked to think of picture
s
that the music brings to mind. At the end of the medita tion, there
can be a brief discuss ion of the picture s he saw.
In verbal medita tion the parent or teacher reads a short poem, or
a short fairy tale for younger childre n that is conduc ive to medi
tating. At the end of the reading , the child should be relaxed and
r
cady to do psychic tests, or to play, or to do many other things.
In silent medita tion the child is left to his own devices and told
to relax and think of some pleasan t experie nce he or she has
had or someth ing pleasan t he would like to do, and to evoke
images in his mind about this.
During the medita tion period there should be no speakm g or
interru ptions until the period is over.
Do you medita te just to become receptive to psychic experi
ences? No. Medita tion is totally indepe ndent of psychic phenom
ena. It is a tool, however, in helping to develo p the psychic
abilities. It also serves as a clearin g of the child’s mind, making it
easier for him to focus on studies and work. During medita tion
frustra tions are minimi zed, anxieties are lessened. In clearin g his
mind, the child will gradua lly become more receptive to psychic
happen ings. Medita tion helps in the discipli ning of the child
s
energie s, but in a manne r separate and apart from concen trated
method s; it also gives him organiz ation, enablin g him to tackle his
‘asks in an orderly manne r withou t losing time or expend ing
unnecessary energy .
. .
There are many other possible forms of medita tion. The three
simplified suggestions above will guide readers in helping childre
n
to adapt to the medita tion process in an interes ting and pleasan
t
fashion .
In providi ng a child with underst anding and a pleasan t, relaxed
environ ment, the parent will see the child’s psychic awareness
flourish.
A boy of twelve, on a campin g trip in the mounta ins, becam e
separat ed from the rest of the group. He was lost for nine days
and was feared to be dead. He knew enough to eat berries, drink
'Vater, and follow water downst ream. When he was found on the
tenth day, hungry and exhausted, he was asked how he had
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survived the ordeal. The boy said that each night, just before he
fell asleep, he heard his mother’s voice calming him, telling him
not to be afraid, and to be sure and get the rest he needed. Her
voice offered solace and encouragement to go on and win the fight
to survive in the woods. This continued every night that he was
lost. The mother, during the same nightly periods, was sending
prayers for survival to her son, urging him to get the necessary
rest needed, and not to be afraid. The boy heard these, and the
telepathic communication from his mother in the time of stress
helped him to survive the harrowing experience.
Later, as an officer in the navy during a World War II battle in
the Java Sea, he was again in a position of survival and again
heard a voice that told him he would overcome the danger and be
saved. He later learned that his mother had felt he was in great
danger at that time and had been fervently praying for his safety.
He had a similar experience during the Korean War.
The psychic awareness which was made manifest at the early
age of twelve stood this boy in good stead the rest of his life. To
this day, the man credits many of the important decisions he has
made throughout his life to his psychic ability to receive messages.
We see time and time again that psychic abilities can be ex
pressed in many ways and can be integrated into everyday life, as
the following example indicates:
A young boy had lost his wallet. But he heard his father, who
was taking an ESP course, say that lost objects may be found
through psychic ability. The boy thought about this, and then sat in
a chair. After about five minutes, he jumped up and told his father
he had seen that the wallet was under a pillow in the couch at his
friend’s house. He checked, and there was the wallet.
What have we here? It is true that the boy could have suddenly
“remembered” where the wallet had been lost. If so, he certainly
had to remember a great many places where he might have lost
the wallet, for he had been that day to the grocery store, to a
movie, out in the backyard, etc. However, there are advantages
to utilizing the psychic approach to this problem. The entire thesis
behind teaching the child to use psychic abilities is to help solve
problems in his life and to exercise his creativity. In this instance,
the boy did both. By grasping the creative approach his father
wished him to follow, he was able to use it in a constructive
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fashion, a problem-solving fashion. The technique was certainly
something that could be utilized in his future. .
.
Suppose you wanted to teach your child history, but he found
it boring? You might find a clue among the things that already
interest him. For example, if he is interested in trains, you might
give him a book on the history of trains; this could lead to an un
derstanding
and appreciation
of history in general. A welldeveloped interest is not narrowly circumscribed,
but spreads
across the boundaries of other interests. With innovative ESP tests
a
nd games serving to stimulate the child s interest psychic a ilities
may be compared to the history book on trains. Psychic develop
ment can be used to foster the creativity of the child broadening
h
is interests and making him a more well-rounded individual. The
child will have a greater awareness of the world around him and at
the same time will be able to daydream.
In spontaneous discussions at the dinner tab e t e parent can
inquire, “What do you want in life? Can you ever achieve it? Have
got the ability for it? If you do, will if—and by willing it, a
‘he forces will come to you to help you succeed.
This is the
culmination of the daydream. It is also the scope of vision hat
Psychic awareness provides to a child— the insight to see what he
Wants, be it long- or short-term. By long- or short-term, we mean
does he need it next week, or several weeks after. The more gen
eral the better, because the mind will follow the direction of his
goal and indecision is eliminated. Once the child wills what he
Wants, he should not change his mind, which will inter ere wdh
‘he psychic reaching out for the aid he is see ng. aren s s ou
encourage the child to utilize his psychic awareness to help him
achieve his desires. The child should be taught to feel secure in
his decisions: “Make sure that what you want is really what you
Want. If it is, you must will it, rather than think how nice it would
be; you must will it with the realization that you won’t change
your mind again. Then the psychic forces will bring all the things
necessary for you and put them in your pathway to success. You
still have to work at it, but your psychic awareness will help you
make the right choice.” The child gains confidence and is able to
make decisions that he sticks to without wavering, and is on his
Way to achieving his goal.
Here is a simplified example of what we have just said: You are
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walking along the street, thinking of someone. For no reason you
enter a store, and there you see the person about whom you were
thinking. How did you both happen to be at the same place at the
same time? The forces were brought to play consciously or un
consciously. This has been taught in our parapsycho logy courses
to over two thousand students. The majority of responses and
feedback was that this application of psychic awareness had been
very successful. This is what we should teach the children in order
to give them a vision of what they really want in life. To give the
children total developme nt. In this book, we are relating the psychic
experience to the child's ability to seek success for himself — and
providing him with the opportuni ty. After all, what else is it you
want for your child but for him to succeed in life in a healthy and
happy way?

tests and
games for
developing
PSYCHIC
ABILITIES

Test Information
and Instructions for
Parents and Teachers

These ESP tests are given not with a scientific approac h, but
father with the underst anding that we are only trying to discover
and enhanc e the child’s natural psychic abilities. The tests are not
to be conduc ted under stringent laborato ry conditio ns, but are to
be present ed in a gamelik e atmosp here to the children , in the
classroom with teacher and pupil, in the home between parent
and child, or between two children . Psychic abilities are like any
other ability children have; their talents and abilities are also used
to excel in sports, in music, in drawing , and so on. In no event
should the child’s status be elevated as the result of high scoring;
instead, his psychic ability should be treated as a natural ability.
It should be explain ed that these are simply games. A child may
do better at one than another . Some children score higher in
telepathy and others in clairvoy ance.
Let’s pause here for a momen t and examin e the importa nce of
testing children for ESP and some of the primary purposes:
• To try and determi ne that the child has psychic ability.
• To exercise that ability so the child can utilize psychic talent
as a creative tool in his everyda y life, just as you would
119
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want a child to practice if he displa yed ability in baseb all
or music.
• To help serve as a barom eter in analyz ing the relatio nships
between teache r and studen t, paren t and child.
The tests are struct ured to indica te the child’s degre e of
psychic
ability. The first ten tests given in any one catego ry
should be
used to establish an averag e base, which can then be
used as a
standa rd for future develo pment s.
The same tests (with variat ions) should be contin ued
over a
period of time so that the childr en do not becom e
tired. The
proce dure you follow should be geared to fit childr en’s
specia l
needs. For examp le, a few short tests may prove to
be a better
way of obtain ing results than one long session. The length
of each
test will best be determ ined by indivi dual situat ions,
but if you
limit the testing to between half an hour to an hour,
you will
proba bly succeed in holdin g the childr en’s attent ion.
Young er
childr en have short attent ion spans , so the tester will
have 1°
decide when to break off the test period. As childr en
of all ages
are highly consc ious of tests, it must be stress ed again
that the
tests should be treate d as a game. In testing for psych
ic abilities,
the child should be relaxe d and at ease for favora ble
results to
occur . In many of the tests, an ordina ry deck of playin
g cards is
the only equip ment neede d, other than pencil s and score
sheets .
Sampl es of the latter are found at the end of Chapt er
13. Cards
are simple and alway s aroun d the house . Child ren are
recept ive
to a game of cards and will readil y partic ipate.
Since the test is treate d as a game, childr en will usually
want to
know their scores, and they should be allowe d to know
them tf
they wish. Howe ver, also explai n that scores can vary from
day to
day. In lookin g for ways to minim ize stress , you may
find i*
helpful to allow the childr en to partic ipate in some fashio
n othef
than the actual guessing. For examp le, perha ps they
might take
turns distrib uting paper s or pencils, etc. A brief period
of medit a
tion prior to tests will be helpfu l in creati ng a relaxe d
atmos phere
(see Chapt er 9).
There are no ideal condit ions. Many variab les may create
an
atmos phere for either higher or lower scoring. It has been
notice d
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in profes sional testing that there are certai n points when
the child
may reach a very high score and other times decline. The
declin e
should not become an issue. Some of this fluctuation
may be at
tribute d to trying too hard, fatigu e, attitud e of the
paren t or
teache r, the mood of the child himself — or mayb e the
child was
Pushe d too far and lost intere st. Every one has an off day.
Doug las Dean of the Newark College of Engin eering , co-au
thor
of Execu tive ESP, believes that there is a link between
stress and
the ability to score well on ESP tests. He observed this
first when
a studen t from whom he antici pated good result
s produced
extrem ely poor ones. The boy told Dean he had a stiff
exam the
next day and he was very conce rned about it. Dean came
to the
inclus ion that “ESP goes negati ve when you’re ‘up
tight.’ Any
s
°rt of psychological or physiological stress appea rs
to turn off
intuiti on.” The hypot hesis put forth by Dean — that there
are stress
barrie rs associated with ESP responses, and that physio
logical
a
nd/or psychological stress interfe res with the reception
of ESP
signal s—is of conce rn to us. If childr en do not score well
on their
ESP tests, this does not indica te that they don t have ESP
ability —
father , it may indica te that the psi negative factor is opera
ting.
In talkin g to teachers about tests, their fallibi lity, and
the need
for the teacher’s own resources, we should pay special
heed to Dr.
Louis a E. Rhine:
It seems that everyo ne has psi ability , but like the ability
to
sing, thoug h every norma l person can do it, some do it
better and easier than others. Singing, howev er, can be
impro ved by prope r teachi ng, but for psi no teachers yet
know the rules. It is a sponta neous , natura l gift, like humo
r.
Any rules for how to tell a joke can only help a little. It
is
somet hing a few people “just know” and others never learn.1
It shoul d be remem bered that all psychic abiliti es vary
from
time to time. The same test taken anothe r day may
reveal com
pletely different result s. These tests are not being condu
cted under
scientific labora tory condi tions, and the test results, comp
ared to
Pure chanc e, are merely suggestive of the psych ic ability
of any
°ne child. We are attemp ting to discov er if a child
does have
Psychic ability _ _we are not trying to establ ish the
statist ical
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reliability of test figures. To show how results can vary, let’s
look at two experiences told to us in a recent letter from school
psychologist Eloise Shields :
Susie was a peppy, lively 10-year -old youngs ter whom I was
testing for her balking at the teacher’s authori ty. She loved to
come for testing, and spent much time chatting about her life
and interests. The day I brough t out the ESP test, she was
interested in it, but not as much as in talking. So we ran
through the demons tration, then proceed ed into the actual
test. This was the Matchi ng Abacus Test, which I run through
five times with each child. She had done it four times, with
no correct answers so far (which is quite rare). Then
suddenl y she stopped talking and inquire d, “How many of
these things do other kids get right?” I explain ed that five
was a pretty high score. And sure enough , the last time
around she made 5 out of 1 0 correct , which is extreme ly
rare. She apparen tly did this on purpose , using her
clairvoy ance and psi ability to produc e when she wanted to.
Susie was able to score “when she wanted to”— when her spirit of
competitiveness was aroused . Also, after four times around , Susie
may have felt that in order to return to the talking, which she loved,
it would be wise to stop the testing process . Possibly she though1
the easiest road to this end was an unusua l act ( n o score at all) to
get the teacher’s attentio n. Or, because she had been sent to MrsShields for balking at a teacher ’s authori ty, perhaps she vvaS
simply display ing her temper ament— she would not score on the
teacher’s authori ty, but on her own say-so, which she proceed ed
to do on the fifth trial run!
Mrs. Shields tells of an exampl e of how too much praise can
prove detrime ntal:
Anothe r boy I tested, named Tim, was a 7th grader who was
a non-rea der, new to our school, and the princip al asked fo f
some testing to see where to place him. He had average
intelligence, but could only read at the first-grade level.
When I pulled out the ESP test, he was interest ed, helpful in
setting it up, and curious about this new and interest ing,
non-aca demic test. I demons trated how to do it, then
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proceeded with the test itself. The very first time around , he
got 5 out of 10 correct (quite excepti onal). Then I praised
him profuse ly. He never got another one right!! I later
realized that here was a boy who had consistently failed in
school in everything he had done so far. Yet here was a
psychologist, telling him he was good at someth ing. He just
couldn’ t fit this in with his failure “set” about school, and
went back to the old failure syndrom e. I soon learned , from
that experience, not to be too full of praise with some
children or it might scare them into retreati ng into their
failure syndrom e.
Researc hers Athena Drewes and Sally Ann Drucke r advise that
childre n make excellen t ESP subject s because they are open to new
experiences. They suggest that some researchers may benefit from
Practica l suggest ions gained in their experim ents with children s
ESP;
Childre n want tangibl e or edible rewards to see how much
they’ve won by correct guessing. We used colorful M & M
candies (one of each color) as targets and found this very
success ful in maintai ning attentio n span, childre n
particip ated enthusi asticall y in a “game” that provide d
immedi ate literal feedbac k! At the end, so that no child would
be disappo inted at not winning anythin g, we always gave
them the five demons tration M & M s.
It’s also importa nt to establis h a peacefu l, relaxed
environ ment. We found that children tested at home scored
higher than those tested in a nursery -day-ca re situatio n. The
coopera tion of the family (parent s and siblings ) is vital. If
candy is to be used, ask permiss ion of parents , as they may
disappr ove the consum ption or fear it could spoil dinner
appetite s. If messy materia l is being used, be sure to
conduc t the test where it won’t damage furnish ings. If
siblings are likely to disrupt the study, arrange for them to
particip ate later when the actual test is over, or give them a
treat, too; this will help elimina te rivalry and assuage
curiosit y.
Persona lity differences can affect the scoring of childre n. . . .
Withdr awn childre n score significantly lower than non-
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withdrawn. As with adults, children who are “believers”
achieve higher scores than nonbelievers, nonbelievers even
showing psi-missing. However, very young children
haven’t fully accepted the cultural inhibitions about ESP.
Thus, the 4-to-9-year-olds we worked with never seem
ed to
feel that a guessing game couldn’t work. If they won only
a
few M & M’s, they apparently just concluded they were
poor guessers.
Younger students seem to excel at telepathy, older ones
at
clairvoyance. This may be related to the younger child
’s
higher dependency on the teacher, and the older one’s
growing need for independence.2
The smaller the group, the better—obviously some teach
ers will
have more students than others. However, there is no
reason to be
overly concerned, as a significant degree of succe
ss has been
achieved with large groups as well.
In “General Extra-Sensory Perception with a Group
of Fourth
and Fifth Grade Retarded Children,” appearing in the
Journal al
Parapsychology as long ago as 1937, Esther May Bond
, then a
student in psychology in the Graduate School of Duke
University*
tells of experiments she conducted while teaching in an
elementary
school in Florida. She wanted to see if she could obtai
n evidence
of ESP in her class of twenty-two pupils, who were
mostly retarded. She was able to interest the children by expla
ining that
she wanted to see if guessing numbers would be a
fair way °
choosing pupils to perform special duties, such as
passing
various materials in class or running errands. The
children be"
came very interested in this gamelike approach and
“seemed to
enjoy the experiment and expressed great interest in their
scoresDr. Louisa Rhine, co-founder with her husband, Dr. J.B.
Rhine*
of one of the first American laboratories for the mode
rn scientific
study of psi at Duke University, describes subsequent
events:
The results were quite surprising to Miss Bond, and she
wrote
to the Parapsychology Laboratory reporting them. She
had
made 2,870 trials in all in this experiment, in which the
number of hits to be expected by chance is only one in
ten.
the total number of correct responses was 371, or an
excess of 86. That gave a CR [critical ratio] of 5.2, which
is
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the next to highest score ever reported in a schoolroom
test.
But it also was one in which both teacher and children
were highly interested. However, the fact that the child
ren
were retarded apparently had little if anything to do with
it,
for although their degree of retardation varied
considerably, no correlation was found between their
level of intelligence and their scoring in the tests.3
In other tests, an interesting note was discovered
one of
considerable importance for both teachers and paren
ts, and for
the teaching profession in general. This was a finding
unearthed in
tests by a former teacher, Miss Rhea White, and her
colleague,
Miss Margaret Anderson, both of whom were intere
sted in ESP
•n the schoolroom. Together with J.G. Van Dusschbac
h, a super
intendent of Holland school systems, who was invited
to the Duke
Parapsychology Laboratory in the United States, exper
iments were
conducted by testing twenty-three fifth- and sixth-grade
classes and
Seventeen seventh- and eighth-grade classes in two Amer
ican cities.
Results revealed that the personal liking of the stude
nt for the
Lacher and of the teacher for the student had a beari
ng on the
outcome of the ESP tests. In an attempt to evaluate
this finding
further, the teachers were asked to rate their feelin
g for each
student. The students were then asked to rate the way
they felt
about the teacher. In order to assure the children
that teachers
Would not see their responses, all of the ratings were
sealed and
flailed to Miss Anderson and Miss White.
Dr. Louisa Rhine takes a look at the ratings:
These ratings produced four groups of relationships
among the students: 1. those who liked the teacher and
were
liked by her; 2. those who disliked the teacher and were
disliked by her; 3. and 4. groups that combined like-d
islike
attitudes. The results were that ESP scores were highe
st in
the mutual likers ( 1 ) and lowest in the mutual dislikers
(2).
These last were so far below the chance level that they
. . . avoided the targets more than they could have done
by
chance alone.
Later, Anderson and White correlated the ESP scores
with the students’ attitudes toward the teacher and with
their class grades. In general this showed that the highe
r the
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student’s grades , the higher his ESP score too. Of course , the
attitud e of the teache r to a pupil probab ly affected his
grade, but the ESP score was an indepe ndent measu re.
Most interesting of all was the fact that the childre n who
received low class grades and whom the teache r did not
like had ESP scores regularly below chance . It looked
as though the studen t-teach er attitud e, which of course was
linked with the class grades , was disclosed in the ESP
test itself. Thus, the ESP result could serve, in a way, as an
indicat or of teache r-stude nt relatio ns.4
Similar tests began to take place in countr ies all over the world
in France , Madam e Christi ane Vasse, a primar y-scho ol teache
r in
Amien s, conduc ted an experi ment to see if the import ance 0
good rappor t between teache r and pupils in her class of first-gra e
childre n could be shown . We relate this particu lar teache
rs
decision to conduc t these tests to show her tremen dous innova
tive
ability in obtaini ng her goal. The French school system does
n°
permit a teache r to introdu ce an outsid e project such as an
ES
test during school hours. Madam e Vasse worked with the childre
n,
only those who wanted to play “the ESP game,*’ at recess perio
,
and ultimat ely was able to show that the ESP demon strated by
the
school childre n was heavily depend ent on the pupil-t eacher
rela
tionshi p.
These same attitud es can possibly also be establi shed betwee
n
parent and child when testing for ESP at home. Madam e Vasse
s
creativ e idea of workin g with the childre n at recess enable d
het
to work with the childre n in a relaxed atmosp here and to treat
the
tests in a gamelike fashion . Simila rly, to attain good results either
in the classro om or at home, the ingenuity and sincere interes
t o
the person conduc ting the tests will have a great bearin g o n
the
outcom e. Time and time again, researc hers have indicat ed
tha
when skeptic ism, disbeli ef, or disinte rest creeps into tests,
the
subjec t, whethe r child or adult, does not score well.

11
Instructions and Tests
for Telepathy

PURP OSE OF TESTS
in this chapte r, we wih be testing "0
“Z
-renes s y of someone
the momen t he or she is thinking them.

.
elan's thoughts

at

Method
t h e first
The
tirst stepp will be for(Sever
the tester
al typesto ofgive
scoring
the child
sheets anareESP
in« O n „ g sheet and
The Standa rd Score Sheet will be
eluded at the end of Chapte r I M T h e next step is for the
tester
sed
u
Jess ot erw * e b .
care ful that none of the childre n
shuffle the car ,
then
c hoose a card and look at
it (Xm
yvYiLiiu
j
childre n seeing
chosen
i t ) . Annou
card for
ncing
“Target
four
or ,”
five
the tester will concen trate on
second s. During those tew second s the chtldre n will wnte
down
'heir first sponta neous impres sion of the card. Whde ,t would
be
Pleasa nt to permit the child to work at hts own speed,
spon
taneity is a vital factor in testing for ESP Dalliance must
be
avoide d whethe r testing with a group in the classroom or with
one
127
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child at home. A show of raised hands when all are finished
acts
as a good indicat or of when to procee d to the next call.
TIMIN G
Since each test run of twenty-five calls will take approx imately
five minutes to comple te, it is advisa ble for the teache r to do
no
more than four tests of the same type (totalin g 100 trials) at
any
one sitting. Score sheets will have column s for a total of
fo u f
separa te “call runs.”

/
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still improvise by giving two, three, or four of the stars or seals
on
the score sheet to indicat e the grade or mark.
Instruc tions for evalua ting the score sheets will be given at the
end of each test. The “stand ard” score sheet will apply to each
test unless otherw ise design ated. The test results (as compa red
to
Pure chance ) are merely suggestive of the psychic ability that
any
°ne child has.

tele path y test i

SCORI NG
Samples of score sheets, togethe r with sample s of symbo ls
objects, appear at the end of Chapte r 13. The child may be
tol
his score, but only at the end of each comple te run, and
no
“secon d-gues sing” is permit ted. And remem ber— no undue praise
for excellence!
In order to establi sh a base for a particu lar child’s psychi c ability
in telepat hy or any of the other ESP talents , a minim um of
ten
tests should be made to form the averag e base. There can be fairly
wide varianc es in the scoring of any one child, and it is only over
a period of time that an actual trend may be observ ed. The
base
period of ten tests is import ant in establi shing the future progre
ss
of a child’s psychic ability. It will be used as a check for future
tests.
It should be stressed to the childre n that these scores are no
like numbe rs or grades in a history o r mathem atics test, n
a
therefo re will be scored differently. Becaus e childre n may
n°
readily unders tand a numeri cal score of 2 or 16, it will be helpf u
to them if the tester uses a system of scoring involving gumm e
seals or stars. In this way, the tester can easily apply a score
to
each child’s sheet by affixing a star. A gold star can indicat e
t
highest score, silver the next highes t, then blue, green, or red. Thus?
every child receives a star. (This method can be modified by using
any type of seals, such as fruits, animal s, flowers, or other symbo
s?
as long as the seals being used are the same throug hout the tests?
and as long as every child receive s a seal of some type.) If o U
y
have a box of seals or stars that are all of the same kind, you

The Thought Test of 0 and 1
Equipm ent needed
• Pencils and score sheets.
instruc tions
• Score sheets and pencils are distrib uted to the childre n as
well
as to the tester.
• The tester tells the childre n he is going to think of a numbe
r,
and that it will be either zero ( 0 ) or one ( 1 ) .
• After the tester announ ces “Target,” the childre n will have
ap
proxim ately 5 seconds to guess the number he is thinkin g.
• After all the children have entered their responses in the
ap
propria te column , the tester writes the numbe r in the target
column of his score sheet.
• The same procedure

is follow ed until 25 trials have been made.

• It is import ant that the tester try to vary the numbe rs called,
lest
a pattern be established that the childre n may recognize.
It
should be a spontaneous thought-call on the part of the tester.
• Nothin g should be prepared in the way of written materi al in
ad
vance for the tester to call from. If that were done, he would
be
testing for clairvoyance or precognition.
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• After 25 calls have been made , the tester will
proceed to the
next call run of 25 tries until a total of 100 is reach
ed.
• Score sheet s are hande d to the tester at end of
the test perio d.
SCORING AND EVALUATION

The avera ge score to be expec ted from pure chanc
e is 5 0 perce nt,
or 5 0 hits per run of 100 trials. In other word s, if
a child gets 50
corre ct guesses of 100, this would be based on pure
chanc e expec ta
tion. Corre ct guesses of 60 or over would be signifi
cant and be
yond chanc e.

TELEPATHY TEST 2

and T ests for Telep athy
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• The tester should not write down his calls before
the test. If
that were done, he would then be testing for clairvoyanc
e or
precognition.
• After 25 calls, the tester will proceed to the next call
run of 25
tries until a total of 100 is reached.
• Score sheets are handed to the tester at the end of test
period.
SCOR ING AND EVAL UATIO N

The average score to be expected from pure chance
alone is 50
Percent, or 50 hits per run of 100 trials. Correct guess
es of 60 or
°ver would be significant and beyond chance.

tele pat hy tes ts

The Red and Blue Thought Test

The East-West Thought Test

EQUIP MENT NEEDED

Equi pmen t need ed

• Pencils and score sheet s.

• Pencils and score sheets.
INSTRUCTIONS

• The tester expla ins to the child ren that he will
think of a colo
either red or blue.

f>

• After the tester annou nces “Targ et,” the child
ren are to guess
what color the tester is think ing of and write their
answ er
the “resp onse” colum n of their score sheet : “R”
for red, “B
for blue.
• When all the child ren have enter ed their respo
nses (appr ° x k
mately 5 secon ds is allow ed), the tester then writes
the color i*1
the target colum n of his own score sheet .
® Hie same proce dure is follow ed until 25 trials
have been mad 6 '
• The tester shoul d try to avoid patte rns in callin
g, such as “red,
blue, red, blue, red, blue.” It shoul d be a spont aneou
s thoug h
call on the part of the tester .

instr uctio ns
• The tester tells the children he is going to think of
a direction,
either east or west.
• The children are to identify the thought impression
they receive
as either “E” or “W,” and upon the teste rs announcmg
Tar
get,” the children will have approximately 5 seconds
to guess
which direction he is thinking of.
• After all the children have entered their responses
in the ap
propriate column, the tester writes the direction in the
Target
column of his score sheet.
• The same procedure is followed until 25 trials have
been made.
• The tester should try to vary the thinking of “east”
or “west”;
there should be no pattern.
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• The tester must not write down any calls in advance, for the
test would then be for clairvoyance or precognition.
• After 25 calls have been made, the tester proceeds to the next
call run of 25 tries until a total of 100 is reached.
• Score sheets are handed to the tester at the end of the test periodSCORING AND EVALUATION

The average score to be expected from pure chance alone is 50
percent, or 50 hits per run of 100 trials. Correct guesses of 60 or
over would be significant and beyond chance.

TELE PATH Y TEST 4

Basic Red and Black Card Test
EQUIPMENT NEEDED

• Ordinary deck of playing cards.
• Pencils and score sheets.
INSTRUCTIONS

• Score sheets and pencils are distributed to the children as
as to the tester. The tester tells the children he is going to thin
of the color of the card he selects, and they are to try and g uesS
whether he is thinking of red or black.
• If the children think the tester is thinking of a red card, th Y
should mark the letter “R” in the Response column of
score sheet. If they think the card is black, they should enter a
“B.” It should be stressed that they are not to be concern
with the number of the card, only the color.
® The tester shuffles the deck of cards and places them face do n
on a table or desk in front of him. The children should not be
able to see the cards from where they are silting.

/
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• The tester then selects the first card, announces the word “Tar
get,” and thinks of the color for 5 to 7 seconds. After the chil
dren have all entered their responses, the tester enters the target
color in the Target column on his score sheet.
• Prior to selecting the next card, the tester says to the children,
“Ready for the next target, now,” and thinks of the next card
he has turned up, again for 5 to 7 seconds. The turned-up cards
are not shown to the children until the test is over.
• The same procedure is continued until 25 cards have been
picked off the top of the deck.
• The tester then puts the 25 cards back into the original deck
and reshuffles the pack, after which 25 more calls are made,
using the same procedure as above. These responses on the
second call run will be entered in column 2 of the score sheet.
The four columns allow for a total of 100 trials.
• At end of test period, score sheets are handed to the tester.
Corin g and evalua tion
The average score to be expected from pure chance alone is 50
Percent, or 50 hits per run of 100 trials. Correct guesses of 60 or
° v er would be significant and beyond chance.

telep athy test

5

Jack-and-Ace Test
Equip ment neede d
• Four jacks and four aces are drawn from any ordinary deck
of cards. The other cards are not used in this particular test.
• Pencils and score sheets.
instru ctions
• The Jack-and-Ace Test is a variation of the black-and-red
color test (Test 4 ) , the prime difference being that we are now
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testing for the face value of the card rather than the color. In the
response column, the children will put either “J” or “A.”
• Otherwise, procedu re is the same as in Test 4. The tester shuffles
the 8 cards, selects the first card, and looks at it. The tester
then announc es “Target” and silently concent rates on the face
value of the card for approxim ately 5 seconds .
• After the children have entered their response s in the Respons e
column, the tester enters the card under the Target column of
his score sheet and proceed s to select another card. He then
says aloud, “Ready for next target now,” and proceed s to think
of the second card he has selected from the top of the 8 cards,
announc ing “Target. ”
• After the 8 cards are disposed of, they are reshuffled, and the
same procedu re is continue d for 2 4 trials ( o r 3 call runs of the
8 cards). When this has been complet ed, the tester reshuffle
the eight jacks and aces and repeats the calls, for a total of 25
tries.
• The same procedu re is followed for a total of 100 trials. (There
are four columns allowing for 25 trials each.)
• Score sheets are handed to tester followin g test period.
SCORING AND EVALUATION

The average score by chance alone is 50 percent, o r 5 0 hits p ef
run of 100 trials. Correct guesses of 60 or over would be significant
and beyond chance.

TELEP ATHY TEST 6
The Twenty-five-Card-Run
(For Older Childr en)
EQUIPMENT NEEDED

• Ordinar y deck of playing cards.
® Pencils and score sheets.

Test
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instructi ons
• Distribu te score sheets and pencils to the tester and children .
* The tester shuffles the deck and, without locking at the face
value, counts off the first 25 cards, laying them face downwa rd.
The rest of the deck is placed aside.
In this test, children are told that their response will indicate
both the numeric al value and the suit of the card. The letters to
be used for responses are: “C” (clubs), “S” (spades ), “H”
(hearts) , and “D” (diamon ds). The response for the 10 of
diamond s card, that is, would be “10 D,” and should be written
in the Respons e column of the score sheet. (This may require a
few demonst rations to be sure the children understa nd the in
struction s. )
• The tester selects the first card and looks at it. He then an
nounces “Target” and proceeds to concentr ate on the face
value and suit for 5 to 7 seconds.
• After the children have entered their responses in the Response
column, the tester enters the card in the target column of his
score sheet, and proceeds to select another card. The tester then
says aloud, “Ready for next target now.” Upon announc ing
“Target ,” he thinks about the color and face value of the second
card. This procedu re is continue d with the 25 remaini ng cards.
• At the end of the first 25-call run, the entire deck is reshuffled
by the tester and 25 more cards are taken off the top in the
same manner as above. This is repeated until four complete
runs, totaling 100 trials, have been completed.
• Score sheets are turned in to the tester, who must rememb er
when scoring this test that there will be “partial hits” or “full
hits.” The partial hit may consist of either the number or the
suit. A full hit, of course, is the number and the suit.
scoring and evaluati on
The scoring of this test is a bit more intricate . We are attempti ng
only to discover if a child has some degree of psychic ability. The
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scoring will be 2 points for a full hit, 1 point for a nume
rical hit
and Vi point for a suit hit. In other words:
• To guess the suit is 1 out of 4 chances (25 out of
100 is pure
chance), and is worth Vb point in the scoring.
• To guess the number is 1 out of 13 chances ( 8 in
100 is pure
chance), and is worth 1 point in scoring.

• On each of the five cards or sheets of paper, eithe
r draw five
objects or paste their pictures. (See samples of five
typical
objects in the illustrations at the end of Chapter 13 as
well as
the related Five-Object Score Sheet.)
In this test, we have elected to use the following objec
ts:
Apple
A

® Black crayon or any type of felt-tipped pen or mark
ing penc
® Pencils and scoring sheets.

Duck
D

Elephant
E
to indicate

We have incorporated an optional step into the score
sheet for
this test. (See Five-Object Score Sheet at the end of
Chapter
13.) The five target objects have been sketched in
miniature
form to assist the children in spontaneous responses
with the
appropriate identifying alphabetical lettering shown unde
rneath
each object. While we recommend the use of the FiveObject
Score Sheet, you may also use the Standard ESP Score
Sheet
should you prefer.

SPECIAL NOTE

• Five sheets of paper or five blank index cards of any
size.
• Cardboard to be used as backing if you can see throu
r»er
gh paP
or cards.

Car
C

The tester may copy or trace
----- the illustrations and the score
sheets for tests in the classroom or at home, but this
material
may not be used for publication purposes of any kind.
It is im
portant to remember that the children must not be able
to see
through the paper when it is viewed from the back.
However,
if it can be seen, either paste or staple the target sheet
s to a
cardboard backing.

The Five-Object Test
(See Five -Obj ect Score Shee t)

EQUIP MENT NEEDED

Banana
B

• The children will use the letters “A” through E
their responses.

TELEPATHY TEST 7

• This test is geared to children ages five to seven
. However,
younger children may participate if they can write
the letter
of the alphabet. The Five-Object Test may be modified
for olde
children by the use of more sophisticated objects, such
as a f° ot
ball, a bicycle, or whatever else is representative of
their i*1
terests. Older children may enjoy selecting target objec
ts f° r
the test.
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prep arati on for test

• To guess both number and suit is 1 out of 52 chanc
es ( 2 out of
100 is chance), and is worth 2 points in scoring.
In the total of 100 trials (with the above scoring), a score
of 29
or more could be considered significant. The higher the
tally, the
more strongly telepathic ability is indicated.

/
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Nstru ction s

• Before beginning the test, the tester shows the five targe
t objects
to the children and identifies each object as bemg the
same as
those appearing on their scoring card. (The latter is done
only if
pictures are indicated on the score sheets. Otherwise,
simply
identify the five objects being used as targets.)
• The tester shuffles the five cards and lays them down
in a row
in front of him in any pattern, for they are to be selec
ted at
random.

Tests
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• The tester tells the children he will select one object at a time
and asks children to concentrate as he will be thinking of the
target object. He also tells them to write their first impression
on the score sheet. Remind them that the alphabetical letters
“A,” “B,” “C,” “D,” and “E” are to be used as their responses.
• Five to 7 seconds should be allowed for responses to be made,
after which the tester enters the target object on his score sheet
in the Target column.
• The tester then announces, “Ready for next object,” and after a
second or two says “Target,” and proceeds to think about the
second card selected for 5 to 7 seconds. This procedure con
tinues until 25 trials have been made. (Because older children
have a longer attention span, the test can go on to a second*
third, and fourth run-through until 100 trials have been com
pleted. To achieve 100 trials on this test for the younger chil
dren, it is probably best to continue the second run at another
time. This applies as well to third and fourth call runs.)
SCORING AND EVALUATION

Clairvoyance Tests

purpose of test
To test for clairvoyant ability, which is the ability to perceive
distant images, symbols, or events without the use of any of the
nown physical senses. The child is able to “see a hidden card or
symbol without anyone else seeing or looking at it.

• Score sheets are handed to the tester for scoring.

method

• Chance would be 5 out of 25. It is preferred to conduct lh e
four run-throughs for a total of 100 trials to try to establish a
trend. Out of 100, chance would be 25. A score of 3 0 or more
could be considered significant.

The most important thing to remember is that under no circum
stances is the tester to see the card or symbol bang used once the
test has commenced.
His function is that of interested bystander.
Once the test has started and the children have given their re
sponses, the tester will then be permitted to look at the target
Material and enter it on the score sheet.
During the various clairvoyance tests, it is the job of the tester
to announce “target” at each call. A period of 5 to 7 seconds
should be allowed for making a “response,
that is, their impres
sion of the target. While it would be pleasant to permit the child
to work at his own speed, spontaneity is a vital factor in testing
tor ESP Dalliance must be avoided, whether testing with a group
'n the classroom or with one child at home. A show of raised hands
"'hen all are finished acts as a good indicator of when to proceed
t° the next call.
After all of the children have entered responses, the tester then
139
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— and only then— looks at the object being tested by turning
face up, whether it is a card or a symbol. At this point the tester
enters the name of the “target” on his score sheet under the ap
propriate column. The children should not sit within view of t e
target material.
TIMING
Each test run (of 25 calls each) should take less than 10 minutes
to complete. Score sheets will have columns for a total of fou r
separate “call runs,” and it is suggested that no more than four
runs of the same test be conducted at any one sitting. It is left to
the tester to determine the exact number of call runs; the children s
attention span will help him to decide whether to have more than
one or two. If interest wanes, one run may be preferable to fourSCORING
Samples of score sheets, together with samples of symbols °r
objects, appear at the end of Chapter 13. The child may be told
his score, but only at the end of each complete run, and 110
“second-guessing” is permitted. And remember—no undue praise
for excellence! It should be stressed to the children that thcse
scores are not like numbers or grades in a history or mathematic®
test, and therefore will be scored differently.
For those wishing to observe long-term results, a minimum
ten tests should be given to establish an average base for the
child. This is particularly important because there can be wide
variances in a child’s scoring, as explained in Chapter 10. It , s
only over a period of time that any trend can be determinedTherefore, it is vital to have a base period of approximately tefl
tests in order to establish the progress of a child’s psychic abilityThe base period should be used as a check for future tests.
Instructions for evaluating the score sheets will be given at th®
end of each test. The “standard” score sheet will apply to each teS
unless otherwise designated. The test results (as compared to p° re
chance) are merely suggestive of the psychic ability that any
child has.
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CLAIRVOY ANCE TEST 1

Sasic Red-Vs.-Black-Card Test
Equipment needed
• Ordinary deck of playing cards.
• Pencils and score sheets.
instructions
• Score sheets and pencils are distributed to children, as well as
to the tester.
• The tester tells the children to try to guess whether a card is
red or black by concentrating on it.
• If they think the card is red, the children should write the letter
“R” in the Response column of the score sheet. If they think
the card is black, they should enter a “B” in that column. The
children should understand that they are not to be concerned
with the face value, but only with the color of the card.
• The tester shuffles deck of cards and places them face down
before him on a desk or table. The children should not be able
to view the cards from where they are sitting.
• The tester then asks the children to “see” what color the first
card is and announces, “Target 1.” The tester does not look at
the card (To look at the card would change it to a telepathic
test.) The tester then proceeds to announce “Target 2,” “Target
3,” etc.
• Five to 7 seconds should be allowed for the children to enter
their responses on the score sheet. Afterward, the tester turns
the target card up and sees it for the first time. The tester enters
the color of the card on his score sheet. The turned-up card is
not shown to the children until the test is over.
• The same procedure is followed until 25 cards have been picked
off the top of the deck.
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• The tester then puts the 25 cards back into the original deck
and reshuffles the pack, after which 25 more calls are made,
following the same procedu re as above. These respons es will be
entered under column two of the score sheet. The same proce
dure is followed for column s 3 and 4. T h e four column s allow
for a total of 100 trials.
• The score sheets are handed to the tester at end of test periodscoring a n d evalua tion
The average score to be expecte d from pure chance is 50 percent ,
or 5 0 hits per run of 100 trials. Correct guesses of 60 or over
would be significant and beyond chance .
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should insert that number in the Respon se section , with all other
number s entered in a similar way.
* The tester must not look at the target card until the childre n
have entered their responses, so as not to change the nature of
the test to telepath y.
1

The tester shuffles the 40-card deck and places it on a desk or
table before him. Childre n should not be able to see cards from
where they are sitting.

CLAIRVOYANCE TEST 2

* After the tester announ ces “Target ,” the children enter their
respons e. After 5 to 7 seconds have elapsed and the childre n
have entered their responses, the tester turns the card, seeing it
for the first time. He enters the number in the Target column
on his score sheet. The tumed- up card is not shown to the
children until the test is over.

Guess the Number

* The deck of 40 cards is reshuffled by the tester and the same
procedu re is followe d until 25 more calls have been made.

EQUIPMENT n e e d e d

• Ordina ry deck of playing cards.
• Pencils and score sheets.
instruc tions
• Score sheets and pencils are distribu ted to each child as well a s
to the tester.
• The tester remove s all face cards (jacks, queens, and king5 ) '
With the ace acting as the number “1,” this leaves 40 n u "
merical cards. Childre n should be advised of the value of th e
ace. Only 2 5 of the 40 cards are called.
• The children are told not to worry about color, just numeri c3
value.
• The tester asks the children to concen trate on the card and
to “see1’ in their minds’ eyes what the number is. If they thi*1*
it is an ace, the children should put the number “ 1 ” into th 6
Respon se column . If they think the card is a “10” the child* 0

* The tests should be repeated for a total of four runs 100
trials— after which score sheets should be turned in to the
tester for scoring .
Coring

and evaluat ion

The average score to be expecte d from chance alone is 10 percent ,
or 10 hits per run of 100 trials. Correct guesses of 16 or more
*ould be highly significant and well beyond chance.

LAIRVOY ANCE TEST 3
Random Five-Card Choice
( For Older Children )
Equipm ent needed
• Ordinar y deck of playing cards.
• Pencils and score sheets.
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• Score sheets and pencils are distributed
the tester.
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SCORING AND EVALUATION

to the children and to

Two points are given for a full hit, 1 point for a numerical hit, and
16 point for a suit hit. In other words:

• The tester shuffles the deck. Without looking at any of the cards,
the tester selects five at random. These five are placed in in
dividual rows in front of the tester. (Children sit out of view of
target cards. )

• To guess the suit is 1 out of 4 chances (25 out of 100 is pure
chance), and is worth 16 point in the scoring.

• Before this test, the children are told their response will indicate
both the numerical value and the suit of the card. “S” repre
sents spades, “C” clubs, “D” diamonds, and “H” hearts. The
response for the 1 0 of diamonds would be “ 1 0 D.”
• The tester explains to the children that he will point to each of
the five cards in front of him in turn, proceeding from left to
right.
• After the tester calls “Target,” the children are to “see” what
each card is and write their responses on the score sheets. Ap
proximately 7 seconds is allowed for response. ( I n marking the
response, the number is to be indicated first and then the suit:
“10 D.”)
• The first call run of five cards being completed, the tester turns
up the five cards and sees them for the first time. The tester
enters them on his score sheet from 1 to 5 (the left to right
sequence of calling the targets).
• The entire deck is reshuffled by the tester, and five more cards
are picked at random. The same procedure as above is followed
until 25 calls are made. ( I n other words, the tester is selecting
5 cards 5 times for a total of 25 calls.)
• This is repeated and the test run of 25 calls continues for four
complete runs, totaling 100.
• Score sheets are handed to the tester, who must remember when
scoring this test that there will be “partial hits” or “full hits.”
The partial hit may consist of either the number or the suit. A
full hit, obviously, is the number and the suit.

• To guess the number is 1 out of 13 chances ( 8 in 100 is pure
chance), and is worth 1 point in scoring.
• To guess both the number and the suit is 1 out of 52 chances
out of 100 is chance), and is worth 2 points in scoring.

(2

In the total of 100 trials (with the above scoring), a score of 29
or more could be considered significant. The higher the tally, the
more strongly clairvoyant ability is indicated.

CLAIRVOYANCE TEST 4
Self-Administered Random Five-Card Choice Test
(For Older Children)
EQUIPMENT NEEDED

• Ordinary deck of playing cards.
• Pencils and score sheets.
INSTRUCTIONS

• This test may be conducted between
child taking the test by himself.

two children

or by one

• The child shuffles a regular deck of playing cards.
• Without looking at any of the cards, he selects five of them at
random, placing them face down in individual rows in front of
him.
• The child looks at the back of each one of the cards, and within
5 to 7 seconds writes in the Response column what he thinks
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that particular card is. He continues from left to right, looking
at each card in that sequence.
• After writing down each of the five guesses in the Response
column on the score sheet, the cards are turned over one by one
(from left to right) and marked in the Target column.
• This procedure is repeated five times, each time reshuffling the
deck and randomly selecting five target cards. At the end of
the first run there will be a total of 25 calls for scoring.
• The test may end now, or the child may continue until four
columns of 25 calls each has been completed. As an alternative
the player may wish to continue the test the next day and com
pare the 25 calls to the previous score. The same score sheet
may be used until all four columns are completed.
SCORING AND EVALUATION

See Test 3 for scoring procedure and evaluation.

of the cards until an impression
ace of hearts.
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forms as to which card is the

• The child starts to select cards, looking for the ace of hearts.
Each card is turned over after it is selected. If the child does
not spot the ace of hearts on the first try, the game test should
continue until the ace of hearts shows up, at which point the
game is discontinued. The child then goes on to Test 6.
• If the child spots the ace of hearts on the first go-round, the
game is then discontinued and the child is to go on to Test 6.
• This test is discontinued after a first attempt because spon
taneity is so important in testing for clairvoyance. Follow-up
attempts, having seen the first results, may pressure the child, or
too concentrated an effort may meet with poor results. While
this is not always the case, it is probably best to move along to
Test 6, returning to Test 5 the next day. The child may continue
with other ESP tests or games during that period, however.
SCORING AND EVALUATION

CLAIRVOYANCE TEST 5
Where Is the Ace of Hearts?
EQUIPMENT NEEDED

• Ordinary deck of playing cards.
• Pencils and score sheet.

Scoring should consist of how many attempts are made until the
ace of hearts appears. Average chance would be 1 out of 9. One
out of 8 would still probably be chance.
A correst guess on the first try as to where the ace of hearts lies
is a strong indication of clairvoyant ability. Clairvoyant ability is
also present when a correct guess in locating the ace of hearts is
made on the second, third, fourth, or fifth tries. Locating the ace
in 6 or 7 tries is borderline; while indicating some measure of
clairvoyant ability, it is not very strong.

INSTRUCTIONS

• This is a test the child can do alone, or it can be done by a
parent with a child. One child can also do it with another.

CLAIRVOYANCE TEST 6

• From the 52-card deck, take out the 2 , 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9
of clubs. Also remove the ace of hearts, discarding all other
cards. There are now nine cards to be used in the test.

The Ace of Hearts Is Last

® Shuffle the nine cards and lay all of them in single rows, face
down, in any pattern. The child should then look at the backs

• Ordinary deck of playing cards.

equipment needed
• Pencils and score sheets.
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INSTRUCTIONS

• Like Test 5, this is a test that may be self-administered or
given to the child by a parent. One child can also do it with
another.
• Select the following cards from the deck: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and
9 of clubs. Also remove the ace of hearts, and set aside all other
cards. There are now nine cards to be used.
• Shuffle the nine cards and lay them in single rows, face down,
in any pattern. The child should then look at the back of the
cards and choose a card he thinks is a club. Then the card
chosen should be turned over. The child continues looking for
clubs— the purpose of the test is to turn over all of the clubs
before finding the ace of hearts.
• As soon as the ace is found, the test is discontinued.
• As in Test 5, this test is discontinued after the first go-round,
since spontaneity is important to the clairvoyance test. Follow
up attempts may meet with poor results due to a more con
centrated effort on the part of the child. Spontaneity is lost
with too much concentrated repetition. While this is not always
the case, it is probably best to move along to other types of
tests and return to this one the next day.
SCORING AND EVALUATION

In Test 5 , we were looking for one card— the ace of hearts. In this
test, we are looking for all of the clubs in the first eight cards
chosen, and it is a more strenuous test. In other words, in looking
for the ace of hearts in the previous test, in order to get a “hit,”
presumably only one guess could be needed. In this test, looking
for all the clubs first, in order to get a hit one must guess eight
times, so it is eight times the work.
Four clubs drawn first is pure chance. If the fifth card is a club,
that is borderline. Six clubs or more drawn before the ace of hearts
is found indicates strong clairvoyant ability.
Scoring should consist of the number of clubs turned over before
the ace of hearts appeared. Remember again, psychic abilities may
vary from time to time. The same test, taken another day, may
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show different results. A minimum of 10 tests should be given to
establish an average base.

CLAIRVOYANCE TEST 7
High Card Test
equipment

needed

• Ordinary deck of playing cards.
• Pencils and score sheets.
instructions
• The tester must be sitting in the same position as the children,
all facing forward. The tester then shuffles the cards.
• Holding the cards face down, the tester divides them into three
separate piles.
• The three piles of cards are called, from left to right, pile 1,
pile 2, and pile 3.
• Without looking at any of the cards, the tester asks the children
to try and “see” which of the three bottom cards is the highest.
The ace ranks highest in this test.
• The children then write down their responses, indicating 1, 2,
or 3 (representing the pile numbers) as the highest card.
• The first guess having been made, the tester turns the three
stacks of cards over to reveal the highest card on the bottom
(which the children do not see) and enters the number in the
Target column on his ESP score sheet.
• The tester reshuffles cards and continues the same procedure
until 25 calls have been made. The test then is repeated three
more runs of 25 each, for a total of 100 trials. (It is left to the
tester to determine if two call runs or more should be made at
one sitting.)

Tests
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SCORING AND EVALUATION

When there are 100 responses, the average score to be expected by
chance alone is 33-34. Anything above those figures would be
indicative of clairvoyance. The higher the number of correct
guesses, the more this ability is displayed.

CLAIRVOYANC E TEST 8
Five-Object Test
( See Five-Object Score Sheet )
SPECIAL NOTE

• This test is geared for children ages five to seven. However,
younger children may participate if they are able to write the
letters of the alphabet. The “Five-Object Test** may be modified
to be given to older children by changing the objects used to
more sophisticated ones. Older children may enjoy participating
in selecting target objects for the test, such as footballs, bicycles,
bridges, or whatever objects are representative of their interests.
EQUIPMENT NEEDED

• Five sheets of paper or five blank index cards of any size.
• Cardboard ( t o be used as backing if you can see through paper
or cards).
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In this test, we have elected to use the following objects:
Apple

Banana

Car

Duck

Elephant

A

B

C

D

E

• The tester may copy or trace either the illustrations or the score
sheet for reproduction purposes for tests in the classroom or at
home, but not for publication purposes of any kind. It is im
portant to remember that you must not be able to see through
the paper when it is viewed from the back. If that is the case,
paste or staple the target sheets to a cardboard backing.
• We have incorporated an optional step into the score sheet for
this test. The five target objects have been sketched in miniature
to assist the children in spontaneous responses with the ap
propriate identifying alphabetical lettering shown underneath
each object.
INSTRUCTIONS

• Prior to beginning the test, the tester shows the five objects to
the children and identifies each object as being the same ap
pearing on their scoring card (if sketches are indicated on the
score sheets).
• The tester shuffles the five cards and lays them face down in a
row in front of him. The tester should be sitting in the same
position as the children—that is, looking forward. He may sit
in front, in back, or on the side, but the forward position must
be maintained.

PREPARATION FOR TEST

• The tester then tells the children that he will point to one
object at a time from left to right and when he says “Target”
the children are to tell their minds to “go under the card” and
see what it is. Then they are to enter their response on the
score sheet. The tester should allow approximately
5 to 7
seconds.

® On the five cards o r sheets of paper either draw five objects, or
pictures of objects may be pasted on the cards. See samples of
five typical objects used in illustrations which appear at the
end of Chapter 13, as well as the related score sheet.

• After the children have all entered their responses for the five
target calls, the tester turns the cards over, seeing them for the
first time, and enters them in the Target column of his score
sheet.

• Black crayon or any type of felt-tipped pen or marking pencil.
• Pencils and score sheets.
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• This is repeated four more times for a total of 25 trials. (For
older children, the attention span may be longer and the test
can continue on to a second, third, and fourth run-through
until 100 trials are reached. To achieve 100 trials on this test
for the younger children, it is probably best to continue the
second run in the following test period. This applies as well
to third and fourth runs.)
SCORING AND EVALUATION

• Score sheets are handed to the tester for scoring.
• Chance would be 5 out of 25. It is preferred to conduct the
four run-throughs for a total of 100 trials to try to establish a
trend. Out of 100, chance would be 25. A score of 30 or more
could be considered significant.

CLAIRVOYANCE TEST 9
Guess What’s in the Picture
EQUIPMENT NEEDED

• A children’s picture book or a magazine with pictures. A land
scape scene of many objects (trees, river, sky, grass, cows, farm,
house, boat, fisherman, ducks, a dog, etc.) is usually a good
choice, but it may be any picture depicting any theme as long
as there are many objects to identify.
• Paper and pencils.
INSTRUCTIONS

• The tester takes the picture book or magazine and, without
looking at its contents, opens it up at random and lays it face
down so that neither the tester nor the children can see the
pages.
• The children are asked to focus their mind’s eye on the objects
in the picture, and to write down on paper whatever first im
pressions they receive.
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• The test should not last more than one or two minutes; other
wise, a lot of guessing will take place. It is first impressions that
are important here.
• At the end of a couple of minutes, the tester turns the maga
zine over and the score sheets are handed to him.
SCORING AND EVALUATION

• The closest one can come to scoring is a matter of how many
objects the child can identify correctly. For example, if the pic
ture should show a garden, the child might convey the impres
sions of flowers, trees, plants, grass, sky, ad infinitum. Obviously,
if the child sees a garden with a fence around it, he doesn’t need
to see if there is a dog in the picture or rocks on the ground.
In other words, should the picture depict the garden with a
fence around it and that is the child’s response, that alone is
ability, without any further
enough to indicate clairvoyant
be “seen,” it merely indicates
picture
the
of
more
Should
details.
target.
the
on
in
focused
the child was well
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A psychic talent used throughout the world
and considered by many to be similar to psy
chometry. Many forms of dowsing rods are
utilized, such as a stick with a forked end, a
pendulum, a twig, etc. For the particular tests
we are conducting, it is recommended that the
tester use an inanimate object which can be
constructed from a string and a small metal
object or button for testing at home or in the
classroom. (For how to use the other dowsing
rods, see Chapter 1 and the explanation given
under Psychic Terms.)

Instructions and Tests
for Other Psychic Abilities:
Precognition, Psychometry,
and Dowsing

/

PRECOGNITION TEST 1

Tomorrow’s Red or Black Card Test
equipment
• Ordinary

precognition:

PSYCHOMETRY:

needed
deck of playing cards.

• Pencils and score sheets.

The knowing or seeing of events that will take
place in the future. In the tests for precogni
tion, the children will guess a day in advance
how the cards will fall when selected by the
tester the next day.

instructions

Touching or feeling an object, and gaining
thereby an impression of something of the his
tory of the object or of those connected with
it. In psychometry tests, let’s remember that
this particular psychic ability can consist of
other ESP talents, such as telepathy, clairvoy
ance, retrocognition,
etc. Nonetheless, it is
through the touch or the feeling of the object
that the psychic impression is triggered.

• The children are then asked to write down, from 1 to 25 on
the score sheet under the Response column, whether they think
that card will come up red or black when it is picked the fol
lowing day.

154

• The tester explains the nature of the test to the children: they
are to guess how the cards will turn out when they are picked
on the following day. The children are told only to think about
the colors red and black, and not to worry about the number
of the card.

• Score sheets are given to the tester until the next day.
• On the day after the responses are written, the tester shuffles
the deck of cards, and one by one turns over the first 25. (The
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children may enjoy participating and may be allowed to take
turns in turning over the cards.) The tester then enters each of
the cards onto his score sheet in the Target column.
• The game may either be discontinued at this point, or the same
procedure may be followed on successive days until a total of
100 trials has been achieved.

Instructions
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a turn in flipping over the cards.) The tester then enters each
of the cards onto his score sheet in the Target column.
• The game may either be discontinued at this point, or the same
procedure may be followed on successive days until a total of
100 trials has been achieved.
SCORING AND EVALUATION

SCORING AND EVALUATION

• Out of 100 trials, the average score to be expected from pure
chance alone is 50 percent, or 50 hits per run of 100 calls. Cor
rect guesses of 60 or over could be considered significant and
beyond chance.

PRECOGNITION TEST 2

Guess What Order the Cards Will Be Tomorrow
( For Older Children )

In scoring this test, 2 points will be allowed for a “full hit” (that
is, guessing both the suit and the number of the card), 1 point
for a numerical hit, and Vi point for a suit hit. In other words:
Guessing the suit is 1 out of 4 chances (25 out of 100 is pure
chance). Guessing the number is 1 out of 13 chances ( 8 out of 100
is pure chance). Guessing both number and suit is 1 out of 52
chances ( 2 out of 100 is chance).
In the total of 100 trials (with the above scoring), a score of
29 or more could be considered significant. The higher the tally,
the stronger the precognitive ability is indicated.

PSYCHOMET RY TEST 1
EQUIPMENT NEEDED

• Ordinary deck of playing cards.

Touch the Red or Black Card

• Pencils and score sheets.

SPECIAL NOTE

INSTRUCTIONS

• The day before the test is to be conducted, the tester asks the
children to write down 25 of the playing cards in the order they
think the cards will come out when drawn from the deck of
cards on the following day.
• The children are to indicate both the number and the suit of
each card, writing their responses on the score sheet under the
appropriate column. Score sheets are then given to the tester
until the next day.
• On the day after the responses have been written, the tester
shuffles the deck of cards, and one by one turns over the first
25. (It is enjoyable for the children to participate, each taking

• It is suggested that this test be conducted with one child at a
time and is probably most readily done at home. However, with
a limited number of children, it can be given successfully in the
classroom.
EQUIPMENT NEEDED

• Ordinary deck of playing cards.
• Pencil and score sheet.
INSTRUCTIONS

• The tester explains the nature of the test: The child is to touch
the sides of the cards, without looking at them, and when he
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“feels” that a card is red or black, he announces the color of
the card, and “cuts” the cards clean at that moment.
• The tester retains the score sheet throughout the test and the
color announced by the child is entered in the response column
by the tester. Both the tester and the child are permitted to see
the exposed target card, which is then entered in the Target
column.
• Cards are reshuffled after every five trials, approximately , so
that no cutting pattern is established. The test is resumed and
continued in the same manner as above for 25 calls.
• Depending on the attention span of the child, the test may be
continued at this point, or on successive days, until a total of
100 tries is achieved.
SCORING AND EVALUATION

• Fifty correct guesses out of 100 is pure chance. Sixty or more
accurate guesses is considered significant.

Instructions
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instructions
• The tester tells the children they are to “cut” the deck and find
a jack. By feeling the cards on the side, at the moment the child
“feels” it is the jack, the child cuts clean, exposing a card.
• The tester shuffles the deck and hands the cards to the child,
face down.
• The child tells his mind to cut a jack. By feeling the cards, when
he feels the jack is there, the child cuts the cards, showing the
card.
• As the tester reshuffles the deck, the child enters his response
on the score sheet. Afterwards, the tester enters it on his score
sheet. The cards are once more handed to child to “feel” the
jack in the deck of cards and to cut the deck at that point,
• The test continues until the 2 5 call runs are completed. The test
may then be stopped and continued on another day, or continued
until 100 trials have been made.
SCORING AND EVALUATION

PSYCHOMETRY TEST 2

• Chance is 2 out of 100 trials. Four or more correct guesses out
of 100 would be considered significant.

Touch the Jack
DOWSING TEST 1
SPECIAL NOTE

• It is suggested that this test be conducted with one child a t a
time and is probably best done at home. However, with a
limited number of children, it can also be successfully held in
the classroom.
EQUIPMENT NEEDED

• Ordinary deck of playing cards.
® Pencil and score sheet.

The Alphabet Dowsing Test
SPECIAL NOTE

. It is suggested that this test be conducted with the child at home.
However, with a small number of children, it can be held in
the classroom. It will be helpful in this test if an assistant to the
tester can score the child’s response while the child is maneu
vering the Dowsing Pendulum. If this is not possible, the child
can enter the response himself.
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EQUIPMENT NEEDED

SCORING AND EVALUATION

• Sheets of paper and a Dowsing Pendulum (which can be con
structed out of a piece of string and a small metal object o r
button).

• One correct guess in 25 would be chance. Out of 100 tries, four
would be chance and six or more would be considered signifi
cant.

INSTRUCTIONS

• The tester sketches 2 6 large blocks containing the 26 letters of
the alphabet on two pieces of paper ( a carbon copy can be
made).
• The tester gives one sheet of the alphabetical blocks to the
child and retains one for himself.
• In another area of the room, away from the child’s view ( o r
in a nearby room) the tester places a penny or any small object
over one of the alphabetical letters.
• The tester announces “Target,” upon which the child “tells” the
Dowsing Pendulum to go into a circular movement and to stop
when it reaches the target letter. The child holds the Dowsing
Pendulum over the letters, going down the line from A to Z,
moving along slowly until the pendulum starts to move in a
circular motion. When the circular movement occurs or stops
over a letter, that letter is the response call.
• Approximately 25 to 3 0 seconds’ response time is allotted, after
which the response is entered on the child’s score sheet. If there
is no response on one try, it should be left blank on the score
sheet and considered as a miss. The test should be resumed as
above.
• The tester enters the target object on his score sheet and covers
another letter. ( T h e target should be selected on a random
choice basis and not in alphabetical order.) The test continues
in the same manner as above until 25 targets have been called,
at which point the test is discontinued for this day. On successive
days, the test is continued — depending upon the interest and
attention span of the child — until a total of 100 trials have been
made.

DOPKSZ/VG TEST 2

The Map Test
SPECIAL NOTE

• It is suggested that this test be conducted at home with the
child. However, with a small number of children, it may also
be held in the classroom. It will be helpful in this test if an
assistant to the tester can enter the child’s response while the
child is maneuvering with the Dowsing Pendulum. If this is
not possible, the child can enter the response himself.
equipment needed
• Sheets of paper and a Dowsing Pendulum (which can be con
structed out of a piece of string and a small metal object or
button).
INSTRUCTIONS

• The tester sketches out on two sheets of paper ( a copy may be
made with carbon paper) a map of rhe Umted Slates and pnnts
in the names of the 50 states.
. The tester gives one sheet of the drawn map to the child and
retains one copy.
. In another area of the room or in a nearby room (away from
the child’s view) the tester places a penny or any small object
over one of the states on his map, in a random selection.
• The tester announces “Target,” and child “tells” the Dowsing
Pendulum to go into a circular movement and to stop when it
reaches the target designated by the tester.
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• The child holds the Dowsing Pendulum over the map, moving
along slowly until the pendulum starts to move in a circular
motion. When the circular movement occurs or stops over a
state on the map, that is the response call. If there is no re
sponse on one try, it should be left blank on the score sheet and
considered a miss, and the test should be resumed as above.
• Approximately 25 to 30 seconds’ response time is allotted. The
tester enters the target object on his score sheet and places the
penny on the next target, selected at random. The test continues
in the same manner until 2 5 targets have been called, at which
point the test is discontinued for the day. On successive days,
the test is continued— depending upon the interest and attention
span of the child— until a total of 100 trials have been made.
SCORING AND EVALUATION

• One out of 5 0 correct guesses is pure chance, as is 2 out of 100.
Four o r more correct guesses out of 100 would be considered
significant.

SCORE SHEETS
AND
ILLUSTRATIONS
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Stan dard ESP Score Sheet
Name of Child -------------------------at€

Type

--------------------------------------

o/

Test

Numb er of Correct Hits
Hits by Chance

Colum n 1

Colum n 2
r6c '

3 __________

3

____

3

4

4

____

4

5 __________

5

6

6

7 __________

7

7
____

5
9
io

_ _ _ _h

i

____

3

2

2

5

9 __________
10 __________

r

4
____

5
6
7

____

8

8

9

9

io

10
11

11 __________

11

ii

12 __________

12

_ _ _ _ 12

____

12

13 __________

13

13

13

14 _____

14

14

14

15 _____

15

15

15

16 __________

16

16

16

17 __________

17

17

17

18 __________

18

18

19

19

20 __________ 20
21 __________ 21

20

22 __________
??

22
23

22

24 __________

24

24

19 __________

production purposes any of the score sheets or illustrations
to be
used for tests in the classroom or home. However, this
material
is protected by the copyright laws and may not be repro
duced in
any publication without the permission of the Publi
sher.

1

__________

S ___________

spec ial note : Parents, teachers, or children may utilize for
re

0 S
e sl? "

X
____

6

Colum n 4

Colum n 3

1 __________ il 1
2 __________
2
__________

Alone

25 1
Hits

|

25
Hits

18
____
____

21

J

Hits

21
22

____

23
25

19
20

23
24

|

|

25
Hits
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Five-Object ESP Score Sheet
Name of Child

Type of Test

Daf e

Number of Correct H its
Hits by Chance Alone

APPLE

,
BANANAS

CAR

duck

______ ELEPHANT

D

note: The Five-Object Score Sheet incorporates an
optional step, in which the five target objects have been sketched
in miniature to assist the children in spontaneous responses.
SPECIAL

Hits
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APPLE

The follow ing are five object s that may be used as symbo ls
in test
ing. The tester may copy or trace them for tests in the classro
om or
at home. You may wish to improv ise and use symbo ls or
other
design s.

A

BANANAS

CA R

B
C

ELEPHANT
DUCK

E
D

Devise Your Own Test Score Sheet

SPECIAL NOTE:
You may want to try your hand at devising a new test. The
following score sheet may be utilized should you wish to
improvise.

Name of Child

Type of Test

Date

Numbe r of Correct Hits

_______ __

Hits by Chance Alone
Column 1

Column 2

Column 3

Column 4

.

Summing Up

universe. Changes are being made at
Ours is an ever-expanding
our grandparents. What is in, its
to
unknown
a pace that was
infancy today may be full-blown in twenty-five years and old
hat” in fifty. This is particularly true in the field of parapsy
chology. Although the testing of children to develop their psi
abilities is relatively new, fifty years from now what we are doing
today will indeed be “child’s play.” In future generations, chil
dren, using their psychic abilities, may lead us into an expanded
consciousness and a better understanding of the true nature of man.
If children are to utilize their psychic awareness in everyday
endeavors, it must be activated by their parents and teachers by
the faith they place in their children, by the understanding shown
to them. Once the adults realize that the child has psychic experi
ences, they must help the child open up by opening up first, by
listening to what he is saying. Parents and teachers alike should
Creative Perceptive Energy— by
try to fosler the child’s CPE-his
accepting it as a natural gift that can be enhanced through the
ESP testing program outlined in this book.
As a child develops, certain psychic components may be very
noticeable, while others may lie dormant. These hidden abilities
can come to the fore in later years. True psychic abilities, what
ever the category, are never lost. They always find a variety of
ways to manifest themselves.
It is left to adults to explain to children that they are not to be
afraid of their psychic experiences. Their psychic ability may well
177
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It’s a new day, in which we are at last able to explore
questions without having to face the mockery of science, the
church’s fear of demonic invasion, or the cynicism and
skepticism of a public that has waited long for facts it could
rely on. It is the harbinger of a new era in which the truth
all of us carry within ourselves can be brought at last into the
sunlight of outer day and the timeless yearnings of all of us
for truth.1
Let us— medical authorities, psychiatrists, psychologists, para
psychologists, parents, teachers, adults, children — follow the signs
together where they point to emerging breakthroughs in new
dimensions. For the truths that we dare to seek and the horizons
that we dare to explore may well determine our place in destiny as
human beings.
In the beginning God created the Heaven and the earth. And
the earth was without form, and void; and darkness was upon
the face of the deep. And the Spirit of God moved upon the
face of the waters. And God said, Let there be light; and there
was light. [Gen. 1:3],
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glossary

Agent:

The person transmitting a telepathic message or
thought.

Astral projection:

The act of some part of the self —the soul or
the spirit— leaving the physical body temporar
ily, which can occur while awake or asleep.
According to this theory, the mind can wander
freely and return to the body at will. See
Out-of-body experience.

Aura:

The halo or light that surrounds every human
being. The aura has been called an emanation
of the human spirit.

Bilocation:

The state of being physically in two places at
the same time.

Call:

The symbol selected by the subject of an ESP
test when he or she attempts to guess a target.
See Response.

Chance;

The possibility of something happening by pure
lot or luck. Chance occurrence is what can be
expected in simple guesswork.

Clairvoyance:

The perception of distant events or people
without the use of the physical senses. Being
able to “see” a distant event while it is occurring.

CPE:

Creative Perceptive Energy.

Daydream:

A reverie consisting of one or more pleasing
visions or anticipations that may be in the realm
of the possible.
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